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ABSTRACT
This research contributes to the growing literature on religious disaffiliation by considering
the reasons why young Cook Islanders are leaving Cook Islander congregations of the
Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa New Zealand (PCANZ). It suspects that issues concerning
Cook Islands language and sense of identity are major contributing factors for leaving. In
reviewing the development of Cook Islanders in both the Cook Islands and New Zealand, the
study considers underlying cultural and social elements, and a proposed profile of a typical
Cook Islander church Ieaver to better understand the influences upou them for leaving.

The methodology for this study is a Mixed Methods approach that incorporates both
qualitative and quantitative methods. It requires personal interviews of a sample of Cook
Islanders to hear directly of their own experiences within a Cook Islander congregation. It
also measures how many responded in a particular way to a particular issue. The research
looks at details of Cook Islander congregations of the PCANZ to determine how prevalent or
absent Cook Islander young adults (18-40 years) are in such congregations, in terms of
membership and worship attendance.

Contrary to the researcher's expectation, the findings show that people who had been raised in and
were previously very committed to their Cook Islander congregation are leaving, but not primarily due
to a sense of inadequacy with the Cook Islands language and identity. The research shows that such
people leave due to transitions in the nature of their own circumstances and especially that of their
relationships with others in their congregation. Given the complex relationship that exists between
individuals, their church and the wider society, it is suggested that the sense of lack of command of the
Cook Islands language and identity has a permeating effect upon most of the reasons given for young
Cook Islanders disengaging with their congregation. The divergent changes to Cook Islanders' society
within the wider New Zealand context, but to a lesser degree in Cook Islander congregations, are
encouraging increasing numbers of younger generation Cook Islanders to re-evaluate their sense of
belonging to such a community.
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PREFACE
This research was born from the writer's parish ministry experience concerning younger Cook
Islanders exiting the church, particularly from Cook Islander congregations. It seeks to bring
some clarity and understanding to the complex nature of how and why Cook Islanders are
disengaging from their own people in a religious context.

It is also hoped that the issues raised in this study will provoke discussion in and amongst
Cook Islander congregations, especially the leadership, and from those who can identify with
the experiences of the respondents in this study. This dissertation does not intend to blame or
portray in any negative way persons or organisations for people leaving the church, rather it
simply seeks to describe the experiences of those who have left. Therefore, it should be read
with an open mind to appreciate the experiences of such people.

It is with deepest gratitude that I thank all the respondents of this study for their willingness
and time given to participate in the research, and for their sincerity and courage in sharing
their stories. Without them, this research would not be possible. Their voice needs to be heard
because they are not only the Cook Islanders' church of the future; they are the church of
today.

Cook Islander congregations are also acknowledged for their prayerful and practical support
of this research. Ministers, elders (Secretaries), youth leaders, and the many who cooperated
with congregational details are greatly appreciated for their tremendous effort and
contribution. Often it is very difficult to clearly see and accept the challenges confronting
Cook Islander congregations in the face of a changing Cook Islanders' society in New
Zealand. Yet, the opportunity is at hand to seek ways to appropriately respond.

Special thanks is also sincerely conveyed to Caren Rangi, McKenzie Kaitao, the Bates family,
and Joseph family for their hospitality, generosity and unwavering assistance toward this
research. Their "behind the scenes" support has been invaluable and deserves greater
recognition than a mere mention here. Meitaki maata.

Last but not least, I would like to especially acknowledge with great admiration my wife
Tangi and our children for their constant support and sacrifice to bring this task to life. Thank
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you for sharing my passion and pains. Your kind and encouraging words have been a source
of strength for me to persevere. Thank you all.
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of church leaving is something taken seriously by the Christian Church
today. Much has been written about it as a challenge to the mission of the church. Yet, it still
appears that, more than ever before, people are continuing to leave churches in increasing
numbers. To a certain extent, it may seem a problem faced mainly by churches in Western
countries with no great effect in areas like the Pacific. However, it is the opinion of the writer
that such a thought is purely wishful thinking. Now that the world sees itself as a global
community, cultures are being brought closer together where the tide of church leaving is
reaching ever higher on the shores of Pacific churches.

Pacific Islander churches or congregations that have established themselves in Western
countries like New Zealand are beginning to see similarities with their European counterparts
who have already experienced significant membership decline. Within the Presbyterian
Church of Aotearoa New Zealand (PCANZ) are Pacific Islander congregations with such
growing concerns. The symptoms of the disease of church decline that has mostly, but not
exclusively, affected the European part of the church are now appearing in the Pacific
Islanders' part of its body. The Cook Islanders' part of the PCANZ is one group that is
experiencing the effects of this sickness. Although the idea of people leaving the church is not
a new one, the increasing absence of younger Cook Islanders from their congregations today
is significant enough to make its leadership take notice. This research is a response to such a
situation.

The title of this thesis incorporates the image of a coconut. Usually, images such as palm trees
or white sandy beaches are at the forefront in people's minds when they think about the
Pacific Islands. But to Cook Islanders, and perhaps to most Pacific Islanders, the coconut or

nu is very significant. It symbolises its people and life itself. What is particularly notable
about the image of the coconut in the title is that it is cracked. It portrays brokenness and loss
as its milk seeps out and disappears into the ground. In the unforgiving heat of the sun and
exposure to the birds of the air, the coconut will dry up or be ravaged and eventually become
an empty shell. Unlike other fallen coconuts that have sprouted new life from the ground, the
cracked coconut is doomed to unfruitfulness and death. Young Cook Islanders are the
precious milk of the coconut church being lost and wasted.
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The current study is an attempt to explore why younger Cook Islanders are leaving Cook
Islander congregations of the PCANZ. It will look at sampling Cook Islanders in New
Zealand to identify what significant factor(s) have contributed to their leaving. In so doing, it
will be important to hear of their experiences directly from their own perspective. From the
experience of the writer, within Cook Islander congregations it is suspected that there is a
connection between younger Cook Islanders leaving and issues about Cook Islands language
and identity. Therefore, the hypothesis of this study is that the lack of both the command of

the Cook Islands language and cultural identity are significant contributing factors for
younger Cook Islanders leaving Cook Islander congregations of the PCANZ. This may
develop barriers of communication and sense of belonging, making it difficult for them to
relate to and work with the structures and practices, and members of Cook Islander
congregations. They, in turn, may become marginalised, silenced, disempowered, and
eventually develop a sense of not belonging socially, culturally and religiously with the
church. In the end they choose with their feet and no longer participate with full commitment
or loyalty.

Chapter one will look at the development of Cook Islanders in the Pacific and New Zealand.
Firstly, it will bring a historical understanding of how they have evolved as a Pacific nation
since encountering Western culture and the influence of the Christian Church. Because of the
close ties between New Zealand and the Cook Islands the chapter will also examine the
settlement and development of Cook Islanders in New Zealand. This includes their
evolvement as a community in general, but particularly as a community within the PCANZ.
This chapter will outline the historical struggles of separation and fragmentation that Cook
Islanders have experienced with each other and, in particular, with the Church.

Chapter two looks at what the most recent statistics tell us about Cook Islanders in New
Zealand. It will compare details of various age groups covering areas such as population,
language, religion, employment, housing and family to try and identify links with church
leaving. Combining considerations of previous research, this chapter will also attempt to
develop a profile of what a typical Cook Islander church Ieaver may be like. Examining the
context in which Cook Islanders live will hopefully bring about a better appreciation of the
respondents to the study, and of the elements that influence their attitudes and perceptions of
the church.
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Chapter three will outline the methodology proposed for the research. It is imperative to hear
directly from Cook Islanders who have left Cook Islander congregations of the PCANZ, and
hence the methodology used will be a Mixed Methods approach that incorporates both
qualitative and quantitative methods. The chapter will expand on the development of such an
approach and how it will assist the research. An outline will be given of the analysis of data
obtained from Cook Islander congregations and from interviews with the respondents,
followed by an assessment of the methodology.

Chapter four will expand on the analysis outline from chapter three. It will show the
representation of specific age groups of people involved with Cook Islander congregations of
the PCANZ. The two main areas of focus will be that of membership and attendance in one
Cook Islander worship service. It will demonstrate that younger Cook Islanders aged eighteen
to forty years are well under-represented in these areas of Cook Islander congregations, and
that the majority of respondents in the current study will fit the church Ieaver profile
established in chapter two.

Chapter five is the heart of this study. It will identify the reasons why the respondents of the
current research have left their respective Cook Islander congregations. Their stories will be
given in their own words to appropriately illustrate their experiences. It will show that,
although different reasons may be given for leaving their congregations, the issues of
language and identity permeate most stated reasons for leaving.
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CHAPTER!
Cook Islanders: A history of unity and disunity
The current study deals with a particular group of people - Cook Islanders. Therefore, it is
important to gain basic knowledge about them so that the reader may have a greater
appreciation for those involved in the current study. This chapter will identify some
significant events that have shaped the Cook Islands and will also illustrate how the sense of
division and fragmentation amongst its different peoples can be linked to strong and long-held
feelings of island or village identification. Exploration of their relationship with the Church in
the Cook Islands and New Zealand will reveal how increasing assimilation into a Western
culture has further widened the cultural and religious gap amongst the different generations of
Cook Islanders and had an impact on their church involvement.

ORIGINS
The Cook Islands are a small group of fifteen volcanic and atoll islands situated
approximately sixteen hundred miles from New Zealand. The islands can be separated into
two groups: the Northern Group consisting of atolls - Penrhyn, Rakahanga, Manihiki,
Pukapuka, Nassau, and Suwarrow; and the Southern Group, mainly volcanic - Palmerston,
Aitukaki, Manuae, Takutea, Mitiaro, Atiu, Mauke, Rarotonga and Mangaia. Tradition has it
that the early inhabitants of the Southern Group of the Cook Islands came from Raiatea and
other islands of French Polynesia around 900 C.E. Similarly, some of the Northern Group
were believed to have been settled by expeditions from Samoa and Tonga. However,
archaeological findings in the mid-1980's on the island of Pukapuka suggest that the island
had human occupation at a much earlier date of around 323 B.C.E. 1

Before Christianity arrived, each island was a separate political entity in its own right. On the
larger islands, including Rarotonga, Mangaia and Aitutaki, the land area was divided into
districts. These districts were also sovereign, independent political entities. The "Head of
State" for each of these entities was the Ariki. This chief had total control over his given
territory of land. Below him was a very structured order of sub-chiefs and below them a

1

The work of archaeologist M. Chikamori who visited Pukapuka is cited by Henry, Howard. (2002). The
Coming of Tomorrow: European Exploration and "Discovery" of the Cook Islands. Auckland: Sovereign
Pacific Publishing Company, p. vi.
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number of minor chiefs and family heads. 2 While each island had a basic "core" language and
the same fundamentals of religion, customs and tradition, they, and tribes on some of the
larger islands, subsequently developed their own unique dialect of language, their own
distinctive style of religious appreciation and, of course, their own separate ways of life in
terms of customs and traditions? Many of these, and a sense of deeply rooted allegiance to
one's island or village, are still evident up to the present time.

EARLY EUROPEAN CONTACT
Discoverers of the Cook Islands later included Europeans. Pukapuka was thought to be the
first island to be sighted by the Spanish explorers Alvaro Mendana de Niera and Pedro
Fernandez de Quiros on 201h August 1595, and it was named "San Bernado" 4• Quiros later
returned to the South Pacific and, on

znd

March 1606, he landed on the island of Rakahanga

which he named "Gente Hormosa", meaning "handsome inhabitants" because of his high
admiration of the people. 5 In 1765, the British were next to appear with the sighting again of
Pukapuka by John Byron on 21" June. Like Mendana, Byron did not make it ashore because
the high surf and treacherous reef made it too dangerous to land. Therefore, he named the
atoll "Island of Danger''. 6 Eight years later, on 23'd September 1773, James Cook sighted the
small coral atoll of Manuae which he named "Sandwich Island", but later changed it to
"Hervey Island" after his friend Augustus John Hervey. 7 After further explorations of the
South Pacific, Cook eventually came upon the atoll of Palmerston on 161h June 1774, to which
he gave its current name. 8 On his third voyage to the Pacific, Cook came across the island of
Mangaia on the 291h March 1777. On the 31" March 1777 he further sighted Atiu, but because
of light winds was not able to land there until

znd

April 1777. He later reached Takutea on the

2

Henry, Howard. (2003). Christianity created a nation: Arrival of the Gospel and the early mission years in the
Cook Islands. Auckland: Sovereign Pacific Publishing Company, p. vii.

3

Ibid.

4

Kloorsterman, Alphons. M. J. (1976). Discoverers of the Cook Islands and the names they gave. (second
revised and augmented edition). Rarotonga, Cook Islands: Cook Islands Library and Museum. Bulletin I, p. 37.

5

Henry. (2002), p. 10.

6

Kloosterman, p. 37.

7

Ibid, p. 22.

8

Ibid, p. 31.
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4'h April 1777, Manuae on the 6th April and Palmers ton on the 13th April 1777, before heading
north to Hawaii where he tragically died on 14'h February 1779.9

William Bligh, who had accompanied Cook on previous journeys, had returned to the South
Pacific aboard the ship the "Bounty" and on 11th April 1789 arrived at Aitutaki. 10 After the
infamous mutiny by Christian Fletcher and some of the crew, it is believed by various
accounts that the Bounty stopped at two separate islands between Tahiti and Tonga. One of
the islands is believed to have been Rarotonga. However, the first official European sighting
of Rarotonga was from the ship Endeavour in 1813, and the first recorded landing was by the
crew of the Cumberland in 1814. 11

The last of the early European seafarers to come by way of the Cook Islands were the
Russians. On 17'h September 1814 Lieutenant Mikhail Lazarev came upon an uninhabited
atoll which he named after his ship, the "Suvorov". Over the years this name was subject to
various forms of spelling, but towards the latter half of the 19'h century it began to appear on
various maps as "Suwarrow". 12 The Russians are significant in terms of Cook Islands history,
firstly because they were apparently the first to locate and chart Suwarrow, but secondly, and
far more importantly, it was they who gave the Cook Islands their name as we know it today.
This happened several decades before the British government discarded the name Hervey
Islands in preference for the "Cook Islands" in honour of the late James Cook. 13

In 1888 the Cook Islands became a British protectorate and in 1891 Frederick Moss was

appointed as the first British Resident of the Cook Islands. By 190 I it was annexed by New
Zealand and, as part of the world decolonisation of the early 1960's, it was granted selfgovernance in association with New Zealand in 1965. This special relationship is recognised
by New Zealand in annual aid and the right of Cook Islanders to New Zealand citizenship.

9

Henry. (2002). pp. 3 I -42.

°Kloosterman, p. I 0.

1

11

Ibid, p. 47-48.

12

Ibid, p. 5 I.

13

Henry, (2002), p. 69.
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MISSIONARIES
Through the London Missionary Society (LMS) Christianity arrived in the Cook Islands on
the island of Aitutaki in 1821 by the Rev John Williams. Williams used Tahitian converts to
carry his message to the people and they took to this task with great enthusiasm and were
extremely successful. 14 The acceptance of Christianity at the expense of idol worship spread
much quicker throughout the Cook Islands than it did in French Polynesia. With the training
of indigenous Cook Islander converts they too were commissioned as "Native Teachers" to
various mission settlements throughout the Cook Islands and further abroad. The last island to
be evangelised was Pukapuka in 1857. 15 Evangelism of the people was much aided when the
leadership converted first and the rest usually followed suit. On each inhabited island and in
each village, mission stations and churches were established.

Cook Islanders probably identified the missionaries as bringers of all the material benefits
they saw as being part of European civilisation. Most missionaries came from the lower
middle classes of 19th century England. 16 The islanders were employed by the missionary
families around the mission houses to cook, clean, wait at table and work in the garden. It is
reasonable to assume that the relationship between the mission families and their servants
mirrored the general attitude of missionaries towards unsophisticated people in need of
salvation. According to Beaglehole, one of the aims of the early missionary endeavour was
"to make Rarotonga a replica or a mirror of lower middle-class England." 17

Changes were made to the life of Cook Islanders. The concept of a cash economy replaced the
traditional barter system, and with the introduction of calico cotton, being cheap, plentiful and
easily produced, it quickly replaced traditional garments. Agriculture also changed because of
the missionaries. Plantations replaced subsistence farming and hundreds of new acres began
to be farmed. Before contact with missionaries, the Rarotongans lived inland, deep in the
valleys, protected from neighbouring tribes. However, the location of these settlements did
not suit the missionaries' attempts at conversion since access was difficult and restrictive. The
missionaries set up their stations on the coast and persuaded the chiefs to build villages
around them. Housing was changed to suit a nuclear family unit instead of the previous
14

Beaglehole, Earnest. (1957). Social change in the South Pacific: Rarotonga and Aitutaki. London: Allen &
Unwin Ltd., p. 15.
15

Kloosterman, p. 37.

16

Beaglehole, pp. 24-28.

17

Ibid, p. 56.
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communal extended family living arrangements. Missionaries introduced schools and a new
way of learning that produced a written form of the Cook Islands language. Traditional island
skills and practices dramatically diminished in the light of Western knowledge and
technology. This in turn affected hierarchical and political structures of traditional Cook
Islands society.

THE COOK ISLANDS CHURCH AND SOCIETY
The Cook Islands Church referred to in this section is that established by the LMS. Although
there are other Christian denominations in the Cook Islands, the LMS, which became the
Cook Islands Christian Church (CICC) in 1965, was and still is the largest denomination in
the Cook Islands. Sometimes the terms "Church" and "Missionaries" are inseparable, and
when talking about the Cook Islands Church it usually refers to its leadership. This section
looks at the impact of the Church upon Cook Islands society.

Cook Islanders had been initially ministered to by LMS missionaries, but later they became
ministers of the Gospel themselves. In the early years, between 1823 and 1827, it was the
Tahitian missionaries such as Papehia, V ahapata and Rio who consolidated much of the work
among Cook Islanders. 18 Following them, missionaries like Charles Pitman, Aaron Buzacott
and William Gill came to build upon their well-grounded work. The influence of the Tahitian
missionaries gradually declined as authority and recognition began shifting to their English
superiors. The English missionaries worked closely with Cook Islanders such as Maretu,
Tairi, Aporo and others, in raising them up as Christian leaders and fellow co-workers. Most
were in fact instructed privately by Pitman and Buzacott in preparation for mission work. 19
The opening of Takamoa Theological College on Rarotonga in 1839 marked a great turning
point in the work of the LMS in the Cook Islands?° Cook Islanders could be taught to be
ministers of the Gospel without having to go to places like Tahiti for training. They in turn
were sent out as pastors of Cook Islander congregations and later as missionaries to other
parts of the Pacific.

18

Maretu, (translated, annotated and edited by Majorie Tuainekore Crocombe). (1983). Cannibals and Converts:
Radical change in the Cook Islands. Rarotonga: Institute of Pacific Studies in association with the Ministry of
Education, pp. 18-20.
19

Ibid, p. 21.

10

Ibid, p. 20.
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The further the Gospel spread, so too did the Church and its influence. Cook Islands historian
Howard Henry contended that, with Rarotonga as the operations centre for the LMS in the
Cook Islands, every island and district in which the LMS had a presence became connected.
They were connected not only by the Christian faith, but also by what Henry termed a
"gravitational connection to Rarotonga" 21 • This was an attempt to unite the different island
peoples as one people.

As previously mentioned, progress by the Church also extended to the translation of the Bible
into the Cook Islands language. This enabled Cook Islanders to engage with the Christian
scriptures firsthand. According to Henry, Christianity was responsible for creating a "common
language". 22 When John Williams landed on Rarotonga in 1827, he discovered one of the
biggest stumbling blocks for the missionary endeavour on Rarotonga revolved around the
language differences. In view of this, John Williams concluded that the people of Rarotonga
should have the Bible written in their own dialect. In the years that followed, John Williams,
Charles Pitman and Aaron Buzacott translated various books of the New Testament.
Subsequently, Charles Pitman and Aaron Buzacott carried on eventually completing the
translation of all the books of both the New and Old Testaments. The Christians of Rarotonga
came to be instructed in their own mother tongue. The "language of Christianity" changed
from that of Tahitian to that of Rarotongan. 23 As Christianity developed and consolidated on
each of the islands, these same island communities embraced the language dialect of
Rarotonga as well. In this way, Christianity strengthened allegiances to Rarotonga and
continued to glue together the Cook Islands as one. Henry also noted that this common
language came into existence many decades before the Cook Islands came to be recognised
by this name in 188824 •

However, it must be noted that although the different islands accepted the language of
translated scripture within the context of church, the dialect mostly used outside of church
was that of each particular island. There has also been debate over whether the language of
the Cook Islands Bible is in fact purely the Rarotongan dialect or a mixture of the different

21

Henry. (2003), p. vii.

22

Ibid.

23

Ibid, p. viii. It is important to note that the Cook Islands bible has been edited five times and there is now an
understanding of the incorporation of words and phrases from the various island dialects.
24

Ibid.
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dialects of the Cook Islands. This leads to the question, what is the official language of the
Cook Islands? Is it the Rarotongan dialect or a mixture of island dialects? Is it the Cook
Islands biblical language or something else? Although it is not within the range of this study
to explore this matter in detail, suffice it to say that the religious attempt to unite Cook
Islanders by identification with Rarotonga and its dialect was effective to a considerable
extent. In general Cook Islands society, however, it served mostly the purpose of
communication and recognition of a lateral connection. One's village or island dialect and
cultural forms were still the preferred identity.

The Church in the Cook Islands assisted in giving the group of islands a political identity.
Once the decision had been made in early 1900, by the British Colonial Office in London, that
the Cook Islands, which at that time constituted only the Southern Group as a British
Protectorate, would eventually be annexed to New Zealand, it was the LMS missionaries who
insisted that the islands of the Northern Group also be included in this political entity. As
Henry rightly noted, "Native Teachers" from Rarotonga had been placed throughout these
islands and so, for all intents and purposes, they were already responsible to Rarotonga,
situated amongst the Southern group of islands. 25 When the Cook Islands was annexed to
New Zealand on llth June 1901, both the Northern and Southern Groups were united into one
single political entity.

In many ways Church culture reflected Western culture. Churches and schools were set up in

the different villages and islands, laws were formulated, and a judicial system organised,
resulting in social and political change in Cook Islands society. People who became deacons
in the church could gain higher status in the general community. For example, especially
those of higher rank could become judges in the new judicial system. 26 Church membership
became seen as a necessity for a person who wanted any sort of standing or influence within
the community. To keep the peace and to maintain law and order, the various ArikF7 , after
normal consultation and direct influence from the resident missionary, appointed as many
local policemen as they saw fit. The basic pre-requisite was that they had to be members of
the Church. It was soon evident that "Church Laws" became the law of the land where
missionaries or island pastors were able to exercise considerable influence over the Ariki and
25
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the various community leaders. Through them, the Church, to a large degree and for a certain
time, controlled and dominated all aspects of Cook Islander society through the enforcement
of religious rules and regulations. As a result of the Church becoraing the establishment,
Henry argues that raissionaries and island pastors "ruled the roost". 28

However, any system of power in society, whether religious or not, is prone to corruption, and
Cook Islanders were no exception. No matter how noble Church and secular authorities
appeared in their capacity of authority, their practices did not always match their intentions. In
highlighting the danger of such a system, Henry revealed that,
"Those people who were not part of the Church were disliked by the
Ariki and other community leaders and so were victimised, not only by
the Ariki and the local police constabulary, but also by the local
District Judge as well. In the end, the judicial harassment and
repetitive prosecution forced many to join the Church in order to
avoid further continued victimisation on the part of the local judicial
system ... The reason for this enthusiasm was because a system was in
place that saw all the various Jines (being food and/or other material
goods) imposed by the District Judges was later divided between the
Ariki, the District Judge and the local constabulary. It was also usual
for the Missionary to receive a "commission" from these spoils as
well. The more convictions and fines a District Judge could impose on
those brought into court by the police, then the more there was in the
'kitty' for distribution between those people in positions of power and
authority". 29

Sadly, even the pulpit became a place for announcing new laws of the Ariki so that no one
had an excuse for not knowing about it. These announcements also included the penalty if
found guilty by the District Judge. In the eyes of the general population, it was their Ariki
exercising his or her adrainistrative authority, but in reality, the person truly in charge was
usually the resident raissionary. This person had control over nearly everything in the
community, whereas the Ariki and those below him were merely mouthpieces in terms of
adrainistering and enforcing community and Church regulations.
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The abuse of power and privilege was also sadly identified amongst the church leadership
within church practices. Beaglehole noted reports by Buzacot and Pitman of local police
enforced mass and indiscriminate baptisms of people by the Native Teachers as a means of
wanting to impress the white missionaries. 30 In exercising undue authority over the people,
Beaglehole commented that the Native Teachers taught by the missionaries were "so
imprudent and power-drunk" that Pitman confessed the people "were more happy in their
heathenish state, than since the Word of God came to them, alluding to the manner in which
they had been treated by the Native Teachers." 31 The result was that people increasingly
became untrusting and begrudging of the Church.

The influence of the Church was also greatly seen through its education programmes.
Education in mission schools also meant reading and writing in the Cook Islands language.
By the end of the 1800's the Church was still reluctant to support any effort by the then
British Resident Frederick Moss to establish state schools and hospitals. The leader of the
LMS in Rarotonga at that time, the Rev J. J. K. Hutchin, continually sabotaged attempts to
introduce English, for fear that the people would only be led, like the Tahitians had been, to
read 'trashy novels' ?2 When the first state schools were finally set up, the situation was
seemingly hopeless, with European teachers who knew no Cook Islands language instructing
children who knew very little English. Over time, however, the English language slowly and
eventually ascended as a dominant language in the Cook Islands, especially on Rarotonga. So
dominant was the shift to the English language over the decades that by the 20'h century the
earlier fears of the missionaries were being realised.

Change for Cook Islander converts was not just about change in allegiance from their pagan
gods to the Christian God; rather their Christian faith permeated nearly every area of their
lives. The church building and mission station soon became the new marae 33 for the people to
congregate, and material links with their previous idols were replaced with the cross and the
Bible. More Cook Islanders, especially those of lower status in the community, began
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showing increasing loyalty to the Church and its leaders, rather than to their own chiefs. For
example, on Manihiki island a high chief declared war on the missionaries because he wanted
only aristocrats like himself to be baptised. In calling his people to battle, no one responded the majority had already been baptised and sided with the missionaries? 4 From dress code to
acquiring a new name by baptism, 35 Cook Islanders' way of life had rapidly changed; it was
becoming more European in outlook and speech.

The more change Cook Islanders experienced over time by increasing contact with
Westerners, the more concerned the Church became over the morality of the people. The
Church was resistant to trading posts and secular government enterprise for fear of moral
decay among the people. There was a sense of paranoia, reflected in new laws made instantly
by missionary decree. In the case of Mangaia island in 1891, it was reported that one hundred
and fifty five police were in operation - all were church members who policed what people
were buying in the stores. Their appointment by the missionaries was for the main purpose of
discovering the "delinquencies of their neighbour" 36 Other laws brought in at the insistence
of the missionaries included the banning of "sensual" dancing, the practice of wearing flowers
and the custom of using coconut oil on a person's body. Other laws made it illegal for a man
to walk in the dark with his arm around a woman's waist unless he was carrying a torch flame
in his other hand. If a man showed excessive emotion over the body of a dead woman, who
was not closely related to him, such as a wife, mother, sister or aunty, then that man was
considered to have committed an offence, in that it was assumed he had been having a "secret
affair" with her sometime before she died. 37

The main concern for the Church was for the hearts of Cook Islanders to be changed. This
attitude, however, was not always helpful in the area of people's physical health. Due to the
introduction of foreign diseases, the population of Rarotonga had fallen from seven thousand
to two thousand in the first two decades of mission rule and deaths exceeded births for the rest
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of the nineteenth century ? 8 Although the Church leadership did a lot to help the island people
as far as they possibly could, the missionary focus still regretfully believed that Cook
Islanders, like the New Zealand Maori, were a 'dying race' and that it was God's will that
they should "simply be prepared for heaven"? 9

Over time the growing burden of Church rules, mistrust of its leaders, and increasing outside
influence caused Cook Islanders to gradually dissent against their authorities. As more Cook
Islanders grew disinterested in some Church practices, their once unquestionable allegiance to
the Church began to wane. The unbearable Church and mission laws were now being defied
by some, even to the point of ridicule. Douglas notes that in some cases villagers paid only lip
service to curfew and liquor laws while mapu (a young person or youths) enjoyed outwitting
the policeman and village councillor in the nocturnal visits around the village. 40 By the early
201h Century continued disinterest by some Cook Islanders in church affairs became
increasingly apparent. Issues about moral laxity were still strong, but not as strong as issues of
apathy and lethargy in the faith and life of the church folk. LMS reports by Viner, Williams
and Lenwood in 1916 confirmed that the most distressing thing noted about Cook Islanders
was the "lack of any strong interest in spiritual things."41 Their report also noted that as well,
as their "little avowed interest in the spiritual improvement of the Church," church officers
had "little care for vital religion". 42 They noted that Cook Islander church folk were
increasingly participating in their own cultural events that brought them more satisfaction,
rather than church events. The focus on the Church as the centre of Cook Islander life was
shifting slowly but surely to domains of Cook Islander society that appeared more relevant
and rewarding.

Another concern of the missionaries was that the Church could hardly be distinguished from
the general community. Church leaders found it distressing that the unacceptable activities
demonstrated in the general community were in fact committed by the church's very own
members. The 1916 report to the LMS summed up their distress at such a backward step by
38
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Cook Islander church folk compared to other Pacific peoples, who received the Gospel much
later: "It was painful to think that these were the Churches of Williams, Pitman and Buzacott,
and that they played so splendid a part in the taking of the Gospel to Samoa, where the
Church has far outstripped that of the Cook Islands."43

The Church realised that things had to change to accommodate its people. In particular,
attention was given to how its leadership could be more effective. It was a fundamental
principle of the LMS that the new churches established should eventually be administered by
the local converts themselves. The principle stated that:
"As the union of Christians of various denominations in carrying on
this great is a most desirous object, so, to prevent,

if possible,

any

cause offuture dissension, it is declared to be a fundamental principle
of the Missionary Society, that its design is not to send Presbyterian
Independency, Episcopacy, or any other fonn of Church Order or
Government (about which there may be differences of opinion among
serious persons), but the glorious Gospel of the blessed God, to the
heathen; and that it shall be left (as it ought to be left) to the minds of
the persons whom God may call into the fellowship of His son from
among them, to assume for themselves such fonn of Church
Government as to them shall appear most agreeable to the Word of
God." 44

Cook Islanders themselves were encouraged to be leaders who could determine what was best
for them as a church. The remedy was to set up church councils for each village on each
island to be responsible for the appointment and discipline of pastors, and to deal with the
religious life and work of the churches in its area.

The new sense of autonomy for churches was favourable to a certain extent, but along with it
came new problems. Along with deficiencies in spiritual affairs, there was also a lack of
cooperation amongst the churches. Not long after new structures and personnel were
implemented, old difficulties resurfaced. The geographical separation of the islands and the
varying local systems of operations by each congregation fostered a spirit of independence
that only sought to seek its own benefit. Concerning a visitation to the three churches on
43
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Mangaia island, a report noted that inter-congregation relationships were very strained: "One
Church goes up without lifting the rest along with it; another slides down hill, and it is no
one's business to arrest the decline." 45 It was also revealed that the resident missionary's work
was not as effective as it once was. More disturbing, though, was the increasing resistance
toward missionary authority. Ordinary members, and not just those in leadership, began
demonstrating discontent and asserting their own expectations of church life.

Even when a united church council representing all congregations was formed, growing
assertion of some of the leadership for greater self-determination for their congregation
created more instability. It was apparent that LMS work amongst the islanders was not as
progressive as they had hoped. In his report of the LMS from 1895 to 1920, A. T. S. James
noted that, even though the gospel had been in the Cook Islands for nearly one hundred years
he considered that the faith of some Cook Islanders was still immature. His negative outlook
about them was clear:
"They are passionate, uncertain, and fickle, and the old-time habits
are in their blood. Their Christianity is still the faith and practice of
novices, but their churches have a singular force of character and
very often a high average attainment when it is remembered that but a
46
hundred years ago they were a people running wild on their reefs. "

Although James did not spell out what the 'old time habits' of Cook Islanders were, he still
considered such activities as restrictive for enabling congregations to work better within
themselves and with each other. He did stress, however, that the chief need amongst them was
for a more spiritual atmosphere that could help them see the bigger picture of the Cook
Islands Church as a whole, rather than as independent congregations. His hope was that this
would do away with their disputes and jealousies that only divided them even more.

The distress for the Church continued to inflate as actions of its members, deemed
inappropriate, became more obvious. In Barradale's 1927 report, he recorded the LMS' pain
at the blatant disrespect for what was previously considered sacred - the Sabbath. "Of great
concern was ... the increasing tendency to desecrate the Sabbath in these islands through
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47
pleasure-seeking, bush-beer drinking, and work m connection with ships ... " What was

worse was the fact that such activities that had once been done in secret, away from the sight
and knowledge of church leaders, were increasingly being demonstrated without much
concern for church repercussions. In some ways they were signs of outright defiance as
growing numbers of people moved themselves to the fringes by seeking their own aspirations.
Growing overseas trade and ever increasing contact with Western culture brought more
inevitable change upon Cook Islanders, none more so than upon the younger generation.
Increased interaction with other Europeans, apart from the missionaries, was, in James'
48
opinion, the "worst part of the church's problem". The political and economic development

of the Cook Islands as a nation had ramifications which the Church could not stop or curb.
According to the LMS report in 1962,
"Wage earning is taking the place of subsistence agriculture; money
is more plentiful, Western ways are admired by the young though
looked at askance by the old. In the midst of such changes the church
looks to the older folk to be the one stable institution in a changing
world. To the young it looks like a survival of the nineteenth
century. "

49

The same concern was conveyed in the 1966 LMS report: "Young people, especially those
who have been for a spell to New Zealand, and that is quite a number, are discontented with
the old-fashioned ways of the churches which are unready to launch out into new ways of
youth work." 50 Therefore, alongside the problems of island or village identity, internal and
inter-congregational tensions, leadership struggles and moral decline, the religious and
cultural gap between the different generations of Cook Islanders had gradually widened.
This chasm was further demonstrated through the change in the language Cook Islanders
used. Greater use of English was an inevitable consequence of close contact with New
Zealand during colonial rule. Since the introduction of self-government in 1965, the Cook
Islands' continued orientation towards New Zealand, along with the spread of English as a
47
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global language, saw detrimental effects on the Cook Islands language. Research on the Cook
Islands language by Karen Davis showed that by the end of the 1970's, English had already
become the main language of Cook Islands government, commerce, post-primary education,
and of many families on the islands of Rarotonga and Aitutak:i. She noted the following in the
Cook Islands Language Policy Report:
"There is a declining presence, to total invisibility of Rarotongan
Maori in both public and communal activities, from the highest level
of government in the constitution, in the record keeping of official
information, in formal public speeches, to the public services, and to
the homes where it has ceased to be the language for socialisation of
many children. It occupies a fraction of time and space in the media,
and is rarely seen in commerce and business transactions including
the local village shops. " 51

With the younger generation increasingly speaking English and the older maintaining the
vernacular, barriers and tensions were becoming more obvious in how Cook Islanders were
relating with each other.

The strain of modernisation was beginning to tell upon Cook Islanders. Looking at the stress
of modem Western culture upon Cook Islander society, particularly on the island of Aitutak:i,
Theodore and Nancy Graves reported that one of the major concerns was breakdown in
cooperative village activities and increasing interpersonal tensions. The weekly village
meetings and voluntary work groups were seen as "dying institutions", where those who
continued to give their time and energy felt the work more burdensome, less fairly distributed,
and less appreciated. They noticed increasing numbers of empty family houses as the result of
building tension and conflict among extended families that led to more nuclear households.
They also noted increasing social conflicts:
"We heard about the first suicide the year before we arrived, we
witnessed the first public drunken brawls, the first arrest for
manslaughter occurred shortly after we left, and when we next
returned there was a group of "prisoners" working on the roads who
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had been arrested for theft, disorderly conduct, and other such minor
offences. "52

With a wage economy, economic interdependence - which makes cooperation and informal
conflict resolution a necessity for survival - was diminishing. Graves and Graves noted: "In
the old days, people banked their surplus fish in their neighbour's bellies. Now they can toss
them into a freezer. More and more people can now 'afford' a conflict with their neighbours,
and so these may persist unresolved." 53

Their further research also identified an increasing competitive nature amongst Cook
Islanders as they adopted more of Western culture. In addressing what they called 'pro-social'
behaviour, particularly among the younger generation, Graves & Graves found that as their
(Cook Islander) context shifted in the direction of modern, Western institutional structures,
and as traditional 'interdependencies' were being lost, Cook Islander behaviour was becoming
more similar to the patterns of development in the West. 54
"Prosocial behaviour is still significantly related to the degree to
which persons are part of a traditional, interdependent or a modem,
competitive economic and social system. Men who lived in remote
areas of the island as part of an extended family, who engaged in
traditional planting and fishing activities, who had less than average
formal education and had never been to New Zealand had a
consistently low probability of behaving in a rivalrous manner on the
reward allocation task. By contrast, men who headed nuclear families,
who were involved in the wage economy, particularly in skilled,
professional or managerial positions, who had more than average
education, and had been to New Zealand at least once, had a
consistently high probability of behaving in a rivalrous manner in this
task."
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Graves & Graves concluded that Western formal schooling was not supportive of pro-social
behaviour. Instead, it taught people to be individualistic and competitive.

SETTLEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT IN NEW ZEALAND
The special relationship between the Cook Islands and New Zealand enabled Cook Islanders
to exercise their right as New Zealand citizens to freely move between the two countries.
However, the 20th Century had seen more one way traffic of Cook Islanders leaving their
homeland. Cook Islanders migrated to New Zealand in considerable numbers since the early
years of World War II. Most who migrated were young men and women. The 1936 General
Census was the first to record Cook Islanders separately from the category of Polynesians
other than New Zealand Maori. Since then the Cook Islander population in New Zealand has
increased, but as Hooper noted in his study on Cook Islander migration to New Zealand, the
increase was due more to immigration rather than increased births in New Zealand. 56

Cook Islanders came to New Zealand for various reasons, but mainly for better employment
and educational opportunities. After many years of contact with European society and
material culture, Cook Islanders were no longer satisfied with a subsistence society.
According to Douglas Cook Islanders wanted both money and European goods and services
as well as the "vitality" of European life. 57 LMS resident missionary in Rarotonga, the Rev
Robert Challis, concurred: "Most Rarotongans know all about high wages in New Zealand
and such things as Social Security benefits. They contrast these to their own conditions, often
quite precarious". 58 Although he agreed that they also came seeking better education, he did
not see a bright prospect for them in comparison to other Pacific Islanders:
"The Cook Islander has the ability or, should I rather put it, the
potential, but cares very little for further education. Here I quote
again: 'What's the point of getting more education? I won't get a
better job here. I can't get to the higher posts, and there is nothing
back home for an educated Cook Islander; I would have to go on local
rates of pay'. The Samoan sees an increasing number of opportunities
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at home for the educated Samoan; the Cook Islander cannot see
a ny.

,59

The low view that Cook Islanders may have had of themselves and by others reflected their
experiences with different cultures. From the above comment, it seemed that some early Cook
Islander migrants had a 'defeatist' or inferiority mentality regarding what they could achieve
in New Zealand.

The increased demand for unskilled labour in the 1950s and 1960s saw Cook Islanders
immigrate to New Zealand in massive numbers. But even before then, Hooper noted that
between 1945 and 1956 the Cook Islands population in New Zealand exploded by 650
percent. 60 Most settled in the North Island and were concentrated in urban areas of main cities
with the exception of towns like Hastings and Napier in the Hawkes Bay, and Tokoroa in the
W aikato. In the South Island, Cook Islander communities could be found mostly in
Christchurch, Dunedin and Invercargill.

Leaving the problems of island life did not mean a problem-free life in New Zealand. Like
any new adventure, Cook Islanders who sought to settle into New Zealand society and culture
faced many challenges. The new environment meant adjusting to different climate conditions,
different people and different ways of doing things. They were in the same boat as other
Pacific Islander migrants who, as Ikitoelagi has explained, underwent a major re-education.
"They had to adjust to the New Zealand lifestyle with its amenities.
They had to learn or improve their English in order for them to
communicate, and become able to do even the simplest things like
shopping, visiting the doctor, and catching the right bus. Initially, they
were encouraged to teach their children English in order for them to
expect a wide range of opportunities. These were just a Jew changes
that they were expected to undergo, as were expected of many other
visitors to New Zealand at the time. For these changes to be accepted,
Pacific Islanders had to give up some important things in their lives.
They regarded these losses as necessary in their journey to happiness,
joy, and prosperity. " 61
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During this process of adaptation, however, Ikitoelagi contends that there was a sense of loss
in terms of their integrity as islanders, their status, their mana (respect), their languages, their
cultural expressions, and their close-knit village lifestyles. 62 Among their own, Cook Islanders
appeared to fare well and gained confidence and support from their cultural group gatherings.
But, in the general New Zealand society, their confidence was usually lacking. Like other
migrant associations with Europeans, they were generally in the capacity as employees,
tenants, patients and parishioners; as opposed to the Europeans who were generally the
management, the landlord, the foreman, the plumber, electrician, and the minister. Regarding
this sense of social, psychological and economic imbalance, Ikitoelagi points out its
detriment: "Growing up in an environment such as this, it would be quite fair to assume that
those with an inferiority complex would continue to set for themselves low goals, generally
have low self-esteem, and therefore become what such myths have helped to design." 63

Cook Islanders were only part of the immigration boom in New Zealand which, over time,
placed a considerable strain on housing availability, services and employment opportunity.
The problem for Pacific Islanders and Maori in general was that the industries in which they
had long been employed were very vulnerable to business uncertainty and economic
recession. The result was growing unemployment and new immigration policies that greatly
limited the entrance of Pacific Islanders. As Bedford has insightfully noted, the ramifications
of such developments stigmatised Pacific Islanders, which included Cook Islanders, with
derogatory labels such as "overstayers". 64 Pacific Islanders were very "visible" in New
Zealand, both on the grounds of ethnicity as well as in terms of their concentration in certain
industries and residential areas. The concern for Pacific Islanders was that it seemed that the
Police and Immigration Services targeted them as "overstayers" instead of other ethnic groups
because of the fact that they (Pacific Islanders) were "visible". 65 As can be imagined, this
added to the mounting emotional, financial and psychological pressures upon Pacific
Islanders. Immigration from the Pacific Islands was encouraged during the times of economic
boom, but during times of recession the Pacific Islands population became a "convenient
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scapegoat" for the problems facing New Zealand as a whole. These attitudes towards Pacific
Islanders have often led them to feel that they must justify their inclusion in New Zealand
society. 66

Although Cook Islanders were, thankfully,

not deported home as

"overstayers",

discrimination was still evident in various degrees. Since the early days of migration the
problem of racism had affected Pacific Islanders. Although some sectors of New Zealand
society were accommodating toward Cook Islanders and Pacific Islanders in general, others
were very resistant. For example, in his attempts to get new Pacific Islanders settled in homes,
Challis found that there was a steady, though not vocal resistance by Europeans to help
Pacific Islanders get out of the lower income areas of the cities. He found the same attitude
regarding employment, where Pacific Islanders were welcome as long as they stayed at the
labouring or lower level jobs. He also noted that there was a real reluctance to assist them to
become fully trained and equal in status to Europeans in various professions. 67 So affected
was Challis by what he witnessed regarding the experience of Pacific migrants that he
commented:
"Anyone who has had experience of the gracious hospitality of the
islander in his own land must want to apologise and feel ashamed of
his own race and their too frequent lack of courtesy and
understanding. "68

Assimilation into New Zealand culture allowed Cook Islanders to move away from their own
people and blend in with others. From 1936 to 1956 the "mixed blood" Cook Islander number
aged under sixteen years increased from forty eight percent to sixty percent. 69 This was due
mainly to the growing number of Cook Islander women who married non-Cook Islander men
(usually European) and had children with them. In his study of Cook Islanders in Auckland,
Anthony Hooper concluded: "A certain amount of prestige is attached to marriage with a
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Pakeha, and both men and women actively seek Pakeha consorts." 70 In mixed mamage
families, many were not closely integrated with Cook Islander communities? 1 Hooper noted
that more Cook Islander women married European men and tended to be lost to the Cook
Islands community. They seldom had the opportunity to attend church, even if they wished to,
and their European husbands never did. 72 It was thought that children of mixed marriages had
better opportunities to succeed in New Zealand society as opposed to full-blooded Cook
Islanders. Cook Islanders, like everyone else, wanted to be successful, but their aspirations for
themselves and their children through mixed marriages suggested that the non-Cook Islands
culture being married into was perhaps superior to their own and therefore advantageous to
their dreams. The flipside, of course, was that it also identified a sense of cultural inferiority
or lack of pride within themselves as Cook Islanders.

Cook Islanders in New Zealand, in short, had been separated from each other in various ways;
geographically, socially, economically, and culturally. Now they were being separated
biologically through mixed relationships. This had huge implications of identity for new
generations of Cook Islanders in New Zealand. Fitzgerald and Underhill-Sem recognised the
issue of changing ethnic identity among second generation Cook Islanders, by exploring their
aspirations and sense of identity. They found that second generation Cook Islanders
developed a new sense of identity which defined their future aspirations in terms of their life
in a multicultural, not bicultural New Zealand. 73 Over seventy five percent of their sample
said they preferred socialising with people from different ethnic groups, including Europeans,
rather than their own74 . When asked to state an identity preference, fifty percent of the sample
said simply: "Cook Islander"; twenty four percent qualified the response with the expressions
like "New Zealand-born Cook Islander," "Kiwi-Cook Islander," or "Europeanised-Cook
Islander", but, notably, seventeen percent referred to themselves as "New Zealanders". 75
Fitzgerald and U nderhill-Sem noted that this generation of Cook Islanders had been
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combining places; island and New Zealand, in dynamic ways and in so doing many had
become "hyphenated New Zealanders". Most preferred an English name to avoid problems at
school, and the mother tongue the majority claimed was English. Only ten percent mentioned
allegiance to church or extended family when faced with a crisis? 6

The idea of being 'hyphenated' suggests a holding of different identities in the balance Cook Islander and New Zealander. There is, in a sense, an 'in-betweenness'; not fully one and
not fully the other; neither being here or there in terms of connection with places or ethnic
group. Clive Pearson noted that the hyphen could mark the linking of two distinct ethnicities
or it could keep them apart77 • People who are forging an identity for themselves can
experience the tension of how far to go with one side at the expense of the other. The 'inbetweenness' can be fluid depending on how circumstances may influence priority or
preference for one identity or the other. For Cook Islanders born in New Zealand, of mixedblood with another ethnicity, or married to another ethnic group, being hyphenated for the
sake of identity can be a serious matter for establishing meaning and relevance of one's
social, cultural and religious contexts.

The issue for second-generation New Zealand-born Cook Islanders was how to maintain
identity over the generations. Identity for most Pacific Islanders was still focused on the
relationship between person and place (island home), but Fitzgerald rightly asked,
"What about individuals who only have dim memories of the
traditions their parents associate with? What are the implications for
such children born and reared in one place (New Zealand) but who
still identified with another (in this case, the Cook Islands, 1600 miles
from New Zealand). "What happens when individuals have neither
skills nor understanding to uphold the traditions of the parent
generation? For New Zealand-born Cook Islanders, what is the place
to which they feel the greatest attachment? What is the primary locus
of their identity? What has been the effect, if any, of the electronic
media on identity for this generation?" 78
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The study strongly suggested that New Zealand-born Cook Islanders were becoming
assimilated into their country of birth, with some primary commitment to New Zealand, yet
without totally renouncing all things Cook Islands. At the core of identity, then, lay the issue
of self-esteem and self-affirmation, which provided feelings of pride in the group. But the
study recognised that second generation Cook Islanders were certainly marked by the
disappearance of many island symbols of distinctiveness, and many had only dim memories
of the traditions that their parents associated with the "true" homeland. 79 A substantial number
of Cook Islanders had chosen between ethnic identification and national identity and had
decided on the latter.

The study also highlighted that the parent generation attempted, nonetheless, to "recreate
mini-Cook Islands cultural domains" that reinforced language, shared customs and kin relatedness. They endeavoured to keep alive the expressive aspects of Cook Islands culture
(language, music, and dance) as an open demonstration of their real fear that "cultural
divisions" might develop between themselves and their New Zealand raised children." 80

The issues of generational differences of Cook Islanders in New Zealand were also echoed by
Andrew McGeorge in his study of a Cook Islander community group in South Auckland. He
noted that the older Cook Islands-born group in the organisation was devoted to ensuring a
degree of continuity of and respect for the past, while the New Zealand-born group sought
their distinctive identity in the present. 81 Their (Cook Islands-born) responses showed concern
for the New Zealand-born generation and their meagre grasp of cultural and traditional
knowledge. If the knowledge they possess was not passed on to the next generation, that
knowledge and understanding would disappear from the consciousness of that group. The
Cook Islands-born generation recognised the importance each person played in the survival of
culture and tradition and their obligation to sustain the link with the past into the present, in
preparation for the future. They were aware of their position as repositories of the past. They
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perceived this as vital to their own identity in New Zealand, vital to the identity of each
individual and of the community. 82

The perspectives of the New Zealand-born group were represented in three categories:
trainees, graduates and management (their ages ranged from teens to the forties). This group
was similarly involved with the concept of identity and the tension between a New Zealand
lifestyle and Cook Islands culture. In this respect their views were not entirely opposed to
those of the Cook Islands-born group. However, as was the case with the Cook Islands-born
group, it was a matter of what assumed priority for them. The trainees, who were mainly
teenagers, generally felt that the form of tradition they saw practiced by their parents and
grandparents, and other Cook Islands-born families, was restrictive and incompatible with
their lives in New Zealand. This negative view of the traditional aspect of Cook Islands life
did not totally diminish their feelings on the issue of identity. They said they were proud of
their identity as Cook Islanders and all identified with a specific island within the Cook
Islands, although they referred to themselves more specifically as 'New Zealand-born Cook
Islanders'. 83

The graduates felt that significant changes had occurred in their own identity as Cook
Islanders which had a bearing on their lives in New Zealand. They described their
transformation as a process of re-conceptualising a number of key matters that they had
previously rebelled against. In this regard, they spoke about topics such as tradition, the
elderly and material culture. For some, the process of re-conceptualising highlighted an
awareness of a "false Pakeha identity" they thought they had been living with. 84 McGeorge
quoted one respondent: "For so long I really thought I was white! All my friends were white,
we did all the same stuff together. .. But then one morning, I remember looking in the mirror
and realising 'hang on, you're brown' !'' 85 The process by which the graduates developed their
awareness was described as a gradual realisation that was linked to their increasing maturity.
While this re-conceptualisation was a major factor in their lives, they realised it did not turn
them into Cook Islands-born individuals. Instead, the differences they had always perceived
in negative terms between New Zealand-born and Cook Islands-born were essentially recast
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into positive terms. For the graduates, this meant they retained their lifestyle and identity as
New Zealanders, and their understanding of their identity as Cook Islanders was also
enhanced.

Like the graduates, those in management were aware of the importance of culture and
tradition, and of the concerns of the Cook Islands-born group. They felt, however, that this
approach must be mediated by the realities of economic survival in New Zealand. They
advocated a pro-active stance of trying to instil self-reliance and confidence in Cook Islanders
through the provision of 'quality' training and education to meet these challenges. However,
they also recognised that to compete successfully in a European world it could not be obtained
without developing a positive identification as Cook Islanders in New Zealand. The
management described the differences they perceived between themselves and their parents'
generation in regard to their feelings of belonging in New Zealand. They were at home in
New Zealand and felt they were on equal terms with everyone else. They were aware of what
was needed to get ahead in this country and they believed they were less dominated by the
structures of control of "Pakeha government and institutions". 86

The idea of developing a Cook Islander identity within New Zealand saw various Cook
Islander community groups emerge. Such groups included enua (island), oire (village),
performing arts and island sports clubs that sought to meet the needs of Cook Islanders. They
enabled a sense of connection with the Cook Islands, but also a sense of identity for
themselves in New Zealand. The Church was, perhaps, the most significant group in assisting
to nurture Cook Islanders. In earlier times it provided the initial leadership for most
community groups through ministers and elders for religious, social and cultural support.
Many of its members were and still are involved with various community groups. It was the
Church in the early days of migration that helped Cook Islanders to settle into New Zealand
culture and society and was the glue that held the community together despite their
geographical, educational, economic and social transitions.

During the course of time, as Cook Islanders became more established and integrated into
New Zealand society, reliance on the Church as the primary channel for community activity
began to diminish as Cook Islander groups they helped to establish became increasingly
prominent. This was especially so when such groups, once again, had a strong identification
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and leaning toward a particular island or village. Although church folk were still very much
involved with these groups, religious matters were sometimes secondary to non-church
interests. This renewed sense of affiliation and belonging to one's identified group indicated
that Cook Islanders had a need for solidarity, but they particularly had a preference for what
kind of Cook Islander group they could engage with. This echoed the previous concerns of the
early missionaries in the Cook Islands about a fragmented people that could not always value
the sense of 'oneness' as Cook Islanders.

This point was highlighted again by Challis in his critical perspective on Cook Islanders'
attitude towards each other. He described them as a group with not much sense of unity: "A
man is first of all from his own village and then from his island. The Cook Islander as such
does not arouse any great depth of feeling in his heart". 87 Challis may have been generalising
in this respect. Cook Islanders do have great feeling of compassion and hospitality for other
Cook Islanders; they seem, however, to lean toward those who they can identify and relate
with more favourably.

Although not as negative as Challis, Jean Mitaera, in looking at the social organisations of
Cook Islanders in Wellington, echoed similar conclusions about island preferences. She noted
how the Church in the 1950s and 1960s initially unified Cook Islanders by faith and cultural
identity in one organisation. But later, due to increasing concerns beyond Church various
groups offered alternatives for Cook Islanders to belong and identify with each other in more
specific ways:
"The notion of identity specific to enua appears to play an important
role for some. People prefer being led by someone who shares a
common heritage. An identity type that is more specific rather than the
general identity of the Cook Islander. They share a common language
and the same dialect. They can indulge in enua patriotism. "88

These groups, though competitive and indirectly unhelpful at times to each other, serve, in
Mitaera' s opinion, a very useful purpose in aiding Cook Islanders to make meaning and
progress for themselves in a foreign country that has other dominant cultures around and over
them.
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Cook Islanders have struggled in many ways in New Zealand. Like any other society they
have also had their share of internal tug-of-war. However, it has been seen that as well as
competing and striving among other cultures in New Zealand, Cook Islanders by their lack of
solidarity and fragmented sense of nationhood have, at times, been their own worst enemies.
How does this reflect upon Cook Islanders in the Church in New Zealand?

COOK ISLANDERS AND THE CHURCH IN NEW ZEALAND
For many early Cook Islander migrants to New Zealand, the Church was usually the first
contact when disembarking the ship or plane. The Church in this case was the Congregational
Church of New Zealand, which later merged with the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand in
the late 1960s. As the LMS missionaries who served in the Cook Islands were mainly, if not
all, from the Congregational tradition, they extended this ministry to many Cook Islanders in
New Zealand. Although family or friends may have been present at the time of arrival, church
folk, especially the minister or elders, were regular figures of welcome. Through them, the
church helped new Cook Islander migrants to find a place to stay temporarily or to ensure that
they eventually made it to relatives and friends. In some cases new arrivals were headed
straight for other towns out of Auckland such as Tokoroa, Wellington and even as far as
Invercargill. Through church connections, Cook Islanders were assisted in various ways in
their settlement in a new country.

As a minority group in multi-cultural New Zealand, religious life for Cook Islanders also
meant establishing themselves alongside other Pacific Islander groups. The Congregational
Church that also worked amongst peoples from Samoa, Niue, Tokelau and Tuvalu helped to
form the Pacific Islanders Congregational Church, based initially in Auckland. The solidarity
of small group numbers was a helpful start, but they also recognised that each island group
had its own cultural values and systems of operations. The move to becoming a Pacific
Islanders' Church was not primarily to establish a "Pacific Islanders" identity; rather, it was to
meet the cultural needs of the different island groups themselves, in particular the need to
worship in their own ethnic language. From this formation, group language services were
enabled. Challis commented,
"When the islanders came here first they went to our churches with
some hesitation. Few went regularly, because although they could
manage daily life and work with a limited understanding of English,
they found 'religious English' beyond them. One New Zealand church
order decided to found a church for island people. Here the people
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could worship in their own tongues and in the ways to which they had
become accustomed. " 89

Since the English language was, and still is, the dominant language in New Zealand, it
permeated nearly every aspect of the lives of Pacific peoples. Although they saw the value of
the English language to their development in New Zealand, communicating in their own
language was a relief. As far as church services were concerned, to worship through song,
prayer, readings and sermon in one's own language was something to look forward to. It was,
as Challis suggested, "a voluntary and temporary retirement from the stresses and strains of
everyday life". 90

An important point in the history of the Pacific Islanders' Church was its transition from the
Congregational Church into the Presbyterian Church in 1969. The specifics of this merger
will not be expanded upon in this dissertation, noting only that the identity of the Pacific
Islanders' Church was still very much intact In many ways, it has been generally referred to
as PIC. For Ikitoelagi, however, the term "PIC" was not merely an abbreviation of just
another religious group; it was, as he argued, a "life-source, a sub-culture, a way of life". 91

As increasing numbers of Pacific Islanders moved to the suburbs, so too did their churches.
Even though some congregations started off as a single island group in homes or community
and school halls, the local church that was finally established usually incorporated the other
island groups together as one parish. This pattern has been the usual case for most PIC
churches throughout New Zealand, although some have been established as a parish of one
particular island group.

Sometimes groups of Cook Islanders who lived in boarding houses had their religious
activities led by a visiting minister or church elder. These were the places where labour
intensive employment was readily available at the time. In spite of heavy work commitments,
church life was also given a very high priority. It was a priority not purely for religious
reasons, but for social reasons as welL The early years of small Cook Islander numbers saw a
great need for community, demonstrated through church gatherings. Challis, in his work
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amongst Pacific Islanders in the 1960s in Auckland, and in particular with the Cook Islanders
community, noted their need for being together: "Not many Islanders wanted to live in so
isolated a community. Nevertheless, a strong communal spirit has grown up, because of the
islanders' desire to meet and speak with their own kind. They journey many miles to meet and
talk and eat together". 92 In the case of Cook Islanders in the Hawkes Bay region, Challis
described the gathering of Cook Islanders as reflecting the Church in the true sense of the
word:
"They travel many miles on Sundays to meet for worship. They used to
gather at one end of the district or the other. Now they meet regularly
in a community hall in the centre. This church has given them the

sense of oneness, a reason for coming together, the opportunity of
meeting their fellows; and it meets their need for religion which they
always had at home in the islands. ,m

It appears that early on, due to their small and scattered numbers, the Cook Islander Church in

New Zealand was able to overcome the sense of 'separateness' that had plagued its people.
The need to find familiarity in a foreign place enabled one's island and village loyalty to take
a backseat. However, being together without regular church leaders meant church life was not
always uniform. In light of this, and with jobs and family life to balance, the Cook Islanders
Church in rural New Zealand did their best, considering their circumstances.
"The church has not conformed to a formal pattern. Sometimes
meetings have not been held for a month because the demands of
shearing and work on the land have made that too difficult particularly when a journey of twenty miles over back roads had to be
faced. Hours of meeting also vary, but continuity has never been lost.
Until recently they had no minister. For some years a worker-pastor
was among them, who lived and worked in Hastings as a woolscourer. He would journey more than sixty miles every fortnight to
meet with the people of the sheep farms. For the rest, they did their
own preaching and conducted their own services. Once a year they
met for three or four days for a teaching course with a minister from
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Auckland, which gave them encouragement and help for a further
year. " 94

These Cook Islanders demonstrated that the people among whom and for whom they had
worked had been their main support. Even their employers, especially sheep farmers, knew
their worth and valued their services. The Cook Islanders in Central Hawkes Bay felt
themselves to be wanted and valued members of the whole community. 95

In a sense the Cook Islander Church was driven to unify its people around the country. During

the 1950s, through the ministry of the Rev Tarin Teaia, it was said that he managed to contact
nearly every Cook Islander in the Wellington region. 96 Moving from one temporary venue to
another, these Cook Islanders found a niche in the Congregational Church in Newtown
(which is the current complex of the Newtown PIC). As a group they were still isolated in
certain respects and not fully connected and secure within a bigger network. However,
consolidating together as Cook Islanders, they very much saw themselves as family rather
than just part of an organisation. Mitaera captured the attitude of one of those founding
members: "Kare o matou ngutuare, kare o matou metua (We had no home, we had no
parents)". 97 Under the umbrella of the Church and guidance of Rev Teaia, Cook Islanders

came together for worship, sports, and keeping alive their language and cultural practices.

In other parts of New Zealand, the Cook Islander Church symbolised village life from the
Cook Islands. In Tokoroa, for example, Cook Islanders of St. Luke's Presbyterian Church
adopted what they called the "six blocks system", geographical areas of the community where
church members resided. In describing his upbringing there, Kenneth Harry saw the system as
a way of involving Cook Islanders from the general community into the Church community
life, although not necessarily requiring any commitment to join. For him, the system, in a
sense, operated as "mini village units", which he thought was a unique concept for Pacific
Islander immigrants to New Zealand. 98 The idea was that a Cook Islander could belong to the
block in which his or her family home was situated, regardless of whether they belonged to
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St. Luke's or not It was not only an assimilation of Cook Islander village dynamics, but the
church became seen as a centre for promoting Cook Islands language and culture. Harry
credited to this the gaining of his own language and cultural identity. 99

The push for Cook Islanders to unite through the Church in local areas eventually led to a
national vision. From their early beginnings in the Congregational Church, the merger with
the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand in 1969 saw them to be part of a larger body (now
currently known as the PCANZ). However, being in a larger and more diverse group also
developed a greater longing for togetherness. 197 5 saw the birth of the Cook Islands U apou
Fellowship, inaugurated at Hastings. It became an annual event for Cook Islander
congregations to express their cultural and spiritual gifts, and to encourage, support and
promote each other. Cook Islanders en massed by the hundreds in one place, clearly
demonstrating their solidarity and pride in who they were. For many younger Cook Islanders
especially, the Uapou Fellowship was the highlight of their religious involvement

However, as the Cook Islander population grew and the struggles of 'fitting in' to New
Zealand culture began to ease, the enthusiasm for unity through the Church also began to
slowly subside. Employment and educational opportunities meant it was no longer a case of
surviving in a new land; rather, Cook Islanders increasingly gained confidence to improve
themselves and pursue their own personal interests. The need to be together had not totally
diminished, but how and where Cook Islanders congregated became increasingly diverse. In
short, Cook Islanders could choose where to belong and how to invest their time and
resources. As non-church interests of Cook Islanders grew, so too did the concerns of the
Cook Islander Church. Over the years since its heyday, the drastic decline of Uapou
Fellowship attendance became a major point of discussion at its Executive meetings held
twice every year. 100 The low level of participation and reciprocal support of congregations has
shown signs of weariness and growing dissatisfaction. Congregations experienced high
numbers of Cook Islander youths being involved for the U apou Fellowship event, but when it
was over, so too were most of the youth in any ongoing congregational involvement It
seemed that they would usually make connections with the church for main or national events,
whether for social, cultural, or spiritual involvement, but they were not able to translate this
involvement to the same degree in their local congregation.
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SUMMARY
This chapter has provided a very brief historical overview of the development of Cook
Islanders in their homeland and here in New Zealand. It has highlighted various influences
that have had impacted on the ways Cook Islanders have sought to relate with each other.

Cook Islanders have had a history of disengaging from one another. At the surface they may
relate to a unified sense of national identity as Cook Islanders, but at a much deeper level
there is the sense of loyalty to particular islands or villages with their own customary and
linguistic independence. This feature had been evident amongst Cook Islanders during the
Christianisation and colonisation of the Cook Islands, and has manifested itself in various
ways within the New Zealand context. They have banded together as a common people when
certain needs have arisen, but the deep rooted spirit of independence and autonomy has had
ramifications for both religious and secular activity.

Increased exposure to Western culture and materialism, and the demands of economic and
social change saw the lifestyles of Cook Islanders greatly change. Over time the values,
interests and practices of one generation were becoming increasingly different from those of
previous generations. Second and third generation Cook Islanders in New Zealand developed
a new !dentity as New Zealand-born and therefore found it increasingly difficult to relate to
the hopes and dreams of their forebears. They entered a culture where individualism was
encouraged over communalism and where the educational system and economic conditions
encouraged younger Cook Islanders to think for themselves and pursue aspirations
unaccustomed and unattained by those who had gone before. Such a drawing apart of Cook
Islanders as a people was further exacerbated by increased inter-cultural mixing and language
loss. In this sense Cook Islanders were increasingly being separated generationally and
culturally.

For the Cook Islanders' Church, having one faith did not necessarily mean being of one mind
and accord. In its earlier days non-cooperation and non-uniformity amongst some
congregations tended to divide its members and undermined efforts of unification. When
church rules and practices became incompatible with the life or needs of its people, Cook
Islanders began to resist and distance themselves from church activities in preference for
traditional cultural forms that were more relevant for them. The Church greatly assisted Cook
Islanders in their settlement in New Zealand society and provided an environment where their
identity, language and customs were encouraged. It also became the vehicle that drove the
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need for unity amongst Cook Islander communities at local and national leveL However, as
time changed, so too did Cook Islanders and their needs. Factors such as the increasing Cook
Islander population, the emergence of various community groups, and the strain on resources
and motivation saw a significant decline of participation in church events. Slowly but surely
Cook Islanders, especially the younger generation, demonstrated their will to choose or
determine their own religious path, whether it included their people or not. Their tendency
toward non-church interests indicated that their priorities and allegiances were not primarily
with the Church.

New Zealand-born and raised Cook Islanders have and, are still, forging identities for
themselves. They are 'hyphenated'; an 'in-between' generation that have sought to belong
with their own people, yet have found it increasingly difficult to identify and fit into the
social, cultural and religious arenas of their senior island-born counterparts. Their struggles in
the identity-forging process include the Cook Islanders' Church and its impact upon them.

In many ways, the cycle of unity and disunity of Cook Islanders appears to turn as their

circumstances and needs change. Growing numbers of Cook Islanders, especially the younger
New Zealand-born generation, are discovering mounting difficulties in identifying with a
religious institution like the Cook Islanders' Church. They may endeavour to be connected
with their people, but not necessarily through the church.
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CHAPTER2
Cook Islanders in New Zealand today
And the probability of church leaving
The previous chapter examined the development of Cook Islanders from their early days in
the Pacific and in New Zealand. But what are Cook Islanders in New Zealand like in the 21 ''
Century? This chapter will attempt to answer this question by identifying and interpreting
what Census New Zealand statistics reveal about them. Areas of focus will be population,
religious affiliation, language, education, employment, family, households and housing.
Particular attention will be given to the age group 15-44 years, so that the data may correlate
with the age group of the respondents of the current study (18-40 years). This chapter will
also consider previous studies about religious disaffiliation to answer the question, what is the
connection between Cook Islander demographics and church leaving? It will show that
although the younger generation of Cook Islanders score much higher in most areas covered
by the Census, they are not predominant in the Church. Due to the lack of research about
Cook Islander congregations within the PCANZ, references to them in this chapter are from
the experience of the writer only. Therefore, they should not be taken to be authoritative for
all congregations, rather indicative only. This chapter will also attempt to offer a profile of the
type of Cook Islander who would most likely disaffiliate with Cook Islander congregations of
thePCANZ.

POPULATION

As seen in chapter one, the Cook Islander population in New Zealand began as but only a
drop within the general population in the first half of the 20'h Century, but since then the drop
has turned into a considerable pool. According to Census 2001, the Cook Islander population
in New Zealand was approximately 52,600, the second largest Pacific ethnic group behind
Samoans. Cook Islanders accounted for 23 percent of New Zealand's total Pacific population
of 231,800. Between 1996 and 2001 the Cook Islander population increased by 5,200 or II
percent. In the decade to 2001, the increase was 38 percent.

The Cook Islander population is relatively youthful. In 2001, 42 percent of Cook Islanders
were under fifteen years of age, compared with 23 percent of the New Zealand population.
Approximately 44 percent of Cook Islanders were aged 15-44 years, and 30 percent aged 45-
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64 years. Only three percent of Cook Islanders were aged 65 years and over. In 2001, the
median age of the Cook Islander population was just under 19 years. By comparison, the
median ages for the Pacific and New Zealand populations were 21 and 35 years respectively.
Cook Islander females (26,400) slightly outnumber males (25,800), making up 51 percent of
the population.

As far as place of birth is concerned, Census figures showed that New Zealand-born Cook
Islanders accounted for nearly 70 percent of the Cook Islander population in 2001. This figure
was up by 10 percent since 1991. Ninety five percent of overseas-born Cook Islanders in New
Zealand gave the Cook Islands as their birth place. Between 1996 and 2001, the New
Zealand-born Cook Islander population grew more quickly than overseas-born Cook Islanders
(14 percent compared with 10 percent). The age structure of the two populations differed
greatly as 55 percent of the New Zealand-born Cook Islanders were under the age of fifteen
years, compared to 12 percent of the overseas-born. Only two percent of New Zealand-born
Cook Islanders were aged 45-64 years in 200 I, compared to 29 percent of the overseas-born
population.

In considering Cook Islanders' duration of residence in New Zealand, the majority (60
percent) of the overseas-born population had been living in New Zealand for more than
twenty years at the time of the 2001 census. Only three percent of the overseas-born Cook
Islander population had been in New Zealand for less than one year in 2001 -a similar level
to 1996 (four percent).

In terms of geographical distribution in 2001, 87 percent of all Cook Islanders lived in the

main urban areas. This has almost remained unchanged from 1996. The greatest concentration
of the Cook Islanders community (approximately 60 percent) was in the Auckland urban area.
This figure was up from 56 percent in 1996. More interesting was the fact that, of the Cook
Islander population in Auckland, 44 percent were made up of those aged between 15-44
years, 42 percent aged 0-14 years, and only 14 percent aged 45 years and over. If the details
were broken down further into Auckland zones, then South Auckland had the most Cook
Islanders (approximately 57 percent of the Auckland population), Central Auckland with 29
percent and West Auckland at 12 percent. Again, it is interesting to note the age groups
represented for the South Auckland zone, with 0-14 years making up nearly 44 percent, 15-44
years at 43 percent, and 45 years and over at only 13 percent.
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The next largest concentration of Cook Islanders was in the Wellington area (12 percent in
2001 and 1996). Nearly 45 percent lived in Porirua, 21 percent in Lower Hutt and Wellington
zone. The age groups of Cook Islanders represented in the Wellington region saw 0-14 years
at 41 percent, 15-44 at 45 percent, and 45 years and over at less than one percent. The largest
Cook Islander community in the South Island in 2001 was in the Christchurch area, with
1,200 or two percent of all Cook Islanders in New Zealand. These figures indicate that the
majority of the Cook Islander population in New Zealand are young.

What is the connection with church leaving? Church leaving is thought to be linked with the
contexts of church communities. The work of Roof, Hoge, Dyble and Hadaway, 101 with
regard to church growth and decline, will be considered here. They looked at Presbyterian
congregations in America and identified what they termed "contextual" and "institutional"
factors, crossed with "local" and "national" factors as frameworks for their research. The
"contextual" factor was the physical location and demographic make-up of the congregation
while the "institutional" considered the structure and practices of the congregation that
included worship and progranunes. 102 The analysis of their research concluded that the local
contextual factors had the greatest impact on growth or decline. The importance of affluence
and an influx of young, white, middle-class families into a church located in a rural or semirural area, without other churches nearby, contributed favourably to the growth of that church.
Similar findings were identified by McKinney and Hoge 103 examining over 3000
congregations of the United Church of Christ in America.

However, the converse of this indicated decline. People could be expected to leave churches
consisting mainly of aging minority groups that were at the lower socio-economic level,
located mainly in suburban or city areas with other competing churches around it. Both
studies also identified that inner city churches with a wide diversity of people could also be
very large and growing. For such churches, decline was proportionate.

At present there are approximately twenty-two Cook Islander congregations within the
PCANZ. Many are found in the main centres of New Zealand though mostly located in the
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suburbs and townships in some provinces as the statistics have revealed. Ten of them are
located in Auckland, two in Waikato, two in Hawkes Bay, four in Wellington, one in
Christchurch, two in Dunedin, and one in Invercargill. The majority of these congregations
are part of a multi-cultural parish (mainly PIC churches) where Cook Islanders as a group are
joined with other ethnic minority groups such as Samoan, Niuean, Tokelauan, Tuvaluan, and
the dominant group, European. Only four Cook Islander parishes exist in their own right.
Some, if not most, Cook Islander congregations are located in lower socio-economic suburbs
with a high presence of other churches nearby which include other Cook Islander religious
groups.

Church leaving is also linked with age. Previous research of C. Hadaway and Roof &
Hadaway

104

identified that people who rejected their faith and left their religious groups were

mainly of the younger generation. Research on church leaving in Australia found that church
attendance was connected with life-stages. 105 It was found that the rate for not attending
church as children increased as ages decreased. For example, of persons aged 40 years or
more at the time of survey, less than 20 percent had not attended church in childhood,
whereas the corresponding figures for persons aged in their thirties and twenties at the time of
106
the survey were 30 percent and 41 percent respectively. It appears that older people were

more likely to have attended church in childhood than the current younger generation.
However, it also identifies that childhood church attendance experiences does not necessarily
translate into continued attendance as adults.

Gender was also related with church leaving. Much research has confirmed that women are
well represented in the Church. Webster and Perry, in their work on the religious values of
New Zealanders, commented that there was a "sex imbalance" in the churches. 107 In spite of
the strong presence of women in the Church, the Church as a whole was still part of a male
dominated society. Australian studies showed that of the men and women who were
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employed and attending church, women still scored higher for church attendance. In other

words, males were more inclined to leave churches than females. From the experience of the
writer in Cook Islander congregations, Cook Islander women make up the majority of the
membership.
109
With regard to the significance of place of birth, Jemaima Tiatia has argued that this had

implications for Pacific Islander youth leaving church. She pointed out that there was an issue
of cultural identity for younger Pacific Islanders born in New Zealand that conflicted with the
older island-born generation in the church. She contends that young New Zealand-born
Pacific Islanders are more inclined to leave their churches rather than the older island-born
generation, because of such unresolved issues. For the older island-born generation, church is
an integral part of Pacific Island life.
Considering the above information, the local contextual make-up of Cook Islander
congregations make them highly vulnerable to church leaving. The context of Cook Islander
congregations, the young population, gender, and cultural ramifications of identity due to
place of birth, suggests a high likelihood of younger New Zealand-born Cook Islander males
leaving their churches.

LANGUAGE

With regard to language, the terminology used for the Cook Islands language for Census
purposes is "Cook Islands Maori". For the sake of avoiding any confusion with reference to
the New Zealand Maori language, Cook Islands Maori language will be referred to here as
"Cook Islands language".
In 2001, 18 percent of Cook Islanders in New Zealand were able to hold an everyday

conversation in the Cook Islands language, the same proportion as in 1996. Contrastingly, 48
percent of overseas-born Cook Islanders could hold an everyday conversation in the Cook
Islands language. Only five percent of New Zealand-born Cook Islanders could hold an
everyday conversation in the Cook Islands language. This figure is unchanged from 1996.
Among the New Zealand-born population, those aged 65 years and over (nine percent) were
most likely to be able to speak their Cook Islands language.
108
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English is the most widely spoken language among Cook Islanders in New Zealand. In 2001,
only two percent of Cook Islanders were unable to speak English. In 1996 this figure was 33
percent. In 200 I, the majority of Cook Islanders who were unable to speak English were born
overseas. Of those born overseas and unable to speak English, nearly two-thirds (64 percent)
had been in New Zealand for more than ten years.

The issue of being able to speak the Cook Islands language in relation to church involvement
will be covered later in chapter five, but there are some points about Cook Islanders and their
language to be considered here. First, statistics show that the majority of Cook Islanders in
New Zealand mostly speak the English language. Of those born in New Zealand 77 percent
indicated that they spoke English only and, as earlier noted, only five percent could speak
both English and Cook Islands language. A closer look at the ages of Cook Islanders in
relation to language is helpful. Of the Cook Islanders who spoke only English, 54 percent
were aged 0-14 years, 44 percent were aged 15-44 years, and two percent were 45 years and
over. The number who spoke only Cook Islands language totalled twelve (less than one
percent of the New Zealand-born population).

Those born in the Cook Islands but living in New Zealand tended to speak English more (41
percent), but they scored higher in being able to speak both English and Cook Islands
language (44 percent) than their New Zealand-born counterparts. Of those who spoke only
English, the age groups 0-14 years made up 13 percent, 15-44 years 57 percent, and 45 years
and over 30 percent. Of those who could speak both English and Cook Islands language, the
0-14 years scored five percent, 15-44 years 49 percent, and the 45 years and over 45 percent.

The above figures confirm Davis' observation of a language shift that has occurred amongst
Cook Islanders in both New Zealand and the Cook Islands. Her work noted that, because there
appeared to be a number of social advantages or "rewards" for using the more prestigious
language of the majority, the shifting language of Cook Islanders was used in an ever
decreasing number of domains. In comparison to other ethnic groups such as Samoan and
Tongan, most Cook Islanders did not consider their language as central to their culture and
identity. Sadly, the attitude of some Cook Islanders saw the Cook Islands language as merely
serving a more artistic purpose rather than practical:
"English was seen to have a greater instrumental value than Cook
Islands Maori, particularly as an international and academic
language. In contrast, Cook Islands Maori was more highly valued as
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an aesthetically beautiful language and a language of integrative
value which made them feel part of the Cook Islands community. ,lJO

Is there a relation between one's language and church leaving? Tiatia's earlier point about
cultural identity includes the issue of language. A limited command of the native language
was suggested as a barrier between people. Tiatia argued that the language barrier between
vernacular speaking island-born and the English speaking New Zealand-born had always
posed a problem. She contended that for English speakers it was not by choice that they
couldn't speak their native language, rather by circumstance. Their inability to speak their
native language had predominantly been a result of Europeanisation and the belief that
speaking the language of the dominant society was a stepping stone to 'making it'
academically in the eyes of their peers. 111 This was not to say that the New Zealand-born had
no desire to learn their own language; rather, there is a lack of information at their disposal.

The experiences of young Pacific Islander church leavers pointed to the traditional services as
a setting that heightened the tension of miscommunication. Most services were conducted in
the language dear to the hearts of the island-born. For the New Zealand-born this created a
dilemma because their shortcomings in understanding the language frustrated their
attendance. Therefore, the language barrier was seen as a primary catalyst in the lack of
communication between native speakers and English speakers, further widening the gap
between the two groups.

The significance of language in Pacific Islander church services has also been commented on
by Betty Duncan. 112 She noted that prayers only became religiously authentic for Samoanspeaking elders when conducted in their mother tongue. Worship in English had little
meaning for those who could not understand it, and this generated feelings of alienation when
113
language separated a person from his or her church traditions and teachings. She observed

that some ministers believed that, in today' s difficult social and economic climate, a 'back to
basics' approach to language and self-discipline within the church would help to sustain
110
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people through the hardships of life. 114 Tiatia concluded that when Duncan's points are
analysed from a New Zealand-born Pacific Islander youth perspective, it can be seen that the
use of the vernacular in the church was able to detach and alienate the individual.

What does this mean with regard to Cook Islanders and church leaving? Although Tiatia' s
research did not include Cook Islander youth, it is still helpful in identifying the point that the
ability or inability to understand one's language can either unite or separate people. Most, if
not all, Pacific Islander worship ethnic services are conducted in the vernacular. This includes
Cook Islander congregations of the PCANZ. However, as seen above, the language of the
majority of Cook Islanders in New Zealand is English. It stands to reason, then, that the
language of Cook Islander congregations in the PCANZ is not the primary language of the
majority of Cook Islanders in New Zealand.

Although some attempts have been made to incorporate English into Cook Islander worship
services, especially in youth services, the majority of the service is still very much in the
vernacular. The leadership of most Cook Islander congregations are mainly older Cook
Islands-born people who are more inclined to speak the Cook Islands language. They are also
capable of speaking English, but if most of the congregation and leadership are speakers of
the vernacular, then the activities they participate in are also likely be in the vernacular. The
place where English is mainly used within Cook Islander congregations is the youth group, by
the youth themselves. Therefore, if what Tiatia asserts is true about language and Pacific
Islander churches, then Cook Islanders who speak mainly English will have similar struggles
in their congregations and will be more inclined to leave.

EDUCATION
The adult Cook Islander population included all those aged 15 years and over. In 2001, 54
percent of Cook Islander adults held a formal educational qualification; the Pacific-wide
population figure was 64 percent in 2001. Over a third (38 percent) of adult Cook Islanders
listed a school qualification as their highest qualification in 2001, while a further 16 percent
held a post -school qualification. Young Cook Islander adults were more likely to hold a postschool qualification than their older counterparts. In 2001, 21 percent of Cook Islanders aged
20 - 24 years held a post-school qualification, declining at each successive age group to nine
percent of those aged 65 years and over. New Zealand-born Cook Islanders were more likely
than those born overseas to hold a school qualification as their highest qualification (42
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percent compared with 32 percent). A higher proportion of those born in New Zealand also
held a post-school qualification (19 percent and 12 percent, respectively). Of the overseasborn Cook Islander population, 56 percent had no formal qualifications, compared with 39
percent of the New Zealand-born. The older age structure of the overseas-born population
may be a contributing factor. Young Cook Islander adults are more likely to have a formal
qualification than their older counterparts. In 2001, 34 percent of Cook Islanders aged 20-24
years and 37 percent of those aged 25-34 four years were without any formal qualifications,
compared with 49 percent of those aged 35-44 years and 60 percent of those aged 45-64
years.

The above figures show that increasing numbers of young Cook Islanders in New Zealand
have more educational qualifications than the older generation. Even though the older
generation of Cook Islanders have Jess educational qualifications they nonetheless are more
inclined to have a religious affiliation than the younger generation. Could there be a link
between education and the disengaging of people from religious institutions like the Church?
Previous studies have strongly suggested the correlation between education and religious
disaffiliation. Wuthnow and Glock 115 examined the nature and sources of religious loyalty,
defection and experimentation of students from Berkeley University, California. One factor
they noted was that students who scored high in religious defection were those who also
scored higher in their academic achievements. 116 Work among apostates by Bromley and
Hadawayl17 indicated that people who renounced their faith or changed religions tended to be
academically oriented. Webster and Perry summarised that the most marked educational
differences between religious groups were between, what they termed the 'No Religion'
group and all others bar Anglican.
"Education is linked to the age factor, with more older people in
mainline Protestant churches, more younger people in Catholic and
the 'No Religion' group. It remains true overall, nevertheless, that the
highly educated classes are little more than half as likely as the norm
to identify with a religious group. " 118
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Alan Jamieson's research showed that the church leavers he interviewed were very well
educated, with 68 percent holding a tertiary degree. 119 Jemaima Tiatia argued that the Western
ideas of New Zealand educated young Polynesians enabled them to critique and challenge
traditional Pacific Islander church hierarchies. She suggested that education has been part of
the "determining push and pull factors in the New Zealand-born's loss of interest in the
traditional church and in schooling." 120

With the increasing rate of educational qualifications by Cook Islanders and the link of
education to religious disengagement, it can be expected that the more educated Cook
Islanders become, the more likely they will be to question and challenge their congregations'
beliefs and practices, and if unsatisfied, they may in turn leave.

EMPLOYMENT
The employment rate is the proportion of the adult population (15 years and over) who are
employed in either full-time or part-time paid work.

In 2001, 53 percent of the Cook Islander adult population were employed, continuing the

upward trend from 51 percent in 1996 and 42 percent in 1991. The employment rate for Cook
Islanders rose from 78 percent of the New Zealand employment rate in 1991 to 85 percent in
2001. New Zealand-born Cook Islanders (55 percent) had a higher employment rate than
those born overseas (51 percent) in 2001. Of the Cook Islanders that were employed in 2001,
80 percent were from the age group 15-44 years, and 20 percent from those aged 45 years and
over. Of the Cook Islanders' population aged 15-44 years, nearly 55 percent were employed,
and of the population aged 45 years and over 45 percent were employed.

In 2001, the most common occupations for employed Cook Islanders were plant and machine

operators and assemblers (19 percent), service and sales workers (17 percent), clerks (16
percent) and elementary occupations (15 percent). In the decade to 2001, Cook Islanders were
increasingly employed in 'white collar' occupations. The proportion employed as technicians
and associated professionals increased by three percent between 1991 and 2001 to nine
percent, while those employed as service and sales workers rose by four percentage points to
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17 percent in 2001. As increasing numbers of Cook Islanders gained formal qualifications,
they were becoming less likely to be employed in 'blue collar' jobs.

What is the connection between Cook Islanders in the work force and the Church? One
hypothesis is that those who are in employment are too busy for church and so drop out. The
Australian Community Survey found no relationship between how busy people claimed to be
and how frequently they attended church. 121 There was also not much difference between
those who worked full-time or part-time. However, Hughes, Bellamy, Black, and Kaldor
noted that as the Church had retained more of those involved in home duties than those in the
workforce, it had given little ideological or social support for those involved in the workforce.
The end result was that people who had more technical occupations were inclined to have less
involvement in the church than those in people-oriented professions. 122

Increasing numbers of Cook Islanders are gaining higher positions m employment
(professionals) with higher educational qualifications. With the view that higher education
and employment can have an effect on church attendance or withdrawal, it may be expected
that Cook Islanders who have excelled in these areas are least likely to join or continue
involvement in Cook Islander congregations. From the experience of the writer, the
involvements of people of such calibre in Cook Islander congregations are few and far
between.

FAMILIES AND MARITAL STATUS
A family is defined as a couple with or without children, or one parent and children, living in
the same household.

In 2001, Cook Islanders were more likely to live in a family situation (81 percent) than the
New Zealand population (75 percent). A two-parent family with children was the most
common family type for Cook Islanders. Of those living in a family situation, 57 percent were
in a two-parent family; a drop from 61 percent in 1991. More than a third (36 percent) of
Cook Islanders lived in a one-parent family, up from 33 percent in 1991. By comparison, 28
percent of the Pacific population and 17 percent of the New Zealand population were living in
a one-parent family in 2001.
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It was also identified that a growing number of Cook Islanders tended to live with other
families in the same household. The Census defined a household as either one person who
lives alone or two or more people who usually reside together and share facilities such as
eating, cooking, and bathroom facilities. Three-quarters (76 percent) of Cook Islanders were
living in one-family households in 2001, down from 80 percent in 1991. Following the
national trend, the proportion of Cook Islanders living in households with two or more
families rose in the first part of the decade from 16 percent in 1991 to 21 percent in 1996,
before declining slightly to 19 percent in 2001. The majority of the other families were in fact
extended families.

As far as housing was concerned, the proportion of Cook Islanders living in rental
accommodation increased from 53 percent in 1991 to 57 percent in 1996 and to 63 percent in
2001. Conversely, the proportion of Cook Islanders living in dwellings owned (with or
without a mortgage) by a member of the household decreased from 47 percent in 1991 to 43
percent in 1996 and to 37 percent in 200 I.

The proportion of Cook Islanders living as a family without children increased slightly from
six percent (of those living in families) in 1991 to eight percent in 2001. The proportion of
dependent Cook Islander children living in two-parent families decreased from 60 percent in
1991 to 57 percent in 2001. Conversely, the proportion of dependent Cook Islander children
living in one-parent families rose from 40 percent in 1991 to 43 percent in 2001. Twenty
seven percent of Cook Islanders were living in extended family situations, down from 31
percent in 1996.

With regard to legal and social marital status, the 2001 Census also showed an interesting
picture. Those who indicated that they had never married accounted for nearly 52 percent of
those aged 15 years and over, up from nearly 40 percent in 1996. Of the unmarried population
in New Zealand, 95 percent were from the age group 15-44 years which is unchanged from
1996. In 2001, 28 percent of Cook Islanders were legally married, a drop from 30 percent in
1996. Of the married couples, nearly 56 percent were from the age group 15-44 years, a drop
from nearly 60 percent in 1996. In 2001, those living in a relationship as a partner though not
legally married accounted for nearly 19 percent of the Cook Islanders adult population, up
from 14 percent in 1996. Cook Islanders who were legally separated and divorced
approximated four percent of the total Cook Islanders' adult population. Of those separated
and divorced, 63 and 48 percent, respectively, were from the age group 15-44 years.
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It has been noted that church leavers are predominantly, though not exclusively, young and

unmarried. Yet, Alan Jamieson found that 70 percent of the 108 church leavers he interviewed
were aged between thirty-five and forty-five years and that 79 percent were married. They had
also been involved in their respective churches as adults (beyond their 18th birthday) for an
average of about sixteen years. 123 Jamieson also noted that the vast majority (94 percent) held
leadership positions and a large percentage (40 percent) had been involved in either full-time
or part-time Christian study. 124 Australian research has shown that those most likely to have
left church as a child were those who were in a de facto relationship and those separated at
time of survey. Those most likely to leave as an adult were those who were divorced or
widowed at time of survey. 125

It seems that Cook Islander family dynamics are changing. This also suggests that their moral

values are changing. Perhaps it indicates that Cook Islander social and cultural values which
were once strong in the past are weakening, reflecting the effects of assimilation into New
Zealand culture. This has been seen in the language shift, and now it appears to be showing in
the family dynamic. Whatever the case, the above information suggests that a Cook Islander
church Ieaver may not only likely be young and unmarried, but also living in a de facto
relationship. There is also a high probability that they will have dependent children whether
living with a partner or not.

RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
Recent figures about the religiosity of New Zealanders, in general, suggest that more than
two-thirds of people believe in God but less than half of them go to church. 126 Asians and
Pacific Islanders are said to have a higher rate of belief in God than most other people in New
Zealand. 127
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In 2001, 77 percent of Cook Islanders reported an affiliation with a Christian religion. The

most common religious affiliation was Presbyterian (43 percent) followed by Catholic (19
percent) and Latter-day Saints (6 percent). Higher proportions of Cook Islanders in older age
groups reported having a religious affiliation than their younger counterparts. In 2001, 94
percent of Cook Islanders aged 45-64 years reported a religious affiliation, whereas the
equivalent proportion for those aged between twenty-five and thirty-four years was 80
percent. Overseas-born Cook Islanders (93 percent) were more likely to report a religious
affiliation than New Zealand-born Cook Islanders (75 percent). The older age structure of the
overseas-born population may be a contributing factor. In 2001, 21 percent of Cook Islanders
stated they had no religious affiliation. Among the Pacific Islander population, the equivalent
figure was 12 percent. By comparison, almost a third of the New Zealand population stated
they had no religious affiliation in 2001.

At this point it should be asked, what does it mean to have a religious "affiliation"? Does it
mean that a person actually belongs to and is an active member of a religious group?
According to Webster's Universal Dictionary, the word 'affiliate' means "to connect as a
subordinate member or branch; to associate (oneself with), to join." 128 To have an affiliation
to a group means that one is actually a joined member of that group, though perhaps to a
lesser degree or capacity. The 2001 Census clarified religious affiliation to mean "the selfidentified association of a person with a religion, denomination or sub-denomination of a
religious group." 129 In this sense, one might not be a joined member of a group but may
consciously (or unconsciously) make an internal connection with it. In other words, a person
can identify with a religious group, whether directly or indirectly through another person or
people, but not officially join and actually participate within that group. The question, as far
as this study is concerned, is whether religious affiliation equates with active church
membership and/or participation. A person may have had previous church membership but
has for some time ceased any involvement, yet still feels an 'association' or 'connection' with
that church. A person may claim to have a Christian faith and identify with or have a
connection to a particular church, but not officially and actively belong within it. Therefore,
the religious affiliation indicated by people in the Census may not necessarily mean they are
in fact participating members of that religious group.
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It is also important to examine what the Census means by the term 'Presbyterian'. According

to the Cook Island Maori Profile, 130 under the heading 'Religion', it gives the figure of 43
percent for 'Presbyterians'. But in the "2001 Census: Pacific Peoples for the Cook Island
Maori Ethnic Group", the section for Religious Affiliation 131 lists the category as
'Presbyterian, Congregational and Reformed'.

Therefore,

there

are

actually three

denominations that share the figure of 43 percent religious affiliation, representing
approximately 22,600 Cook Islanders. Unfortunately, for the purposes of this study, there are
no figures of affiliation for each of these groupings.

The ages of Cook Islanders who indicated an affiliation with the Presbyterian, Congregational
and Reformed groups is helpful to note. The age group 15-44 years scored the highest at
7,044 (nearly 45 percent), 0-14 years came second at 5,142 (33 percent), and 45 years and
over at 3,717 (22 percent). Surprisingly, this indicates that the younger generation of Cook
Islanders in New Zealand up to their early forties have a relatively high affiliation rate to the
Presbyterian, Congregational and Reformed group. All three age groups indicated that the
majority were female, further strengthening the point about gender involvement. Although the
religious affiliation of the 15-44 year age group is reasonably high in these particular
Christian denominations, it is still below the overall affiliation rate for those aged 45 years
and over. This may still look encouraging to a certain degree but, historically, figures show
that religious affiliation overall has declined over the years. The "Summary Measures for the
Cook Island Ethnicity Resident in New Zealand, 1986-1996" showed that in 1986 the
percentage for religious affiliation was 89.23; in 1991 it was 86.60; in 1996 it was 82.20; 132
and in 2001 it was 77. This declining trend suggests that Cook Islanders are becoming
decreasingly religious.

It is also worthwhile noting the numbers who have not indicated a religious affiliation. The
total number of Cook Islanders who indicated 'No Religion' was 9,447 (nearly 21 percent; up
5 percent since 1996). Of this number, the age group 15-44 years had the highest percentage
(43 percent). The number who objected to answering about a religious affiliation was 3,891 (8
percent; up half a percent since 1996). Again, it was the same age group (15-44 years) who
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scored highest at 42 percent in objecting to indicating a religious affiliation. These figures
may appear insignificant in comparison to those who indicated a religious affiliation, but they
clearly show that increasing numbers of younger Cook Islanders are indicating no affiliation
to a religion, or who have no desire to indicate their religiosity or spirituality.

Generally speaking, although younger Cook Islanders have indicated a high religious
affiliation to the Presbyterian, Congregational, or Reformed Churches, they also make up a
considerable number of those who choose not to affiliate with a religion and even refuse to
answer in regard to the topic of religion. It seems that younger Cook Islanders today are
becoming less concerned with religious connections than previous generations.

PROFILE OF A RELIGIOUS DISAFFILIATING COOK ISLANDER

From the above information about Cook Islander demographics and church-leaving, a picture
may emerge of the type of Cook Islander who would most likely disaffiliate from a Cook
Islander congregation of the PCANZ. Since the majority of Cook Islanders with a religious
affiliation are women, it would be more likely that a Cook Islander male would be a Ieaver.
The majority of the Cook Islands population is young, but the higher religious affiliation rate
of the older generation overall suggests that a young person would probably leave or remain
outside the church. Since the person would be young, and most of the younger generation are
born in New Zealand, then it stands to reason that the Ieaver would likely be a New Zealandborn Cook Islander. If this is the case, it would follow that such a person would probably have
English as a primary language. If the person is New Zealand-born and English-speaking, then
it is very likely that the Ieaver would have had some form of higher education which, in turn,
would enable attainment of employment in a more technical/professional occupation with a
reasonably well-paying income. Considering the statistics and research about marital status, a
Ieaver would most likely be unmarried or living with a partner in a de facto relationship and
have no children or a smaller family compared to the previous generation. A church Ieaver
would perhaps be inclined to be living with other family in a boarding or rental situation in a
suburban/city area. This profile is not definitive, but may be helpful in understanding Cook
Islanders who are leaving the Church in general. It also gives an idea what the respondents of
the current study may be like.
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SUMMARY
Census New Zealand statistics about Cook Islanders and findings from studies about religious
disaffiliation have been helpful in providing a general picture of Cook Islanders in New
Zealand in relation to the church.

The Cook Islanders' population in New Zealand is a relatively youthful one, made up mainly
of those aged 45 years and under. Although this group is over-represented in the general Cook
Islanders' society, it has been seen that they are less represented in terms of religious
affiliation.

The majority of Cook Islanders in New Zealand speak English. However, within Cook
Islander congregations, the dominant language is the Cook Islands language. This is
understandable when the leadership and majority involved with the church are older islandborn Cook Islanders . Therefore, the language of Cook Islander congregations does not reflect
the language of most Cook Islanders in New Zealand. According to research among Pacific
Islander youth, if mainly young, New Zealand-born and English-speaking Cook Islanders
were to attend Cook Islander congregational activities conducted in the vernacular, then there
would be the likelihood and risk of misunderstanding, miscommunication and eventually nonparticipation.

Education has played a significant part in the changes affecting Cook Islanders. The younger
generation, more so than their senior counterparts in New Zealand, whether New Zealandborn or overseas-born had a higher rate of formal educational qualifications. Their high
representation in education is also reflected in labour force participation, employment, and
higher income occupations. Studies have indicated a link between higher education and
employment and church leaving. This group is thought not to be well represented in Cook
Islander congregations. There is, then, a high probability that Cook Islander academics and
those in professional or technically oriented occupations would discontinue or never have
associations with a Cook Islander congregation.

Higher numbers of Cook Islanders in New Zealand tend to live in a family setting. Over the
years, however, families have not only decreased in size, but have also experienced changes
dynamics and values. Increasing numbers of Cook Islanders are choosing to remain
unmarried, but if living with a partner this would likely be in a de facto relationship.
Considerations of previous studies would suggest that Cook Islanders who disengage with
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their faith or church are more likely to be those who are unmarried, living m de facto
relationships, separated or divorced.

As far as housing goes, younger Cook Islanders in New Zealand tend to rent rather than own a
home. They also tend to live with other extended families members in the same house, often
covering two to three generations. It is expected that most of the respondents in the current
research will have similar situations.

Religious "affiliation" can mean that a person may identify with a religion or group, but not
necessarily be a member or participant of that group. Statistics have shown that Cook
Islanders have a high rate of religious affiliation to the Christian faith, with considerable
numbers indicating affiliation to the Presbyterian (PCANZ), Congregational, and Reformed
churches. Although younger generations affiliated strongly with these denominations, older
Cook Islanders scored higher overall for religious affiliation. These figures may look
impressive on paper, but they may not necessarily equate to actual church involvement. In
fact, the decline in religious affiliation, and the increase in non-religious affiliation and
objection to declaring one indicate that Cook Islanders are gradually losing interest in religion
(or at least institutionalised religion). The high number of younger Cook Islanders who scored
in these areas is also an indication that they are the ones most probable to leave churches. If
religious affiliation is translated into Cook Islander congregation attendance, then, the decline
suggests that Cook Islanders are leaving, and in growing numbers.

Considering the above, a profile can be designed for a Cook Islander church Ieaver. Such a
person would probably be a young New Zealand-born male who speaks mainly English, is
educated and employed, unmarried or living with a partner in a de facto relationship, and
boarding or renting in a home shared with other family, situated in a suburban/city area. It is
predicted that the respondents participating in this study will fit the above profile.
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CHAPTER3
A Mixed Method Approach to Research
People's concepts of spirituality and their relationships with church can be extremely complex
and personal. Therefore, to gain a thorough understanding of these issues requires a particular
approach. The current study adopts a mixed method approach that incorporates both
qualitative and quantitative research.

It is pertinent to ask, in this light, what is qualitative research? According to Strauss and

Corbin, qualitative research is:
" ... any kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by
means of statistical procedures or other means of quantification. It
can refer to research about persons' lives, stories, behavior, but also
about organizational functioning, social movements, or interactional
. h'tps. .. 133
re l atwns
Qualitative methodology allows the researcher to collect data by means of observation and
interview. Data can be images, sounds, words, numbers or anything that is within the context
of h'lat which is being researched. Qualitative researchers seek answers to their questions in
the real world. They gather what they see, hear, and read from people and places and from
events and activities. They do research in natural settings rather than in laboratories or
through written surveys. Their purpose is to learn about some aspect of the social world and
to generate new understandings that can be used. 134 Therefore, to truly appreciate the attitudes
and perceptions of Cook Islanders who have left the church, it is necessary for this study to
gather data directly from the interviewees in the environment in which they are most familiar
and comfortable. As qualitative researchers such as Rossman and Rallis aptly put it, "go to the
people; ... do not extricate people from their everyday worlds." 135 In light of this, it is
understandable that interviewees in this research would wish to have their partner and
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children present or even involved in the discussions held in their own homes or place of their
choice.

This study has included the researcher as well as interviewees. Since the researcher was (and
still is) a minister of the PCANZ, it was very important that any barrier between the
researcher and interviewees be broken in order to allow the interviewees total freedom to
express themselves. Therefore, time was made early on in the interview to build rapport and
ensure that there was no sense of power struggle or unnecessary pressure put upon the
interviewee to say what the researcher wanted to hear. It was important that both researcher
and interviewee felt comfortable at interacting freely and honestly in an environment that
provided confidence and mutual respect. This important point was noted by Arild HoltJensen, in citing the view of the geographer Dilthey that a motivational understanding of
humans comes from being on an 'equal-footing' with those individuals being observed. 136 In
fact, if there was any sense of power struggle, it was the researcher who engaged at the
permission of the interviewee who (interviewee) also determined the answers and period of
the interview. The process empowered the interviewees to tell their stories as they really were,
regardless of how negative they may have appeared toward the church or clergy.

Since the interviews used open-ended interviewing techniques to explore people's opinions,
feelings, behaviour and attitudes to church, there was flexibility provided for the interviewees
to ask for clarification to questions or to use words or phrases that were appropriate and
helpful for them in telling their stories. This approach required flexibility in dialogue, where
there may have been difficulty due to the sensitivity of issues or questions. In one case the
interviewee was so emotionally charged that he recalled some of his expenences usmg
profanities. According to Rossman and Rallis,
"Qualitative researchers value the messiness of the lived world; they
make a sustained focus on context integral to their work and assume
that a detailed understanding of human experience is gained by
exploring the complexities... Qualitative researchers' respect for
context draws them to look at social worlds holistically, as interactive,
complex systems rather than as discrete variables that can be
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measured and manipulated statistically. They describe and interpret
rather than measure and predict. " 137
It was paramount for the sake of this study that the interviews allowed people to feel open

enough to engage with issues without any restrictions, coercion or manipulation. This meant
treating people as human beings and not as numbers. In her research on education and work
experiences of Cook Islanders in Wellington and Dunedin, Jane Borthwick noted that people
enjoyed being interviewed as opposed to being "question-aired". 138 In citing Gardner's work
on social surveys, 139 she pointed out that this would enable the interviewer to discuss complex
and perhaps emotional topics where opportunities for appropriate follow up questions could
arise. Although a list of questions was prepared for the interviews in the current study,
relevant questions (not on the list) were also asked to clarify and assist the interviewees on
certain issues.

Gathering data is one thing, but what to do with the results is another. This research also had
to quantify the responses of the interviewees, in order to identify how many thought a certain
way about a certain issue or topic. Therefore, an element of quantitative methodology was
also required. To inform the questions asked during the interviews, the researcher collected
data - the basic units or building blocks of information. When data are grouped into patterns,
they become information. When information is put to use or applied, it becomes
knowledge. 140 The present study collected data and arranged it in order to seek knowledge and
understanding about why some Cook Islanders have left Cook Islander congregations of the
PCANZ. The responses were recorded and grouped so that they measured the various
responses and the frequency of responses to particular topics or themes.

Therefore, the present study employed a Mixed Methods approach as an attempt to
understand the phenomenon of Cook Islander church leavers. The Mixed Method approach
incorporates both qualitative and quantitative strategies for the collecting and analysing both
forms of data in a single study. According to education psychologist John W. Creswell, 141 the
137
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idea of m1xmg different methods probably originated m 1959, when researchers like
142
Campbell and Fiske used multiple methods to study the validity of psychological traits.
This prompted others to mix methods, and soon approaches associated with field methods
such as observations and interviews (qualitative data) were combined with traditional surveys
(quantitative data) to examine multiple approaches to data collection in a study. From this
emerged the idea of "triangulating" data sources that sought a "convergence" across
qualitative and quantitative methods. 143 For example, the results from one method could be
used to help develop or inform the other method. Although relatively new, the Mixed Method
approach has been used with increasing frequency in various fields such as occupational
. . 147 and
. careg1vmg,
. 146 dementJa
. . 145 AIDS preventiOn,
al comrnumcatton,
.
therapy, 144 mterperson
148
middle school science.

Within the Mixed Method approach, this study used what Creswell calls the "transformative"
procedure. This is where the researcher uses a 'theoretical lens' as an overarching perspective
within a design that contains both qualitative and quantitative data. This lens, or theme,
provides a frame for topics of interest, methods for collecting data, and outcomes or changes
anticipated by the study. The hypothesis of this study is that the lens and the inquiry of this
study are shaped around this theme.

The transformative strategy is also sometimes referred to as the "sequential transformative
strategy." The term "sequential" usually assumes the following on from one phase to the next
- for example, beginning with the quantitative phase and then following on with the
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qualitative phase. Although the term "sequential" is used, either method can be used first and
the priority can be given to either phase.

As already mentioned, the transformative strategy is guided by the overarching theme. The
aim of this theme is more important in guiding the study than the use of methods alone.
Therefore, the transformative strategy employed methods that best served the proposal of the
researcher. By using the quantitative and qualitative approaches, the researcher may be able to
better understand the phenomenon of Cook Islanders leaving the church and the processes that
are changing or evolving amongst the Cook Islanders' community as a result of being studied.

METHODOLOGY
Qualitative research starts from the acknowledgement that the researcher does not know
enough about the subject matter to determine the important issues which might be
investigated. To this end, the gathering of the primary information to be analysed in this
dissertation was comprised of two phases. The first was exploring information already
documented about Cook Islanders as a way of setting a platform or background for
developing the hypothesis. This also involved gathering data from Cook Islander
congregations of the PCANZ to gauge the ages and genders of Cook Islanders involved in
their congregations. The second phase was the interviews with the respondents.

First phase

To put the phenomenon of Cook Islander church leavers into perspective, it was necessary to
have information about Cook Islander congregations within the PCANZ. One way to check
for details was from the PCANZ Year Books. Information ranged from membership numbers
to financial records. Although this was a good source for collecting data about PCANZ
parishes, it did have its limitations. Not all parish details in the Year Books identified
different ethnic groups and their relevant figures. For example, Pacific Islanders' Churches
(PIC) may have different Pacific ethnic groups or congregations within them (Samoa, Niue,
Cook Islands, Tokelau, Tuvalu), but the details within the Year Book are for the parish as a
whole, not for each ethnic group. However, details of some parishes could have been obtained
if the parish as a whole was a particular ethnic group. Within the PCANZ there are four Cook
Islander parishes existing in their own right. Two of them were within the regions that the
study examined. However, such parishes have not had their details recorded in the PCANZ
Year Book for reasons that are unknown to the researcher. Therefore, the information had to
be obtained from the congregations directly. This was done, in most cases by the researcher
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personally delivering and explaining the request to congregation leaders (minister or Cook
Islander congregation secretary). Only a few were requested by post or email to the
appropriate people because of travel limitations. To get a reasonable spread, this information
was sought from Cook Islander congregations in the Auckland, Wellington, Otago and
Southland regions of the country.

The study was examining Cook Islanders from the age group eighteen to forty years and so it
was important to gauge just how many were actually involved with their congregation in
comparison to other age groups. Only two areas were considered for data about the people
and the congregation as a structure. Data was sought about people regarding age and gender.
Such data was sought from the congregation's membership roll and from a recording of the
same data for those who attended one average Cook Islander worship service. By an average
worship service, it is meant a service where there was no special event or occasion such as a
baptism, Holy Communion, or "eva" 149 where people came for a particular part of the service
only. The information sought would identify the representation of age groups of Cook
Islanders

Forms accompanied the request letter for data to be recorded and returned to the researcher. It
was explained to the representatives of the congregations that they could gather the data in
any manner that was appropriate for them.

Second phase
The respondents who took part in the research were located from three regions; they were
Auckland, Wellington and Dunedin. A number of thirty respondents were targeted; twenty
from Auckland, eight from Wellington, and two from Dunedin. The researcher endeavoured
to have an equal gender ratio of respondents. This was the case for respondents in the
Auckland region (ten male and ten female), but in the Wellington region they were three male
and five female. In Dunedin they were both male respondents.

The process of finding the respondents varied. Some of the respondents were friends and
acquaintances personally known by the researcher and others were referrals through them.
Finding others was also assisted through some Cook Islander youth leaders from different
149
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congregations in the regiOns and others still were found through the help of community
people who had church connections. People were first contacted informally to seek interest of
participation, and were later followed up with the necessary formal agreement confirming the
respondent's willingness to participate in the research. The participants in this study were
selected based on the specific criteria that they be of Cook Islander descent, be between the
ages· of eighteen and forty years, and have had membership or involvement with a Cook
Islander congregation of the PCANZ. The other criterion was that they had not been actively
involved in the life of a Cook Islander congregation for a year or more at the time of
interview. This included not having attended a Cook Islander worship service for more than
two times a year since leaving.

The interviews, as previously mentioned, were based on open-ended questions. They were
formulated to seek an understanding of the respondents without revealing their identity or that
of others, or their congregation. There were twenty-five questions grouped to address the
following five areas of the respondent's life: personal information, Cook Islands language and
cultural identity, family and Cook Islander community life, church involvement, leaving and
life outside of a Cook Islander congregation. The area of personal information sought some
basic details noting the respondent's age, sex, place of birtb, and length of time in New
Zealand, educational qualifications, employment status, housing status, marital status and
details of any dependent children. The second area sought to explore the respondent's
command of the Cook Islands language and cultural activities. The study wanted to know the
experiences of how the respondents learned and used the Cook Islands language. The third
area also wanted to explore how the respondent saw his or her relationship with immediate
and extended family, as well as how they operated within the wider Cook Islander
community. The key point here was trying to see how they generally got on with other Cook
Islanders, whether they were family or not. The fourtb area looked at how the respondents
became involved with their Cook Islander congregation and how they operated within its
systems. It basically sought to understand their experiences in relation to the congregation's
members, structures and practices. The last area wanted to identify the reasons why the
respondent chose to leave and what life has been like for them since leaving.

The interviews were conducted at a location and time of the respondent's choice. This was
usually at their home, a public place (cafe), or where the researcher resided. It was paramount
that, for the respondents to talk about sensitive matters, they needed to be in a place where
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they were comfortable and at ease to do so. This was usually achieved over a cup of tea or
coffee where hospitality was greatly appreciated and acknowledged.

All interviews were tape recorded and then written verbatim style for accuracy. The
interviews lasted from about an hour to an hour and a half.

ANALYSIS

The analysis of all the data sought will be expanded on in chapter five. It will show:
•

The age of the respondent as fitting the criteria of the study.

•

Whether the respondent was born in New Zealand or overseas, and how many of them
were New Zealand-born or overseas-born.

•

The respondent's length of time in New Zealand, to gauge how long they had been
exposed to the New Zealand way of life. This may have bearing on their command of
the Cook Islands language and sense of cultural identity.

•

What the highest level of education and qualification the respondent achieved and how
many achieved them.

•

What the employment status of the respondent was and how many there were.

•

The accommodation status of the respondent, and how many owned, rented or boarded
at their place of residence. It will also note the relationship to the people they lived
with.

•

The marital status of the respondent and how many were single, married, or living
with a partner in an unmarried relationship. The ethnicity of partners was also noted.

•

The respondent's level of command of the Cook Islands language. Although the
respondent was able to describe the experience in their own terms, for the sake of
consistency, command of the language was identified in two ways: the ability to
understand or comprehend and ability to speak the Cook Islands language. Scores for
the two categories were: fluent, average, and very basic/poor. The analysis will also
show how the respondent scored for each category, and how respondents overall
scored for each category.

•

The respondent's level of involvement with extended family and the wider Cook
Islander community. The measurement for involvement was merely an indication of
high, average or low. The analysis will also show how many scored in each rating for
the two categories.
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•

How the respondent became involved with his or her congregation. Four categories
were indicators: parent(s), other relative, a friend, and by own accord. The frequency
scored for each category will also be shown.

•

That for a respondent who indicated having a parent(s) in the same congregation as
him/herself; the role of the parent in the congregation was recorded as either a leader
or member only. It will also show how many respondents had a parent in such roles.

•

The period the respondents spent in their congregation, the range of the periods, and
calculation of a mean period for the total respondents.

•

The age at which the respondent left his or her congregation and the length of time he
or she had been out of church up until the time of interview. The analysis will show
how many respondents left in their teens, twenties and thirties, and will also show an
average age and an average time spent outside of a Cook Islander congregation.

•

The respondent's view of the relevancy of their congregation. Three areas of relevancy
were considered: socially, culturally and spiritually. Each category was given a score
rating of high, average and low. The analysis will again show the frequency of the
rating for each category.

•

The reason(s) the respondents left their congregations. The analysis will categorise the
reasons and show the frequency scored by the respondents for each category. This will
show how many respondents indicated a certain factor as a reason for leaving their
congregation.

•

Show how the respondent considered their level of faith. This area was again complex,
but it was sufficient to merely note whether one claimed to have a faith or belief (or
not) at the time of leaving and at the time of interview. The analysis will show how
many indicated either way.

ASSESSMENT OF METHODOLOGY

Although the analysis used categories and scores in an attempt to simplify and quantify
complex areas of the respondents' experiences, it, in many ways, did not really do justice to
express the deep feelings and expressions that were shared in the interviews. Nearly all of the
interviews were emotionally charged at different levels, but all respondents expressed their
relief and appreciation for having the opportunity to talk about something that they had found
very difficult to disclose beforehand. In fact, much of what was said by the respondents after
the interview ended was often so telling that it should have been recorded as part of the
interview.
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The process of conducting the interview and then writing the verbatim record was a long task.
On some days three or four interviews were arranged on the basis of availability of the
respondents. This meant that writing up the interview notes could not be done straight after
each interview, but they were all eventually completed.
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CHAPTER4
Statistics for Cook Islander Congregations
and Leavers
Chapter two explored areas of society that research identified could have an effect upon the
religious involvement of Cook Islanders in New Zealand. It also gave a possible profile of a
Cook Islander church leaver. This chapter will look at details of some Cook Islander
congregations of the PCANZ to determine how prevalent young adults (18-40 years) are in
such congregations, in terms of membership and worship attendance. It will show that their
seemingly high affiliation indicated in Census records does not mirror actual church
involvement. The chapter will also look at the respondents to the current study and examine
any relation to the profile of a Cook Islander church leaver. It will show that the profile fits
most of the respondents.

COOK JSLANDER CONGREGATIONS

It is necessary to establish whether there is an under-representation of younger Cook Islanders
within Cook Islander congregations of the PCANZ. Sometimes it is easier to stereotype or
make assumptions about church growth or decline without knowing the true situation. This
also applies to church leaving. To the best know ledge of the writer there has not been any
research done regarding these matters for Cook Islander congregations within the PCANZ. It
is not within the scope of this paper to examine Cook Islander congregational growth or
decline, but it is important for the purposes of this research to at least gauge how many Cook
Islanders are currently involved with the various Cook Islander congregations of the PCANZ.
In particular, it is important to gauge how many younger Cook Islanders (18-40 years) are

represented, or not represented, in such congregations.

The task of gathering information about Cook Islander congregations was not easy. The
statistics for parishes in the PCANZ Year Book did not specify the ethnicity of all its
members. Details of Cook Islander membership could only be obtained if a parish was a Cook
Islander parish on its own. However, such parishes, though very few, have not had their
details recorded in the PCANZ Year Book for reasons unknown to the researcher. Therefore,
the information had to be obtained from the congregations directly. The information sought
was the age and gender of those involved with the congregation. Only two areas of the
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congregation were considered as sources for such information; first was the members roll, and
second, the record of those who attended one Cook Islander worship service.

To get a geographical spread of such information, details were sought from Cook Islander
congregations in the Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin, and Southland regions of the country.

There were some difficulties in obtaining information from congregations. Sadly, of the ten
congregations in the Auckland region, only three provided information, and from the four
congregations in the Wellington region only two provided information. Therefore, of the
sixteen congregations in total from the four regions that were approached, only seven
provided information to assist with the purposes of the current study. The other difficulty
experienced was that all seven congregations provided details for the attendance to one
worship service, but details of membership were provided by only two congregations. Though
the response from the majority of Cook Islander congregations was not as high as hoped, the
information obtained was still helpful to provide some insights concerning what kind of
people are actually involved with Cook Islander congregations within the PCANZ.

Age and gender of membership

TABLE 1
Age and Gender of Cook Islander congregation membership roll
Congregation

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Female

0-17

18-40

41+

0-17 yrs

18-40 yrs

41+ yrs

yrs

yrs

yrs

Total

%of

18-40
yrs

I

32

21

19

27

29

23

151

33

2

7

4

16

16

9

8

60

21.6

TOTAL

39

25

35

43

38

31

211

30

The membership details of Cook Islander congregations were interesting (see Table I). The
ages of the members were put into three groups: 0-17 years, 18-40 years, and 41 years and
over. The total membership of the two congregations was 211 ( 151 and 60 respectively). As
far as age representation was concerned for both congregations, the age group 0-17 years
accounted for 82 (39 percent), 18-40 years scored 63 (30 percent), and those aged 41 years
and over scored 66 (31 percent).

It can be seen that very young members made up the biggest group within the congregation.
Young adults and senior adults were very evenly represented. It was expected that more
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semor adults would have been the largest group as indicated by the Census religious
affiliation statistics.

Gender scores for both congregations showed some unexpected results. Males scored at 99
(47 percent) and females at 112 (53 percent). Females scored higher for the age groups 0-17
years (52 and 48 percent respectively) and 18-40 years (60 and 40 percent respectively), but
males scored higher for those aged 41 years and over (53 and 47 percent respectively). It
appears that the make-up of membership was mostly younger females and older males. Again
this was not was what expected from religious affiliation statistics. However, the findings did
show how underrepresented or absent young adult males were on membership rolls, which
tended to support the church Ieaver profile.

In general, the membership of Cook Islander congregations appeared to be relatively evenly
spread amongst the age groups, although children and those in their early teens tended to have
a higher representation. On paper, Cook Islander congregation membership, especially for
those aged 18-40 years, looked fairly healthy.

Age and gender of worship attendance

TABLE2
Age and Gender of Cook Islanders attending one Cook Islander worship service
Total

%

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Female

0-17

18-40

41+

0-17 yrs

18-40 yrs

41+yrs

yrs

yrs

yrs

I

30

12

9

18

16

8

93

30

2

10

4

23

6

5

30

78

11.5

3

7

6

6

8

7

14

48

27

4

2

2

9

5

4

II

33

18

5

3

3

8

8

3

22

47

12

6

16

7

15

15

6

19

78

16

7

4

0

7

II

3

5

30

10

TOTAL

72

34

77

71

44

109

407

19

Congregation

18-40
yrs

From the seven congregations (see Table 2), the number that attended one service totalled
407. Attendance per congregation ranged from 30 (lowest) to 93 (highest). The average
attendance per congregation was approximately 58.
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From an age perspective, there were some clear differences. Those aged 0-17 years accounted
for 143 (35 percent), 18-40 years scored 78 (19 percent), and those 41 years and over scored
186 (46 percent). It is strikingly obvious that the second age group (18-40 years) of young
adults were poorly represented in Cook Islander worship attendance. Comparing membership
and worship attendance details showed some further differences in representation. The age
group 0-17 years reduced from 39 to 35 percent, 18-40 years reduced from 30 to 19 percent,
but those aged 41 years and over increased from 31 to 46 percent. Contrary to membership
details, most Cook Islander worship attendance was dominated, not by children and those in
their early teens, but by the more senior age group. The dramatic increase (15 percent) of
senior representation from membership to attendance was closely matched by the decrease
(11 percent) of younger adults.

From a gender perspective, females scored higher 224 (55 percent) than males 183 (45
percent). Both genders were evenly represented in the age group 0-17 years (50 percent each).
But females scored higher for the age groups 18-40 years (56 percent) and 41 years and older
(59 percent). Female attendance in worship also scored higher than membership, but in
comparison to males, they scored higher for both membership and attendance. This was the
expectation from religious affiliation statistics.

Overall, it appears that representation on paper (membership roll) does not necessarily equate
with active participation within a congregation. For the purposes of this study, the age group
18-40 years appeared fairly represented in official membership, but in terms of actual
participation by attendance to worship, they were well under-represented in Cook Islander
congregations.

The findings give a mixed reflection of the Cook Islander religious affiliation discussed in
chapter two. First, the congregational data confirmed the notion that religious affiliation, in
terms of a conscious identification with a religious group or written record, did not always
mean active involvement with that group. In the case of Cook Islander congregations of the
PCANZ, having a name on a membership roll did not always equate with actual church
participation. Second, Census statistics indicated that Christian affiliation to denominations
such as the PCANZ was relatively high for Cook Islanders aged up to the early 40s. This was
reflected in congregation membership, but in terms of real attendance in a worship service it
was much lower. Third, Census statistics showed that older Cook Islanders were more likely
to have a religious affiliation. This was the case for both congregation membership and
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worship attendance in the current study. Therefore, the correlation of details from Census
New Zealand and congregational returns show that although Cook Islander young adults (1840 years) may highly identify (for various reasons) with Cook Islander congregations of the
PCANZ, they are in reality much less visible within congregational activities.

It should be noted here that the recording of attendance at just one worship service is perhaps

not sufficient to give a more consistent and accurate representation of age and gender in
relation to worship service attendance. It is also acknowledged that participation in the life of
a congregation cannot be limited to just worship attendance. Therefore, a person who did not
attend a worship service may be involved in another area of the congregation. Due to the very
low sample of returned data from Cook Islander congregations, the analysis and
interpretations for them cannot be descriptive of all Cook Islander congregations within the
PCANZ. However, from the experience of the writer, they are perhaps indicative of what
most congregations are experiencing.

THE RESPONDENTS

The current research is an attempt to describe and understand Cook Islanders aged 18-40
years who have discontinued their involvement with their Cook Islander congregation within
the PCANZ. In chapter two we outlined a profile of a Cook Islander who would mostly likely
be a church Ieaver. Such a person would likely be a young New Zealand-born male who
mainly speaks English, is educated and employed, unmarried or living with a partner in a de
facto relationship, and probably boarding or renting with other family in a suburban area. This
section describes the respondents to see whether they fit the profile.

Location

The sample of thirty people of Cook Islander descent was selected from three main centres of
New Zealand: twenty from Auckland, eight from Wellington, and two from Dunedin. All
thirty respondents lived in suburban areas of the main centres.

Gender

Gender of the sample was evenly represented, showing 15 (50 percent) male and female. A
third (10= 33.3 percent) of the females were from Auckland and five (16.6 percent) were from
Wellington. A third (10= 33.3) percent were from Auckland, three (10 percent) were from
Wellington, and two (6.6 percent) were from Dunedin.
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Age

At the time of the interview, the ages of the sample ranged from 20 years, for the youngest, to
39 years for the oldest (see FIGURE 1). Thirteen (43.3 percent) were in their twenties and 17
(56.7 percent) were in their thirties.
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FIGURE 1
Age range of respondents

It was interesting to note the age at which the respondents had left their respective

congregations (see FIGURE 2). The ages ranged from 14 years to 30 years. The number who
left as teenagers was nine (30 percent). The number who left in their twenties was 19 (64
percent), and those who left in their thirties were two (six percent). It should be mentioned
that some of those who left their churches as teenagers had experienced traumatic events in
their lives such as running away from home, parental separation, and even a congregational
split. For those who had experienced such traumas, the period of time since leaving their
church up to the time of interview ranged from fifteen to eighteen years (also see FIGURE
16). They have never returned to any Cook Islander congregation since leaving. Other teenage
leavers had been out of the church for about four years on average. Of those who left in their
twenties, nine had had been out of church for a period ranging from one to five years, four
had been out between six and 10 years, four had been out between 11 and 15 years, and two
had been out for 17 years. The two respondents who had left while in their thirties had been
out for one and two years respectively.
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FIGURE2
Age respondent left congregation
It can be seen that those who left their congregation at a relatively early age were inclined to

remain out of it for a much longer period of time than those who left at a more mature age. It
also showed, as Jamieson had found, that although many leavers were relatively young, they
150
were still capable of leaving at later stages in adulthood .

Place of birth
The majority (25 =83 percent) of the respondents were born in New Zealand while five (17
percent) were born in the Cook Islands (see FIGURE 3). Those born in the Cook Islands came
to New Zealand when they were about five years or under and have live here for the majority
of their lives. The least period of time for a respondent living in New Zealand was 15 years
(see FIGURE 4). Therefore, the sample of respondents had lived in New Zealand for most, if
not all, of their lives. Most were second generation Cook Islanders whose parents immigrated
to New Zealand.
Cook
Islands
17%

Other
0%

NZ
83%

FIGURE 3
Respondent's place of birth
150

Jamieson, (1998). p. 28.
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FIGURE4
Respondent's period of time in New Zealand (percentage of life)

In relation to the church leaver profile, the majority of the respondents matched for being

New Zealand-born Cook Islanders.

Language

The issue of language will be covered more in chapter five, but it is worth noting here that all
the respondents in this study considered the English language as the main language in which
they conversed. The majority of them had a very limited command of the Cook Islands
language. Although most could understand it to a certain degree, their ability to converse in
the Cook Islands language was found wanting. This was also the case for those born in the
Cook Islands, but raised in New Zealand.

In this respect, the prediction that a typical Cook Islander church leaver would be mainly

English-speaking was confirmed with the respondents of this study.

Education

Being raised in New Zealand also meant a likelihood of participation in the education system
(see FIGURE 5). Nineteen (63 percent) had tertiary qualifications from a Polytechnic,
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Teachers College or University. Ten (33 percent) had Secondary school qualifications, while
only one (three percent) had no qualifications. Of those whose highest qualification was at
Tertiary level, nine (47 percent) were male, and 11 (53 percent) were female. Of those who
only had secondary school qualification, six (60 percent) were male, and four (40 percent)
were female.
None
3%

Secondary
33%

FIGURES
Respondent's highest educational qualification

From chapter two, it was predicted that those more educated would most likely leave religious
institutions. Although only one respondent did not gain a school qualification, all respondents
were educated in the New Zealand education system and gained Secondary and/or Tertiary
qualifications. Therefore, the link between education and religious disengagement is clearly
demonstrated with the respondents of this study.

Employment
The educational qualifications of the respondents were also reflected by their employment
status (see FIGURE 6). Nineteen (63 percent) were employed (either full-time or part-time),
six (20 percent) were currently studying at a tertiary institution at the time of interview, and
five (17 percent) were unemployed. The portion unemployed, however, were mainly spouses
(female) of those who were employed. Most had higher school qualifications and had been
previously employed until giving priority to care for children at home. They indicated their
status as unemployed because they were primarily responsible for the care of children at
home. Only one was unemployed for disability reasons.

Those employed ( 19) were categorised into six occupation groups: service and sales (4= 21
percent), clerical (2= 10 percent), technical and professional (5= 26 percent), management (4=
21 percent), trade (1= 5 percent), and store person/warehousing (3= 16 percent).
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FIGURE6
Respondent's employment status

Research in chapter two suggested that employment and occupation had bearing on a person' s
religious connections. The more technical or professional oriented the job, the higher the
chance of disconnection with church; and the more people-oriented the occupation, the less
chance of disconnection. Respondents employed in professional or technical fields were
involved with teaching, computer services and accounts. This group was closely followed by
management and service and sales. Most employed respondents had occupations that were
more people oriented, whether in the professional and technical field or not.

This study has partly confirmed what previous research had expected, in that some of the
church leavers in this study had higher status occupations, yet most tended to still be people
oriented. This perhaps demonstrates the social nature of Cook Islanders where relating closely
with people within various contexts is still important.

Marital status

The marital status of the interviewees showed that 14 (42 percent) were single, eight (29
percent) were married, and a further eight (29 percent) were living with their partner in a de
facto relationship (see FIGURE 7). If the two categories of 'single' and 'de facto relationship'
were combined under the category 'unmarried', then it would represent 22 (73 percent) of the
respondents. This then, would confirm the marital status expected of a typical Cook Islander
church Ieaver.
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Married

De facto

Single
42%

FIGURE 7
Respondent's marital status

The ethnicity of a partner or spouse was noted as either Cook Islander or non-Cook Islander.
Those with a partner of Cook Islands descent were nine (30 percent) and those with partners
of non-Cook Islander descent were ten (33 percent) (see FIGURE 8). Having a partner of nonCook Islander descent may have a bearing on the respondent's lack of command of the Cook
Islands language. All those with a non-Cook Islander spouse spoke English mainly to each
other and their children or, in the case of some respondents, in the language of their spouse.

Cook
Islands

No
partner

37%

Islands
33%
FIGURE 8
Ethnicity of respondent's partner

Eighteen (60 percent) of the interviewees had dependent children m their care, and the
number of children per family ranged from one child to five.

Housing
At the time of interview most (46 percent) of the sample lived in a boarding situation, 11 (37
percent) lived in a rental situation, and five (17 percent) owned their own homes (see
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FIGURE 9). A very high proportion of the sample (97 percent) lived with immediate or
extended families. One lived with their partner only.
Own
17%

Board
46%

nt
37%

FIGURE9
Respondent's housing status

This indicated, again, the preference Cook Islanders have to be involved with each other,
especially family. Sharing a home together may be for financial reasons, but it showed,
nonetheless, that family ties were important.

Involvement with extended family and Cook Islanders community
It was also important to try and gauge the respondents' sense of belonging with other Cook

Islanders. The two areas considered were the level of involvement with extended family, other
than the ones residing in the respondent's home, and the other was involvement within the
wider Cook Islander community. Involvement with extended families included attending
family functions such as birthdays, marriages, funerals, haircutting ceremonies, reunions, or
any occasion that brought families together for a common purpose. Involvement within the
wider Cook Islander community included participation with island (enua) groups, performing
arts groups, sports groups, or any organisation where Cook Islanders were represented. The
responses for the level of involvement were categorised into three groups: high, average, and
low.
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High
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FIGURE 10
Respondent's level of involvement with extended family

Although most respondents lived within a household with immediate and some extended
family members, their involvement with wider extended family and community groups
showed lesser participation. Fifteen (50 percent) said that they had high involvement with
extended families, five (17 percent) scored an average involvement, and ten (33 percent)
scored a low involvement (see FIGURE 10).

As far as involvement within the wider Cook Islanders community, five (17 percent) scored a
high involvement, eight (27 percent) scored an average involvement, but 17 (56 percent)
scored low involvement (see FIGURE 11).

High
17%

lEI High

• A\erage
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Avera oLow
27%

56%

FIGURE 11
Respondent's level of involvement with wider Cook Islander community

It appeared that the majority of the respondents were not inclined to engage often with their

own Cook Islander community at large. Their lack of presence among their wider family is
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also reflected in the general Cook Islander community. In the interviews the respondents
conveyed how connections with family and community functions were an integral part of
their lives, but as they got older, the level of loyalty and involvement with them diminished.

What has been seen thus far in the respondents' data may reflect a culture shift from the
communal to the individual. Previous generations of Cook Islanders focused on a communal
lifestyle where, geographically, village life meant that everyone was located much closer
together and they were, therefore, inclined to be more involved with each other in work,
church and social functions. The current sample and its generation appear to be becoming
increasingly individualistic, where the shift to New Zealand also meant a shift at
geographical, occupational, cultural, social, and religious levels. Cook Islander families are
separated by distance, by different types of employment, different values, and participation in
various community groups (non-Cook Islander) that vie for their allegiance. The focus on the
wider family and community is gradually giving way to the nuclear family and the interests of
the individual.

Such changes suggest that the respondents' sense of loyalty to and participation in different
groups of Cook Islanders vary depending on the context. Different contexts have varying
significance or meaning for different people. Respondents who were involved with Cook
Islander community groups, such as sports and cultural performing arts, found them most
beneficial in terms of social, health, and identity satisfaction. In many cases, such groups also
involved other family and friends of the respondents. Therefore, although levels of
involvement and interest or loyalty to various groups have gradually eroded over time, Cook
Islanders in general appeared quite happy to be together as family and friends in different
social arenas.

However, Cook Islander congregations seem fast becoming a context of non-involvement for
younger Cook Islanders, even when family are involved. Most congregations are made up of
families that are inter-connected in one way or another. Many respondents referred to the
leadership and older members as "parents" even if there was no actual family connection. Yet,
in spite of family ties and family 'culture' of congregations, the respondents in this study are
testimony to the growing number of Cook Islanders who choose to belong and associate with
family and friends in different social contexts, other than the Church.
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Church Involvement

How does the sense of belonging among Cook Islanders have a bearing on the church? It is
important at this stage to understand how the respondents actually became involved within
Cook Islander congregations. The respondents indicated only two ways in which they became
involved: through a parent or, secondly, through another relative (see FIGURE 12). Twentyfour (80%) of the respondents indicated that they became part of the congregation through the
involvement of at least one parent. Most said that they were baptised as an infant and raised as
a 'child' of the church. This group saw and experienced their congregation as their 'other
family'. As mentioned above, this was mainly due to

th~

fact that many of the members were

relatives. Even if they were not directly related, most respondents still referred to other adults
as 'uncle' or 'aunty'. Most elderly people were respected in terms of being called 'mama' and
'papa' .
On own
Other
relative
20%

Parent
80%

FIGURE 12
How respondent became involved with congregation

Six (20%) said that they became involved with the church through the leading of another
family member. This group had joined during their teenage years where the Cook Islander
youth programme was the usual avenue through which they familiarised themselves with
church life. In some cases, the parents and siblings of these respondents actually attended
other Cook Islander churches. The fact that there were relatives of the respondent in the
adopted church eased tensions between the respondent and his or her parents. The rationale
was that if the respondent was to attend another church different to that of their parents, then
it was at least acceptable because extended family members were there. Some respondents
attended more than one church for the sake of family ties.
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Charles:

My brother sort of came for a little while and then he left, but my parents were
comfortable at the Cook Islands Christian Church (CICC) instead of the
PIC. . .I was involved with them for a few years, but then came to the
Presbyterian.

Francene:

I got involved with the Presbyterian ekalesia, especially with the Cook Islands
side because of my aunty again, because she's also Catholic but turned
Presbyterian because her husband's Presbyterian. So because I was brought
up by them I also attended services with them as well... ! vaguely remember
going to church [Catholic] as well as going to the PIC church. It was in my
teens when I started getting involved with both churches [as a youth leader]. I
was going to both at the same time.

Interestingly, not one of the respondents became a part of their congregation through a friend
or of their own accord. This shows that connections, especially familial, played a very
significant part in the "churching" of the respondents. In looking at the influence of the
Church upon modern society, Kevin Ward suggested that the coming into the faith
community, the "conversion" of people, was primarily through 'socialisation': "Belonging
needs to happen before believing can occur. Without a social connection it is unlikely to
happen." 151 In the case of the respondents, there were already strong connections with people
involved in the church, as well as with the same ones in other areas of the respondent's life.

The family dynamic within the congregation is very apparent. The respect accorded to older
adults was because they were more inclined to be in a leadership role or position of authority
in the church. Nineteen (approximately 64 percent) of the respondents said that at least one of
their parents had a leadership role in the church (see FIGURE 13). These roles were usually
that of minister, elder, Sunday school teacher, and leader of the women's fellowship, or leader
of one of the groups within the congregation. Only seven (23 percent) had parents who were
just church members, and four (13 percent) had parents who were not church members.

151

Ward, Kevin. (February 2002). Christendom, Clericalism, Church and Context. Stimulus, 10 (1), 61-69.
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FIGURE 13
Role of respondent's parent in the congregation

It can be seen, then, that the majority of the respondents who left their congregation came

from situations where church connections were very much family connections. Most of the
sample were raised in the 'church family' with parents who held significant leadership roles.
However, in spite of this communal and familial setting, young Cook Islanders still chose to
leave. The idea of leaving family and home is not new or necessarily bad, but as far as the
church is concerned, any break in family ties can be emotionally and structurally painful. It
can be painful for parents who no longer have their next generation at their side during
worship, and it can be painful structurally when a youth group or Sunday school has become
extinct in a very short space of time.

It appears that not even family ties and the influence of senior leaders could make the

respondents stay. The generation of the respondents may have been more inclined to be
involved with their families outside of the church, but within the church their loyalty to family
participation had increasingly wavered. That was not to say that family relationships in the
church were all negative. In Daphne's case being together as a family in the church was
generally a good experience.

Daphne:

I think it [Cook Islander congregation] drew us a little bit more closer
together as a family; you know, doing things together as a family. Even though
there were people all around us at church, but we were a family unit in it.

At this point it would be helpful to understand how the respondents were involved in Cook
Islander congregations. All respondents had experiences within a Cook Islanders youth group
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(mapu) and some had spent short periods in other areas such as the Sunday school, Boys

Brigade, uapou ekalesia, 152 choir, and culture group, as well as attending the Cook Islander
worship services. For respondents whose Cook Islander congregation was part of other ethnic
groups in one parish (for example, PIC), their involvement included attending the combined
events of the parish. The Cook Islander youth group, however, was one area with which
nearly all respondents could strongly identify.

Twenty-one (70 percent) of the sample held a leadership role in the youth group at some point
during their church involvement (see FIGURE 14). Nineteen (30 percent) were just members
of the congregation, but heavily involved within the youth group. This group was the main
arena in which young Cook Islanders were most active. It was a place and time where the
respondents and others like them could truly be together as church, and where some showed
most of their loyalty or commitment to any church involvement.

Albert:

I was only involved with the boys. You know, we'd go to youth club on
Mondays. It's hard for us to go to church on Sunday, but come Monday we're
there in the same spot, in the same corner every Monday; never miss ... Well,
put it this way, out of the month, the four Sundays, two Sundays I would make
it to church, the other two I won't. But the four Mondays I'd be there for the
youth club.

Member

FIGURE 14
Respondent's role in the congregation

152

A gathering of congregation members for singing and sharing thoughts on scripture as a way of encouraging
each other and creating an opportunity for younger people especially to indicate an interest in becoming a
member.
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The interesting dynamic of most, if not all, Cook Islander youth groups is that there are no
clear age boundaries for participation. It is not unusual for people in their twenties, thirties,
and even forties to be involved with youth programmes. At the other end of the age scale,
children from primary school age and younger are involved and are basically cared for by
everyone. Similar to the view of the congregation as a whole, the youth group is really a
'family group' where the emphasis is mainly on growing together as 'young people'.
Although some of the respondents had involvements in other areas of the church, the youth
group would be the place where most young Cook Islanders would have their physical,
spiritual, social and cultural needs addressed. In some congregations, young Cook Islanders
attend the youth group programmes, but never attend any other part or activity of the
congregation.

Time involved with the church

Although briefly mentioned earlier, it is worthwhile to examine how long the respondents
spent in their Cook Islander congregations (see FIGURE 15). Those who had left their
congregation as teenagers (9

= 30

percent) indicated that they had been part of their

congregation for a period ranging from about 5-18 years. The youngest Ieaver, being only
fourteen at the time, had been part of the congregation for seven years, while the eldest
teenage Ieaver at eighteen years, had been in the congregation for eighteen years (baptised as
an infant). It can be seen that although this group left their congregations at relatively young
ages, they had, in fact, been involved with their congregations for a lengthy period of time as
children and teenagers. Of those who left their congregations in their twenties ( 19

= 63

percent), six had been involved from 5-10 years, five had been involved from 11-20 years,
and four had been involved from 21-26 years. The two respondents (7 percent) who left while
in their thirties had previously been involved with their congregations for sixteen and
seventeen years respectively. Therefore, the majority of the respondents had left after
investing a significant period of their life within the church.
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FIGURE 15
Respondent's length of time in the congregation

Time out of the church
The length of time for respondents since leaving their congregation up until the time of
interview is also interesting (see FIGURE 16). The least time for a respondent since leaving
their congregation up until the time of interview was a year; the longest time was eighteen
years. The number who had been out of church from 1-5 years was 13 (43 percent); 6-10
years was six (20 percent); 11-15 years was six (20 percent), and 16-18 years was five (17
percent). Of those who left as teenagers, four had been out for 3-6 years, while five had been
out for 15-18 years. Of those who left in their twenties, nine had been out for 1-5 years, four
had been out for 6-10 years, and 6 had been out for 11-15 years. The two who left when in
their thirties had been out for one and two years respectively.
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FIGURE 16
Respondent's length of time outside of the congregation up to time of interview

The long periods of time which some of the respondents have spent outside of their
congregations is a telling point. It suggests that their decision to leave was supported by a
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determination to remain outside. None of the respondents, even those who left only after a
year, indicated any intention to return. This again highlights the seriousness of their decision
to disengage with a group that had been considered 'family' for a considerable part of their
lives. Alan Jamieson found similarities in his study, where a common myth was that church
leavers would eventually return to church. He identified that some moved to other churches of
the same denomination or into other denominations. Some tried other religious faiths, while
others chose to remain outside of institutionalised religion altogether. He also noted that even
after some time since the initial interviews, many of the leavers had still not returned to the
kind of church they had left. Those who did were only involved on the very fringes of
153
churches and tended to stay away from any involvement in leadership or core roles. Only

two respondents of the current study joined another church.

SUMMARY

This chapter has shown that the high religious affiliation rate of Cook Islanders stated in
Census records did not reflect actual involvement with a religious institution. In analysing the
returned data of some Cook Islander congregations of the PCANZ (though a small sample),
there was a clear difference in representation of young adults (18-40 years) in congregation
membership records, as opposed to the numbers who actually attended a Cook Islander
worship service. The congregation details did, however, confirm that more senior Cook
Islanders were involved and that the majority were females. Overall, younger Cook Islanders
appeared further removed in terms of religiosity than is suggested about them on church or
government records.
It was also shown that the profile of a Cook Islander church Ieaver established in chapter two

matched the majority of the respondents in this study. Although the profile suggested the
likelihood of a New Zealand male as a Ieaver, the even sample of respondents demonstrated
that Cook Islander females were just as capable of leaving, as well as the Cook Islands-born
respondents. The even gender distribution, however, was purposefully sought for this study.
Yet the returned details from Cook Islander congregations unmistakably showed that younger
male adults were well under represented in Cook Islander congregations. In many respects,
the respondents of this study that matched the church Ieaver profile reflected similarities with
church leavers identified in other research.
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The respondents' relationships and involvement with other Cook Islanders in New Zealand
had changed to varying degrees. Most indicated that although they valued Cook Islander
family and community connections, they found themselves gradually disengaging from them
due to their own personal priorities. This could be seen as just being part of the maturation
process for younger Cook Islanders, but it could also be seen as part of the cultural shift from
the communal lifestyle to the individual. In this respect, it appears to have affected the
relationship of Cook Islanders with each other in the church, especially with its younger
members. The respondents became part of the 'church family' through a family member and
experienced authority in familial terms. Yet, in spite of family connections and community,
the respondents still chose to leave. Their continued involvement with family outside of the
church suggests that the context for engaging is a determinant variable.

It was revealed that although many of the respondents had left their congregation at a

relatively early age, the majority had in fact been involved for a considerable period of time
and had served in the capacity as youth leaders. The long periods since leaving their
congregation demonstrated the seriousness of the decision to leave and their intention of not
returning. Therefore, the absence of younger Cook Islanders from the church is very visible
now and is an indication that their disengagement is actually being decided by their feet. The
next chapter will examine why they are doing so.
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CHAPTERS
Reasons why Cook Islanders leave church
This chapter will examme why the respondents of this study left their Cook Islander
congregations. It will show that there was not one single reason for leaving, but a variety of
contributing factors that can be put into different categories. They are employment, relocation
due to education needs, language and cultural identity issues, tension with the leadership,
strained personal relationships with others in the congregation, over-commitment in church
work, faith needs not being met, family commitments, and non-church interests. Due to the
complexities of the experiences of the respondents, it is felt that their own stories should be
heard rather than the writer's interpretation only. The chapter will show that although the
respondents had difficulties within certain areas of their congregations, a common underlying
factor that permeated most of the leaving reasons was the issue of language and identity.
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FIGURE 17
Reasons for leaving congregation

EMPLOYMENT
Finding and securing employment is important for economic survival. Of the thirty
respondents, four (13 percent) indicated that employment obligations were a contributing
factor for their increasing absence from church. This was for both full-time and part-time
work. Progress in a career sometimes meant sacrifice in other areas of life, especially when
there was a demand on time. Alan Jamieson's research on church leavers in New Zealand
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identified that the net effects of working longer hours, women returning to the workforce, the
greater leisure options available to people (Sunday sport and shopping, television, and the
growing restaurant and cafe industries) could be reasons why people ceased to attend church.
Although the leavers he interviewed were well aware of these changes to their lifestyle, none
of the people who mentioned employment and time pressure as factors indicated that they
were the major factors in their decision to leave. 154 Studies in Australia showed similar
findings, whereby time pressure and work commitroents accounted for 15 percent of people
who ceased attending church as adults. 155 For the respondents in this study, leaving because of
employment obligations was not an easy choice.

Bronwyn:

So I had to choose whether to continue with my career [and] focusing more on
finishing off my books as an assistant manager to become a manager of a
store, or to drop that all together and continue to focus on church. I enjoyed
my involvement with the church, but I had to sacrifice something. I had done it
[church work} for eight or nine years, so I thought I should focus on my
career.

Edward:

The year I left, I had started work and was working in the evenings from 12pm
to 9pm. I would miss youth nights. I would say I missed out on my fellowship
with people, people from church. So I think work was a factor too. Activities
[church related] happened in the afternoons during the week, and I would
always be working. As my fellowship declined that's when I stopped coming to
church.

Some of the respondents conveyed that, although their work demands meant less time for
church involvement during the week, they eventually affected their motivation to attend
worship services on Sundays. For those who worked in the retail business, like Bronwyn,
Sunday trading also meant a higher probability of non-church attendance.

Bronwyn:

Being away from fellowship ... really played a massive change in my life; not
for the good though. But I've really done well in my management. But
everything else became excuses for not going to church. I started to become
really lazy on Sunday mornings because I didn't have involvements with

154

Jamieson, 1999, p. 23.

155

Hughes, Bellamy, Black, and Kaldor, p. 189.
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Sunday school. I used to get up at 7:30 and go to church at 8:30 and get ready
for Sunday school, but I don't need to do that any more.

Daniel:

The other reason I left was because of work. I was working a lot of different
hours with my first job and it was affecting my church attendance on Sundays.

Respondents who indicated employment obligations as a factor for leaving their congregation
were clearly aware of the impact it had on their church life. They were also aware that
employment commitments were not always easy to change to suit church commitments,
especially when living in areas at the lower end of the socio-economic scale. Decreasing their
church involvement was done with much consideration, but in the end the thought that the
church would always be there alleviated internal struggles about participation.

EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES AND RELOCATION
Five (17 percent) of respondents indicated that pursuing further educational opportunities at
tertiary level was a factor in leaving their congregation. They did so not because they couldn't
do both, but mainly because study also meant physically leaving home and relocating nearer
the study institution. In some cases it was not a matter of wanting to leave the congregation,
rather it was having to. To some degree, respondents like Emily and Elaine, who were quite
critical of their church experiences, moved away and discontinued any association with their
Cook Islander congregation with mixed feelings.

Emily:

When I left I was actually heartbroken leaving them [Cook Islander youth
group] like that. But then again, I had to make that decision to move on with
my own life. I couldn't keep carrying that [church responsibilities] ... It was
hard, but I also had my education to consider at that point as well.

Elaine:

Even when I became a youth leader, there was quite a few of us there but they
were not happy and were leaving. When I left to go to Teachers College, that
was it, everyone had gone. That was sad because I really believe the ekalesia
has a lot to answer for, especially for the youth. They expected us to know this
and that but didn't really offer anything.
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Whatever the reasons for moving, Richter and Francis noted that relocation of people from
156
their churches made religious participation "more vulnerable." The relatively unstructured

nature of the student lifestyle can all too easily disrupt established church-going habits. The
respondents in the current study who moved away to further their educational opportunities
did not join another Cook Islander congregation in the new area. They did, however, try
different fellowship groups that had other Cook Islanders involved.

Committing to study was seen as a positive thing and a worthy reason to put more time and
effort into. However, relocating was also a convenient way to cease involvement with the
church without showing obvious discontent with it.

LANGUAGE BARRIER AND CULTURAL IDENTITY ISSUES
One of the areas covered in the interviews was the respondents' level of command of the
Cook Islands language. The answers varied in respect to the ability both to understand and
speak it. Due to the inexperience of the writer in linguistic proficiency research and the
limited scope of this study, no scale of ability was used as a measurement. It is sufficient for
the purposes of this study to merely provide three categories of ability, which the respondents
themselves indicated. They are "high" for competent and fluent ability, "average" for some
knowledge and ability, and "low" for poor or very minimal ability.
High
20%

Average
20%

Poor
60%

FIGURE 18 ·
Respondent's ability to understand Cook Islands language

Six of the sample (20 percent) scored in each of the "high" and "average" categories for
understanding the Cook Islands language (see FIGURE 18). The rest of the sample (18

= 60

percent), however, indicated that they had a very limited understanding of the Cook Islands
language. When it came to speaking the Cook Islands language, the level of ability proved
156

Richter & Francis, 1998, p. 67.
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much worse (see FIGURE 19). Only one respondent (three percent) claimed to be fluent
conversing in the Cook Islands language, and one again (three percent) had an average
command of it. The rest of the respondents (28

= 93 percent) said that they were very limited

in speaking the Cook Islands language. It appeared that the sample were better at
understanding the Cook Islands language rather than speaking it. This is understandable since
the majority of the sample were born and raised in New Zealand. However, those born in the
Cook Islands also showed low scores.

High
3%

Average
3%

Poor
94%

FIGURE 19
Respondent's ability to speak Cook Islands language

This finding is not limited to the sample only. Research on the Cook Islands language by
157
Karen Davis, in both the Cook Islands and New Zealand, showed similar results. She noted

that the younger generation of Cook Islanders were better at receiving messages in the Cook
Islands language from other people (usually older Cook Islanders), but they could not
reciprocate. Apart from Cook Islander congregations that predominantly use the vernacular,
Davis also noted that in other domains of society such as the home, education, and
158
employment, English was the predominant language of Cook Islanders in New Zealand.

This was demonstrated amongst the respondents of this study. Daniel's experience of
grappling with two languages in the home reflected the situation of many of the other
respondents.

Daniel:

I think generally, both my parents speak amongst themselves in the language
[Cook Islands]. Mum would say certain things to us just to see

if we

understood what she was talking about. At times we understood her, at times
we didn't and it got to a point where they started to speak more English to us.
157

Davis, p. 129.
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Ibid, p 131.
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So at home now it's more English language spoken for me and my brother, but
for mum and dad it's in the language.

Some of the respondents did, however, differentiate between their command of a specific
island dialect and the Rarotongan dialect, or 'Cook Islands language'. They said that they had
more confidence with their island dialect than with the general Cook Islands language.
Therefore, when they indicated that they were able to speak the Cook Islands language, they
were in fact referring to their own island dialect.

Amanda:

"I can understand and speak more of my Pukapukan side, not so much my
mum's side, that's the Rarotonga language. I'm actually on a course to learn
the reo. " 159

Christine:

"Yes, but only in Manihiki. I can understand it well. On a scale of I to 10, I
would say I'm a 7."

Dialectic differences, then, may contribute to the struggle some of the respondents had with
the Cook Islands language in general. Most, if not all Cook Islander congregations within the
PCANZ use the Rarotongan dialect as the Cook Islands language. Its members are usually a
mix from the different islands within the Cook Islands, but are very capable (usually the older
members) with the language or dialect used. It appears to be the younger generation that not
only struggle to come to terms with a common language, but also with juggling between
different island dialects.

The respondents in the study were in some ways thus linguistically handicapped. Their
parents may have been able to speak both the Cook Islands language (including their island
dialect) and English, but the respondents themselves mainly communicated in English only.
With a command of only one language, English, young Cook Islanders had to cope in
domains where English was not predominant; they had to cope especially with particular
native language domains. Although family relationships were close, speaking two different
languages sometimes created a 'them' and 'us' mentality. For younger Cook Islanders
particularly, parents with broken English can sometimes be termed as 'fresh', whereby they
are apparently viewed as unsophisticated with English. The flip side is that, within Cook
Islands language domains, young English-speaking Cook Islanders are the 'culturally
159

"reo" means language or voice.
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excused' ones who uncomfortably blunder, smile, apologise and childishly explain their way
through their ignorance of the language in order to be part of the gathering. As already noted;
lack of parental input only increased the struggles of the respondents. In Florence and David's
case, not trying any further or adopting an alternative language was an easier option rather
than continuing the struggle.

Florence:

"The ability- nil; understand it- nil. I don't even try to learn it. I find it pretty
hard... Mum never really used it. From what I can remember, when she did use
it I would usually say, 'oh, what did you say?' And then she kind of went, 'Oh
well, we won't worry about that one'. But even now they try and say something
to me and I'm only just getting it like, 'pass me the butter'; like that kind of
stuff But it's not really much ... ! don't learn like that. Like my cousins they
would hear something and then they would know what it was, but I couldn't
get it."

David:

"In all honesty it's a very bare minimum. If I had to put it in a percentage it
would be less than 10% spoken language [Cook Islands] in my life at home.
The focus would be more with the New Zealand Maori language, and that's by
choice as both my partner and I have agreed to bring up our son with the New
Maori Kohanga Reo Kura Kaupapa. We tend to speak more New Zealand
Maori rather than Cook Islands Maori ... but I do have a better understanding
of it when people speak it to me; however, I lack in being able to speak it back.
I understand the Cook Islands language but I don't have the command to
speak it well. I can put some of the basic word structures together to
communicate in basic terms, but I wouldn't be able to converse fluently, no."

For others like Emily, the struggle learning the Cook Islands language brought its value into
question. Since the majority of her connections and activities were in English there was no
need for her to know her Cook Islands language. In her earlier years she had a very low
appreciation of her language.

Emily:

"My parents did try to teach us but I didn't really think that there was some
worth in it. Basically in my teenage years I just never saw where the Cook
Islands language would help me, let alone in education. So I never pursued it.
It was only in the last few years that I regretted not paying more
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attention ... Yeah, I was quite certain in my younger years that I didn't need to
learn it. I saw no need for it, even though it was spoken to me."

Emily's attitude demonstrated a growmg cultural inferiority complex amongst Cook
Islanders. Davis' research identified that some Cook Islanders actually preferred English
rather than their own language as a means to succeed in modem times. The Cook Islands own
Language Proficiency Report noted that a perception some Cook Islanders had of their own
language was that it was "of no real value for employment or international purposes, and only

°

good for sentimental reasons." 16 Compared with Samoan and Tongan cultures, where
language is a core cultural value, some Cook Islanders in New Zealand increasingly saw their
language as having a lower status compared to the language of the dominant culture. If the
value of the Cook Islands language has been relegated to so low a level, those with a limited
command of it may be discouraged to continue being in, or joining, the domains where it is
spoken. This includes the church.

At this point it should be asked, what bearing does the lack of command of the vernacular
have on church involvement? Twelve (40 percent) of the respondents indicated that one of the
reasons they left their congregation was because of their struggle with the Cook Islands
language. Only one respondent indicated that the difficulty with the Cook Islands language
was the sole reason for leaving. This was mainly in congregational activities dominated by
older Cook Islands-speaking people. Not knowing what people are saying to you can cause all
sorts of problems, including miscommunication, incomprehension, frustration, boredom and a
sense of depreciation of cultural identity. To a certain degree, some of the respondents
reflected these feelings, with particular reference to Cook Islander worship services conducted
in the vernacular.

Researcher:

"What about the Cook Islands services? Were they helpful to you?"

Carol:

"No, because I only understand a few points and it was like a waste of time. It
was totally in Cook Islands, but sometimes we would have visitors and dad
would translate for them."

Researcher:

"How was it for you in the ekalesia with your limited command of the
language?"

160
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Elaine:

"Urn, boring, and that's being honest because I didn't actually learn anything.

Why I say that is because when we were kids we just used to sit there.
Especially when it's in another language we just didn't understand. But it was
just getting monotonous and you knew what was going to happen and what
they were going to say."

Researcher:

"How did you cope in the church with a limited command of the language?"

Elaine:

"Hopeless. It was just hopeless, you just couldn't do it and that's why a lot of
the young ones did leave. There was nothing there for them; everything was for
the older people and nothing for us."

But not all respondents felt that the lack of command of the Cook Islands language was an
obstacle. Some, like Cameron, appreciated being in a Cook Islands-speaking church
environment because it was a break from the predominantly English speaking environment he
lived in.

Cameron:

"I guess it was ok even though sometimes you had to listen or [try and]
understand what was being spoken. It was alright for me because it was
different; it wasn't everyday that you got to listen to Cook Islands language. I
enjoyed learning the reo metua and imene tuki, 161 especially when I knew
them; it was good to sing along. I appreciated the services, but was frustrated
a few times. "

Even Henry, although being forced to go to church by his parents, could appreciate the Cook
Islands language in spite of his limited command.

Henry:

"I guess I coped difficultly. It was pretty hard, it was very hard. I think it's by
association, being a youngster and being around Cook Islands words, you
learned things as you went along and there were certain things that you would
always remember. I can remember them now. I probably wouldn't have known
what they actually meant but it was always a blessing to hear them [church
folk] saying those kinds of things."

6
' '

Traditional Cook Islands style singing of hymns.
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Knowing one's language goes hand in hand with one's sense of identity. Again, this area
produced mixed responses from the respondents. Respondents who had questions about their
sense of identity could relate it to difficult or negative experiences with language and
association with other Cook Islanders in the church.

Researcher:

"How would you describe your sense of identity as a Cook Islander in relation
to the church?"

Carol:

"It was a bit shaming sometimes, yeah, because it's like little things, like we
would go up and sing in front of the church and there would always be
something that would go wrong; someone would go flat or the guitar is just off
It's shaming because the ... people start laughing."

Researcher:

"What about just being amongst the Cook Islanders people?"

Carol:

"No, I didn't really feel different about them."

Researcher:

"So the Cook Islands group as a whole wasn't very helpful for you?"

Carol:

"No."

Christopher:

"I think I felt it like when we had our Cook Islands choir festivals or the uapou
in the chapel, where we had two sides going at it. Yeah, it was at those times.
But

if only I

could really understand and speak the language. I mean I know

who my mum and dad are, I know where they come from, I can understand
some of the language, but I think it would mean a lot more to me to speak it
and put all the pieces together. It's the missing link to myself and my Cook
Islands culture."

Although some respondents appreciated the Cook Islands language being spoken around
them, others saw traditional Cook Islander hymns giving them a greater sense of esteem with
their culture. Speaking the language meant the difficulty of arranging words and meaning in
new ways for new situations, but songs could be repeated often. This produced familiarity and
by singing together with older Cook Islanders it helped them to connect and identify with
other generations in the church.

Barry:

"Yeah, I guess I had to kind of adjust to the parents for the way they
worshipped and why they do things like they do. It was totally different to how
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the young people did things back then. When I did try and see things through
their eyes and understood, I really appreciated it; the way they sang. Before
that, though, I thought the services were boring and needed to be livened up a
bit ... ! think it was the singing mostly; just the way that they sing the screaming
hymns. Just that really made me feel 'this is what my ancestors did, this was
how they praised God', and I thought 'I'm really going to get into this'. I felt
really proud about it. "

Daphne:

"I guess part of me felt good because it identified who I was as a Cook
Islander and being able to at least practice some of the language through that.
I guess it made me feel proud... Yeah, I think the uapou was really good,
because I was able to meet up with other Cook Islanders ... Oh it was helpful
for the language; to continue to speak the language, to hear the word of God
through the language, whether it was through just sharing or singing or
whatever. I was able to learn new songs in the reo metua, and we were like
able to translate some of the English songs into Cook Islands. It was good as
well because people were familiar with the English tunes, and when you
changed it into te reo, it was a real blessing there. So the ekalesia was, I think,
helpful in building me up as Cook Islander."

Harry:

"Yeah, it was good singing the songs and the uapou, I mean just standing with
them and being proud; and doing activities with other churches. Just being
there with them, feeling the rhythm, watching them as they do the uapou and
singing it strong and enjoying themselves. It ·made me proud being a Cook
Islander while with them. "

For other respondents, however, being involved in a Cook Islander congregation with limited
command of the Cook Islands language and low cultural self-esteem sometimes meant a
purposeful distancing of one's self from one's own people and culture. Some respondents felt
that, although they were present amongst other Cook Islanders in the church, they couldn't or
wouldn't identify with them. Like language, some respondents felt it easier to identify with
another cultural identity other than Cook Islander.

Alberta:

"For a long time when I was growing up I thought I was a Maori or Samoan.
Even though I knew I was a Cook Islander I didn't actually know, you know,
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but, urn, it took a long time for me to come to terms with it; the fact that I'm a
Cook Islander; and to be comfortable in saying it and just being it without
actually having to prove to anybody else that I am. "

Elaine:

"Well when I was growing up I didn't really feel like I belonged, as a Cook
Islander. It was only until I started training to become a teacher that I noticed,
'hang on, you're a Cook Islander'."

It has been seen that young English-speaking Cook Islanders have a difficult time in Cook
Islander congregations because of language differences. It can make them question whether
they are 'truly' Cook Islanders. Like Christopher, many young adults know that they are Cook
Islanders, but they are also aware that something is missing when they cannot converse in the
language of the culture they identify with. The 'missing piece' or gap in their lives is the void
that needs to be filled; to be filled with the right piece. All the respondents indicated that they
were comfortable in speaking English, but they all expressed a deeper discontent or regret for
not being able to have a better command of the Cook Islands language so as to relate better
with other Cook Islanders. When this affects their sense of cultural identity, the combination
of both makes it increasingly difficult to relate meaningfully with older Cook Islanders in the
church. As far as Cook Islander worship services are concerned, it has little meaning for those
who cannot understand it. This can generate feelings of disaffection when language separates
a person from his or her church, traditions and teachings. Betty Duncan's research about
Samoan religious experiences in New Zealand concluded that the use of the vernacular in the
162
church is able to detach and alienate individuals. This appeared to be the case for most of

the respondents in the current study. Perhaps Bryce Courtenay has best described the
preciousness of a language:
"When we destroy a language we effectively undermine the culture it
belongs to. Language is the very soul of a culture. A people's
imagination, their myths and stories, their place on earth, their
continuity, that thing which gives them a soul and makes them
163
different and wonderful, comes from their language. "
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TENSION WITH CHURCH LEADERSIDP
It has clearly been demonstrated above tbat language and identity issues can affect
relationships with others in the church, especially with those in authority. In any group
situation where people have differences of opinion there is usually tension in managing tbose
differences. Previous studies have consistently shown tbat strained relationships within
churches are one reason why people leave. With regard to church leadership, Savage's study
among Methodists in tbe United States concluded tbat dropping out was usually triggered by
164
conflict with the clergy, other members in leadership, or family members.

Fifteen (50 percent) of the respondents in the current study indicated tbat tension with tbe
leadership of Cook Islander congregations was a contributing factor for leaving. The
leadership most respondents had difficulty relating with was that of elder or deacon, but some
references were also made to tbe minister, as well as parents in generaL Parents are culturally
respected as being in a position of authority and, in most cases, tbe elders of Cook Islander
congregations are accorded tbe same respect in tbeir capacity as elder and as a parent figure.
Some elders were in fact senior relatives of the respondents. The tension with the elders of tbe
congregation was much more apparent when the respondents themselves were in a leadership
role (in tbe youth group). The respondents did not see tbeir problems witb tbe leadership on a
personal level, but rather the structural and practicaL Coupled with the language barrier,
miscommunication and conflicting perspectives on church practices only drove the wedge of
dissent further between the two groups.
The respondents expressed feelings of deep hurt and frustration in tbeir attempts to 'fit in' to
the church system. They were raised in the church and contributed to its life in various ways,
but had no real say in how it should operate or develop. They were part of the church as equal
members, but felt as tbough they were continually treated as children who were not
responsible enough. Most respondents indicated tbeir desire to communicate tbeir faith as
tbey knew it. Instead, they encountered a leadership style that tended to dominate and
suppress youth initiatives tbat did not fall in line with accustomed practices of an older
generation to which the leadership belonged.

Angela:

"I felt very discouraged in church. As a youth leader, I didn't find much
support from the ministers as well as the parents, and I felt that we were
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betrayed in a sense; finding out later on how parents actually felt about us as
youth leaders, which was quite sad... I found that the Presbyterian church, it
was too religious, it was set in its traditional ways. We had to do things exactly
how the church wanted it and we weren't free to explore, we weren't free to
really praise God as we know; to express how we really feel about God."

Barbara:

"For me it was hard at first to leave the church because you've been therefor
so long. Being involved with the youth, we were restricted in some ways. We
couldn't do things or go with the changes and the church wouldn't follow the
changes and because of that, we weren't getting anywhere. We were just doing
the same things and the cycle was still the same. We had a lot of ups and
downs with the elders ... Because of that; it kind of stopped my interest in youth
[group] and the church itself"

Sometimes a 'them and us' mentality conveyed by the respondents toward their senior
counterparts in the church was perceived in terms of cultural differences. This did not change
the feeling of young Cook Islanders being marginalised to the edges of church processes and
programmes. Their constant struggle to come to terms with church structures, rules and
practices only fuelled their frustration in being part of the community of faith. It seemed that
most of their learning in the church had to be by continual mistakes or direct confrontation.

Christopher:

"It was also the frustration with parents, not personally with any parent, but
frustration of just seeing the same thing happen through the years where the
youth were always in the background of the ekalesia. The youth had their goals
and plans and what was stopping them, in my view, were the parents or the
elders. I'm not sure, but it was really frustrating for me to see that we can't do
this, or we can't do that, or we haven't got enough time to do this because they
wanted us to do something else. I felt they were taking a lot of the time, but not
helping the youth to develop themselves to be a part of the ekalesia. In saying
that, I know the parents grew up in a different culture than the youth of today
who are born in New Zealand. We're brought up in a different culture and
there is a clash. "

Elaine:

It wasn't just the language; it was also the people, the elders. There was a wall
between us. /' ll give you an example. There was one time where we tried to set
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up a uapou mapu within our church. It was something for our youth to do.
That got blocked and so everything that we tried to push through would always .
get squashed. You know we were always getting blocked by them [elders]. It
was really sad because, you know, you want to do new things but they just
didn't like change. A couple of them were good, but they don't like change. But
that's the thing with young people, they move with the times, but the older ones
just stay the same. That's why I say it is monotonous; it's the same thing day in
and day out.. .It really wasn't the minister, they were ok, but everything seemed
to stop at the Cook Islands elders. I felt that they were a stumbling block for
me in the work of the youth.

It appeared that for most of the respondents who had held a leadership role within a youth

group, the ongoing tension and unresolved issues with the likes of church elders only
increased their lack of confidence in church authority. For some respondents the intentions of
the elders did not match their actions. This double standard or lack of transparency that the
respondents perceived in church leaders also made it increasingly difficult for them to remain
in their congregations. Their sensitivity to perceived hypocrisy became a reason that youth
group diminished to the point of non-existence.

Emily:

"I believe that for one to grow in the church, it comes from the leadership. If
the leadership is dysfunctional, then it filters down. I'm talking about the
elders, the actual heads of the church at that time. I think that that probably
led to the downfall for the majority of the youth leaving and ending up in the
places where they are now. "

Florence:

"Not being listened to by elders. You know they ask, 'what do you think we
should start doing in church?', 'How do you think we can help?' We'd have
meetings and they would want the youth to be there and we'd say 'yeah, we
want you to speak English' [in the Cook Islander services]. You know, that
was probably the biggest thing and I think that was the easiest way that they
could have encouraged it... We knew that we were not going to be listened to,
so what's the point? In my age group, I was probably more the vocal one of all
of us. I'd say 'what's the point in us being here

if you're not going to listen?

We've told you before and you haven't changed it yet, so what's the point in
being here?' I think that's why everyone wandered off "
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The feeling of being unheard and not listened to in the church was echoed by Tiatia. In citing
the work of Taule' ale' ausumai, Tiatia summarised that the majority of New Zealand-born
Pacific Island youth had grown up not knowing their native language; the church therefore did
not recognise them as being responsible enough to hold positions of responsibility. 165 The
respondents in this study perceived their position as important co-workers in life of the
church, but language difficulties meant they were ineffective in terms of their working
relationship with elders. This indicated that language was power for Cook Islands-speaking
elders. The respondents sought not only to be understood but also believed, respected, and
distinguished as Cook Islander young people of New Zealand. In the minds of some
respondents, if one could not speak in the mother tongue then one's opinion was often not
valid. Tiatia argues that the language barriers must be broken down in some way and there
needs to be recognition of the youth voice, in whatever language. 166

Tension with church leaders affected different relationships within the congregation. The
unbearable strain for the respondents meant they were sometimes put in an uncomfortable
situation of choosing between their friends in the youth group and their senior relatives in the
eldership. Instead of choosing sides and severing personal ties with people in the church, the
alternative was to leave church altogether.

Francene:

"When the whole politics and issues came about or arose, I was divided
between the leaders I was with in the Cook Islands mapu as well as with my
aunty and the elders. Because I had connections with these two parties it was
hard for me to keep a sane head, being able to agree with one party and
agreeing with the other party. That's probably another reason why [for
leaving] ... What was bad about the tension was that it divided most of the Cook
Islands people ... it was quite discouraging."

Researcher:

"Do you think that was helpful for mapu, like yourself, to fit in with the
structures and practices of the ekalesia?"

Francene:

"Not really, because the mapu have kind offallen out. We haven't had a mapu
group as of mid-last year. It's kind of died out."
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In Gareth's case, he saw himself as an intermediary between the youth and elders. He was one

who could appreciate both sides. Unfortunately, the incompatibility between what young
Cook Islanders were asking and what the church leadership would allow made Gareth a
casualty of church power struggles.

Gareth:

"There wasn't enough voice being given to the youth in the ekalesia. I think
that was one of the problems the Cook Islands ekalesia faced. It was that our
elders don't tend to give us enough voice in the church and they like to
override and do things their way, which led a lot of the youth out of the
church ... I think a lot of the elders in our church were so strict and set in their
old ways ... There was just something there that was missing for the mapu. The
mapu wanted to do something but the elders always dominated. They stopped
what we wanted to do, sometimes it was some of them being jealous of certain
things that we did in the church. For me, I could not carry on with things [in
the church]

if the elders weren't happy,

because they were the backbone of the

ekalesia. I mean they were the ones that were always going to be here today
and tomorrow. With the youth, I noticed that youth come and go, but with the
elders they always came first and I always had to make sure that they were
happy with things that we did."

The tension with the elders brought with it feelings of mistrust. The mistrust applied to both
the youth and elders, as in the case of Harry. To feel as though one could not be trusted to do
one's work in the church also fostered the sense that one was perhaps not competent enough
to do it. For Harry, an environment of mistrust was not possible for continued service in the
church.

Harry:

"I felt like I couldn't be trusted by the elders. It made me feel/ike I didn't want
to go back at all. Mum was saying to me to go back to church, but I said 'no
way I'm going back'. It was that feeling of not being trusted and I didn't know
why. I was angry, but in my upbringing, I was taught never to talk back to my
elders and I never did that. They had a meeting and I spoke in the meeting. I
wanted to speak again but they just shut me down and I didn't want to do it
[youth work] again. Now they asked me

if I would like to be a youth leader, but

I still hold a grudge ... But they weren't giving me the freedom at all to try and
do something. They appointed someone to be the youth leader but they never
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let you do your job. There was always an elder over your back to see what you
were doing."

It can be seen that although the respondents had certain respect for their elders, their

relationship as co-workers in the church was increasingly problematic and unworkable.

OVER-COMMITTED IN CHURCH WORK

The pressure of coping with church authorities also reflected the pressures to meet certain
expectations in the church. Five (17 percent) of the respondents indicated that a high
workload in the church was a contributing factor to leaving. Although the majority of the
respondents had their main responsibilities within the youth group, they also participated in
most other congregational functions, while also juggling non-church obligations. This
demonstrated their high level of commitment and involvement within their congregations, but
it also highlighted the danger of burn-out.

The excessive demand on people's time and energy for church purposes is usually a cause for
burn-out. People may feel emotionally drained and exhausted until they may no longer have a
sense of satisfaction at their own achievements, neither may they feel that others are giving
them the recognition they deserve. The respondents felt they had given more than they were
getting in return within their congregation and, therefore, had become tired of trying. Richter
and Francis summed it up:
"When burnout has been reached, maybe because of over-involvement
in a leadership role or by virtue of the pressure of too many
conflicting commitments, a person may decide that the personal costs
of remaining in the church outweigh any likely benefits and church
leaving is the best option. People's commitment to their church has to
be held in balance with their family responsibilities, work pressures
and recreational needs. Churches, often unthinkingly, 'twist people's
arms' to help, and risk either overburdening individuals or inspiring
inappropriate guilt among those who cannot make themselves
available" / 67

The following are just some of the comments expressing the dilemmas which some of the
respondents experienced.
167
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Bronwyn:

"It started off with being overloaded with responsibilities in the church. I
enjoyed being there, but it was like I had to go to all the meetings, being able
to prepare a particular programme and at the same time my career was
getting in the way. So I had to choose whether to continue with my career... or
to drop that all together and continue to focus on church. I enjoyed my
involvement with the church, but I had to sacrifice something. I had done it for
8 or 9 years... "

Edward:

"I was really young back then, back in school. The duties that were given to
me back then clashed with my school work and stuff It was sometimes a
distraction and I didn't have time to do everything. Being young and that, it
was pretty confusing with doing your duties at church. I couldn't really handle
doing the duties of a leader. The pressure was coming from the other leaders. "

Gaylene:

"I was doing the mapu group with my daughter and it was enjoyable, but there
was a lot of commitment on certain leaders. You had to go to this and go to
that and it was hard on the family life. As a leader you were always relied on.
We did all these things but we had a lack in leadership as well. We were
hoping to have a lot more leaders, but in the end we got to a point where we
didn't get more. That was it."

STRAINED RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS IN THE CHURCH
Human beings are social beings, but in any social organisation relationships between people
can affect the sense of belonging they have with each other. Research about church leaving
already mentioned thus far, have identified deteriorating personal relationships between
people in church as a contributing factor for leaving. Cook Islanders are no exception to this.
Although they are very sociable and family oriented people, they are also prone to
relationship break-downs.

The conflict that the respondents had with the leaders in their congregations was an obvious
concern, but to a greater degree there was the strain of maintaining meaningful and genuine
associations with others in the congregation. This also included those in authority. Seventeen
(57 percent) of the respondents indicated that they had experienced difficult situations with
others in their congregation. Their unresolved differences were strong enough that the
respondents thought it better to move on rather than stay in an uncomfortable situation,
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especially when it involved other family members. They could at least remain connected as
'family' even if not working together in the same congregation.

One of the main causes for the deterioration of relationships was gossip and 'back stabbing'
among members in the congregation. In the context of a Christian environment, such as the
church, sensitivity by the respondents to hypocrisy was high. For some, such behaviour was
seen as contrary to the behaviour expected of church members and only heightened their
sense of dissatisfaction with their congregation. This was especially so when unacceptable
conduct was committed by more senior members and those in leadership. Richter and Francis
concurred with this point, noting that church leavers found the hypocrisy of church goers hard
to tolerate. 168 The hurtful words and actions by some upon others in the congregation only
further marginalised people and increased the frustrations of poor communication and nontransparency of church relationships.

Beverley:

" ... being honest, there was a lot of back-stabbing, so initially I'm not sure
whether it was pin-pointed at me or whoever, but that's what sort of hit me the
most. I don't know what it was all about, but that sort of thing got started. I
was very offended and then we slowly moved out. It felt better being away from
it; being outside of that cycle was better than listening to all of it. I didn't want
to grow in that; it wasn't how it used to be."

Carol:

"I'd go more to the English service than the Cook Islands [service] ... because
there was just too much talk in the Cook Islands youth; like back-stabbing and
gossip and I hated it... It didn't really do much for me. In a way I thought they
were all hypocrites because of talk about everything that goes on. They don't
like what my dad decides about something; about what they want to do, and
then they just go around talking about him, and that upsets me. There were
things said about everyone in my family ... It was the fact that they talked about
my family and I didn't like that. When I'm sitting in church, they'll be there
talking about me. "

Daniel:

"I think I left because everyone around me weren't who they said they were. I
think at that time I didn't see stuff that was very Christian about them, so I
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think that was really the main reason why I left. I was discouraged because of
these other people who were saying one thing and doing something else."

Church leaving is frequently related to the perception that relationships within the church are
no longer close and supportive. It appears that although the respondents and Cook Islanders in
general value the spirit of community, when it is threatened in any way, its consequences are
detrimental to the stability of the group. In this case, a church congregation relies on healthy
relationships to retain its members and to grow. Younger Cook Islanders do not prefer to stay
and endure personal struggles with others. They instead prefer to invest their time and energy
in other contexts where they perceive greater genuine and meaningful relationships, in which
they can feel accepted and belong. When congregations fail to offer them this sense of
belonging, people often prefer to leave. Although most respondents were related to many
others in their congregation, they felt that they could still leave. If they had to engage as
family, in spite of tensions, then leaving the church meant one less place to experience those
tensions.

FAITH NEEDS NOT MET
The church is a community of faith, but sometimes members are not always able to engage
meaningfully with the faith of their community. Twelve (40 percent) of the respondents
indicated that one of the reasons they left their Cook Islander congregations was because they
felt that important issues about their faith were not being addressed. Twenty-four (80 percent)
of the respondents indicated that they had a Christian faith or belief at the time they left (see
FIGURE 20). This showed that most did not leave because of any lack of faith; rather, they
were leaving an environment that they thought failed to truly nurture their faith. The lack of
command of the Cook Islands language meant that most respondents could not fully
comprehend and engage meaningfully with the prayers, songs and message in Cook Islander
worship services. This not only affected what they believed but also how they believed. They
were very familiar with the order or routine of the services, but its contents were not being
grasped appropriately. Therefore, the expressions of the Christian faith in worship services
became increasingly inadequate and irrelevant for most of the respondents. The result of their
difficulty to understand and meaningfully engage in the service brought the typical remark
that they were 'boring'.
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FIGURE20
Faith of respondent at time of leaving congregation

David:

"For me, it was a twofold kind of thing. It helped me to maintain a sense of
identity, you know, being with people of my own culture, and also I was there
to try and find where I stood in God's eyes, I guess. Unfortunately I had never
quite figured it out and I think that was more the reason why I made my exit I
guess. I don't think it was a cultural thing; it was not knowing where I stood,
where I fit in God's plan ... Culturally it [Cook Islander congregation] was
relevant for my sense of identity, but I couldn't quite make that spiritual
connection ... There was a whole lot of soul-searching and the answer didn't
seem apparent to me; maybe I couldn't find it in the church ... I couldn't quite
make the connection through the Christian faith. It's like I'm a piece of a
puzzle, but I couldn't find my space to fit. Maybe as I'm distancing myselffrom
the church I may be able to see the bigger picture. Maybe someday I'll spot
where I belong."

For young Cook Islanders who had strong spiritual convictions and deep questions about their
belief, their Cook Islander congregation was found 'spiritually wanting'. Some of the
respondents found that attending other services, for example, the combined English speaking
service and services at other churches or denominations, was more helpful.

Elaine:

"Yeah, it's the same order of service; the same routine week after week. And
that's probably why I did leave because when I was a youth leader at night I'd
go to a charismatic church to learn something. That's when I started to know
the difference with the PIC church; not to say anything bad, but it just wasn't
providing what I wanted... I didn't really learn a lot. What I learned about God
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was through the charismatic church. Yeah, and it was like Jesus for real.
Sometimes in PIC churches, it's just not real; it's not real for me. I don't know
whether it's the way they preach or their understanding. I don't know, but it
was a good time to be withfamily and friends and that's about it."

Emily:

"I ended up in the evenings going to another church, going to a Pentecostal
church and getting my spiritual food from there. I was doing it for the last two
and a half years of my time in the church [Cook Islander congregation]. It was
against my parents' will at the time, but.. .I made a decision to move on from
the church. It was a huge struggle but I knew that I had to do it."

More interesting was how the respondents described their faith at the time of interview.
Twenty-eight (93 percent) of the respondents indicated still having a faith (see FIGURE 21).
Interestingly there was an increase in the number of respondents who said they had a faith at
the time of interview compared to when they left their congregation. Their faith, however, had
changed to varying degrees; some advised that their faith had grown stronger by joining other
churches in other denominations or that they had begun to realise things about God as they
matured. The majority, however, who chose to remain outside any religious institution shared
thoughts of a belief in God (however they perceived God), but without the same sense of
fulfilment they once experienced when they were involved with their congregation.

No
7%

Yes

93%

FIGURE21
Faith of respondent at time of interview

Researcher:

"How would you describe your faith or sense of spirituality now that you're
out of the church?"
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Averil:

"Very low. I think when I went to church there was a high spirit; even though
there were problems at the church it was still high. As I drifted, it's gone
lower. But I still have my faith. "

Christopher:

"On a scale of one to ten, I'd say 2 to be honest. I used to pray often, but now I
don't pray that much. I think it's quite selfish because when I pray it's when
I'm in need. I still believe in God, because I get angry when people are sort of
mocking. It's quite offensive to me so I still believe in God. I think it's my own
stubbornness, and curiosity of experiencing the other side of life. I still believe
in God and that's my greatest fear. I just don't belong [with the church] like

how I used to. "

Gaylene:

"I think the belief is still there, it's just the urge to go back and find that path
again is not [there]. I mean prior to being involved with the mapu, I was out of
church anyway, so there were those big gaps ... My faith is still there, but it's
not as strong as it used to be. I see it as climbing a mountain, but I'm back
down there again trying to go back up. "

How the respondents perceived the relevancy of Cook Islander congregations was also
interesting. The areas covered were its relevance socially, culturally and spiritually. The
measurement were scores categorised as 'high' (very meaningful and relevant), 'average'
(sometimes meaningful and relevant), and 'low' (very minimal meaning and relevance).
Twenty-nine (97 percent) of respondents overwhelmingly indicated that their Cook Islander
congregation was very meaningful and relevant to them in meeting their social needs (see
FIGURE 22). As already mentioned, the congregation and its various groups provided a space
for Cook Islanders to be and do things together. Even when people were at different levels of
understanding and experience in terms of Christian faith, they were still able to connect as
people. Many respondents recalled childhood and teenage memories of going to church just to
play with their cousins or just 'hanging out'. For many older members Sunday was perhaps
the day they looked forward to the 'imenemene' or singing time with others over a cup of tea
after the service. Whatever the reason Cook Islanders went to church, they were sure that
there was at least one person they could connect with.
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FIGURE22
Level of respondent's perceived social relevance of congregation

The figures for the cultural relevance of the congregations were more diverse. Fourteen (47
percent) respondents considered their congregation as being highly meaningful and relevant
for their cultural needs, while six (20 percent) indicated an 'average' relevancy, but 10 (33
percent) of the respondents stated that their congregations meant very little to them in cultural
terms (see Graph 23). The area of language has already been expanded upon, but it should be
said at this point that although the majority of respondents could not speak their language,
many still were happy to at least identify with their culture as Cook Islanders in the church.
The fact that most respondents had been involved with Cook Islander performing arts groups
at school or in the community, and in island sports clubs, may have contributed to this. It may
also be attributed to the congregation being predominantly Cook Islander. What is interesting,
however, is that more respondents indicated an average and low appreciation of the cultural
relevance of their congregation. As growing numbers of younger Cook Islanders find it more
difficult to identify with Cook Islands language and culture, the sense of cultural relevancy of
Cook Islander congregations will inevitably decrease.
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FIGURE23
Level of respondent's perceived cultural relevance of congregation

As far as spiritual fulfilment was concerned, the figures were more discouraging. Only seven
(23 percent) of respondents indicated that their congregations were very helpful to them in
attaining a high sense of meaning and relevancy for their faith (see FIGURE 24). Just slightly
less (six

= 20

percent) indicated that their congregation helped them to attain at least an

average or mediocre sense of spiritual meaning or relevancy for their lives. The majority (17

= 57

percent), however, said that their congregations were very unhelpful in providing for

their spiritual needs. As already mentioned, lack of faith was not primarily an issue for
respondents in leaving their congregation; rather, it was how their faith was being nurtured
within the congregation that was a great concern.

High

Low
57%

FIGURE24
Level of respondent's perceived spiritual relevance of congregation

When something is not meaningful or relevant to one' s needs, then one tends to disassociate
with it. For the respondents in this study Cook Islander congregational activities were
generally good for most purposes, but fell far short in meeting the faith needs of its younger
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members. In some interviews the respondents were quite emotional when speaking about this
topic. The emotions were mixed, but the distress was often in having left the place that
actually gave them their Christian faith. Coupled with this was the idea of being provided
with a plate, but not having enough or nothing at all put into it to feed. The respondents
expressed how important their Christian faith was to them as a value to live by, but at the time
of interview it did not equate with church attendance anymore.

FAMILY COMMITMENTS
For some of the respondents, family commitments proved a higher priority. Four (13%) of the
thirty respondents indicated that obligations to family needs were a factor in their decision to
leave their congregation. It is understandable that as people form new relationships, the
priority and time given to already existing ones can change. This was particularly so for those
beginning to form marriage style relationships and having children. As their focus shifted
from church involvement to immediate family involvement, they found that demands or
requirements of home life became more important than the demands and duties of church life.

Albert:

"I think it was probably when the wife and I started having kids. We didn't
know that we were sort of moving away, it just sort of happened on the way.
One kid turned into two kids and then turned into three kids. We were falling
into the family life. I didn't notice it happening; just over the years you've got
those priorities now that once you never used to have. "

Beverley:

"We just didn't have the time to make it to youth club on Mondays."

Researcher:

"So it was more family commitment than anything else [for leaving]?"

Albert:

"Yeah. We had a young family [and] that meant more responsibilities. At that
time all our mates were having families and moving away too; exactly the
same within that ten years. We still see them now and again and they're in the
same spot. "

Daphne:

"I guess I left because once I knew that I was going to get married I was going
to leave. I knew that God wanted me to move on, to go with my husband... It
wasn't any negative response to the Cook Islands people or to the church, it
was just I knew that when I got married that I was going to move on."
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Henry:

"It's always been in the back of my mind. I think that's where I kind of
struggle; it's kind of hard to say. Any given day, if the children want to spend
time with me I would do it at the drop of a hat, whether church was on or not. I
kind of feel as though my kids will miss out on quality time with me and to
some degree that sounds pretty selfish, but unfortunately because we lead a
busy lifestyle, weekends are really our time together and we kind of treat it as
really precious for us to be together... To be honest, I've probably let the
children be number one priority in my life right now. I think later on in our
life, I'll definitely take them back to church. "

As far as children are concerned, parents may choose to be involved with a church for the
sake of their children. But, as we have seen, even respondents with children still made the
move to leave. Jamieson also noted this point, where about 80 percent of those he interviewed
had children in their care but, nevertheless, they still chose to leave their church. 169
Although the respondents saw their church, particularly the youth group, as an integral part of
family 'togetherness' with others like themselves, leaving was still seen as a better
opportunity to be shielded from the tensions and conflicts seen in the wider life of the
congregation. It was better to deal with one's own problems in one's home than to deal with
problems amongst others in the church. In the case of Barbara, attempts to reintegrate into
their congregation for the sake of their children still proved difficult.
Barbara:

"When I moved away or left the church, I started to think, ok so what if I bring
my kids, because I've got kids now, let's get back involved with the youth. So I
brought my kids back into the youth and all that. It was good then, but it still
didn't meet my needs, and then later on in the year it just faded out and I just
left all together."

When Barbara eventually left, she did so with all her children.

NON-CHURCH INTERESTS

As already noted, the church, as a voluntary organisation, is one of many in the community
that compete for people's time and involvement. Fifteen (50 percent) of the respondents
169
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indicated that having strong interests outside of the church contributed to their decision to
leave. Most outside interests revolved around social, recreational and cultural events that
included mixing with other Cook Islanders of similar age. In the past church attendance was a
given expectation. Since then their non-church activities demonstrated that they could choose
to belong somewhere else, with a different group of people, doing something else apart from
church activities. This was not to say that they were becoming less religious and more secular
in their attitude and actions. Rather, some leavers in this study were able to forge new
identities for themselves through other community organisations and even other churches or
denominations by simply having a choice. They are, as Alan Aldridge has described, part of a
consumer culture of this age that "have more freedom than in the past to choose their mode of
identification with a religious tradition, and also their mode of de-identification." 170
In some cases, respondents who had left their congregation often ended up being involved

with other church leavers within the same outside organisations. These gatherings provided a
space where the respondents could share and empathise with others who had been through
similar church experiences. The sense of belonging and camaraderie that such organisations
offered replaced what the respondents had once encountered in their respective Cook Islander
congregation. For example, some of the respondents saw the island sports clubs as a family
community where everyone was appreciated.

Cameron:

"The Sports Club, it's the island that it represents. It's where my parents are
from, and where my family are from. It's also the people; playing rugby and
the camaraderie. It's knowing that the people are family and that people who
have played for the club have passed on. It's not only the island, but the blood
connections and the language as well. I learned that we had a imene ipukarea,
an island anthem; that was even a bonus for me."

Edward:

"I got involved with the club [island sports club] through friends and [have]
been with them for about three years now ... I don't fellowship with people in
the church, but I still get together with people who used to be with me in the
church. The youth then are the people I'm hanging out with now ... They're
good people, but church isn't an issue any more."
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Henry:

"Sport and study, you know, I guess they were things that stretched over to the
seven days instead of all being in just five or six days. I kind offound that as I
got older, that it was ok to play sport on Sunday; it was ok to go to university.
To some degree you had to make the most of your opportunities. I was kind of
encouraged by mum and dad, but at the same time it was frowned upon so to
speak. It didn't affect the closeness of our family. They gave that freedom,
although it was difficult to accept that, but at the same time they accepted that
I was growing up. It wasn't so much that I was rebelling; they knew that I
wanted to explore and to experience other things. As I say, sport was very
high; not that I expected to do well, but surprised if I didn't do well."

There were various appeals of belonging to a non-church organisation. Some reasons were the
sense of enjoyment and purpose in what people did together, the openness to new members,
and the not-so-harsh judgmental attitude in dealing with people when mistakes were made.
Overall, the respondents felt that such organisations enabled and encouraged them to be the
best that they could be as an individual and as a group. Cook Islander congregations, on the
other hand, especially through their leadership style, appeared to be quick to judge their own
and operated in ways that tended to exclude others from being fully accepted, involved and
supported. At least in outside organisations, the respondents felt freer to express themselves
and contribute toward the direction and function of the organisation. In the church they were
just silent and invisible passengers being driven somewhere they did not want to go.

LEAVER PERCEPTIONS OF COOK ISLANDER CONGREGATIO NS
The respondents were asked to reflect on how they saw their own congregations in general
terms. Some chose not to comment as they felt that their length of time out of the church did
not qualify them to make a fair reflection or judgement. Those who did comment had mixed
views. Some felt that the dominant Cook Islands language, and the structures and practices of
their congregations tended to cater more for a specific group of Cook Islanders within it - the
older island-born members. They felt that the New Zealand-born youth were there to fit into
the structures and practices rather than helping to create them.

Gareth:

"It [Cook Islander congregation] caters for the older ones, the elders. It caters
for just the elders. The services too cater for the elders ... Not a lot of the youth
know the language, especially being born here in New Zealand. So it was
really hard for them to understand or to see what was going on. "
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Edward:

"I'm not sure, but as soon as you become old enough and not part of the youth,
there's nothing else. It seems as if there's something missing there; there's a
gap between the youth and the parents. There's nothing that caters for the
older youth, like for the kids that are out of college. You go from say 5 to 18
[years] or 19 [years], but for the 20 [years] to say 35's there's nothing for
them. I think there's a gap in the church structure or something. You can go
from youth to Sunday school teacher and then what? For people like myself,
when they get older or mature, there needs to be something there and I think
that's why people leave. They leave basically around that age. It's the people I
hang out with. I don't know, maybe the ekalesia needs to be more creative, not
just in the services, but its structures as well. At the moment, maybe it's geared
up more for older people."

Some respondents, however, saw their congregational structures and practices as helpful to a
certain degree. For those who valued the cultural and familial ties, involvement with the
congregation did have a positive side. They didn't mind being with their older people, it was
how well they related and cooperated with each other that determined the benefits of
involvement.

Henry:

"To be honest church has always been a place where it didn't really matter
what background you had, as long as you had some identity you were always
welcome there. Probably in my time there, there were a lot of young children
around my age. At that stage I think it was more generated towards young
people and as time got on it probably turned towards the older ones. "

Florence:

"I see it in a positive way for older people. I don't see it as a negative thing for
young people. I think there are positives and negatives for people my age
group; young adult. We don't want to be going there to have somebody telling
us do this and this and this, but we want someone to be sort of guiding us and
not saying that this is how you have to do it. I don't think that it adapts to
young ones. So I think that there's definitely a positive to have in your life, but
it's just the way that it's structured is not the best for someone like me."

The respondents were also asked what it would take for them to return to a Cook Islander
congregation. Sadly, most indicated that they would not return, unless it was for a special
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occasion that involved family; for example, the odd funeral, baptism or wedding. Some said
that they would consider a return for the sake of their children, but their own involvement as a
parent would be very minimal. Others saw that the lack of people their own age involved in
the church, or at least attending worship services, was also a reason for their non-return to a
Cook Islander congregation.

Bronwyn:

"Now !feel like there's nothing I can hold onto that would make me want to go
back 100%. I miss the fellowship, the bond or closeness with particular people.
That's what I miss; remembrances of the old days and the things we used to do
and like, it was within my age group. It's like there's nothing here for me and
the people who are in my age group, they're not Cook Islanders; and if they
are, they're not involved."

Charles:

"!guess it plays a big part when there are only about five people around my
age group; there's not many my age I can relate to in the church. I'd like to
see more. Some changes to the services might help too."

Christopher: "I'd like to be involved again but... / would not want to have the situation of
being dominated by the parents ... ! think it's the fear of going back to the
church for the sake of just going back; to go back to the same routine, the
same things I saw 17 years ago and think this is just a big circle. I'd have to
find something that caters for me, that drives me, and not for the sake of just
turning up. "

In some ways Cook Islander congregations within the PCANZ reflected a transplanted church

from the Cook Islands. They sought to settle themselves in a New Zealand context, but
organised themselves based upon the experiences of the island ways or context. Cook Islander
congregations were 'dressed up' by Presbyterian connections through PIC and European
Presbyterian congregations that allowed them to have a so-called 'New Zealand image' 'Kiwi-Cook Islanders'. But, in the minds of Cook Islander church leavers, their
congregational practices did not really reflect the New Zealand culture in which they were
raised and to which they had become accustomed. In this respect it was difficult for some to
make meaningful connections with their own people and with the institution in which they
operated. The structures and practices of Cook Islander congregations were seen as
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increasingly irrelevant to the needs of its younger members and, therefore, they chose to be
ex-members.

SUMMARY

This chapter has attempted to answer the question why younger Cook Islanders were leaving
their congregations from within the PCANZ. Their reasons varied, but were narrowed down
to nine. They are, in order of highest score to lowest: strained relationships with other
congregation members, tension with the leadership, non-church interests, language and
cultural identity issues, faith needs not met, relocation due to education opportunities, overcommitment in church work, family commitments, and employment obligations.

With regard to the hypothesis of the current research, the findings showed that although the
lack of command of the Cook Islands language and cultural identity were significant concerns
for younger Cook Islanders within their congregations, they were not, however, necessarily
the most significant factors for them leaving. The hypothesis only scored at fourth place
behind other stronger reasons for leaving. In other words, some respondents did experience
difficulties with language and issues of cultural identity in the church, but combined with
other reasons, they were enough to tip the scale in making a conscious decision to leave. The
issue of language and cultural identity did, in many ways, have a permeating effect upon some
of the other reasons for leaving.

On reflection, the respondents saw that their congregations were very helpful in terms of
providing for their social needs, and to a lesser degree, their cultural needs. However, their
congregations were increasingly perceived as irrelevant in satisfying their need for a
meaningful faith. This was the case despite the majority claiming to have retained their
Christian faith since leaving and at the time of interview. Overall, the structures and practices
of Cook Islander congregations were perceived as insufficiently catering for the younger New
Zealand-born and English-speaking members. Although many in the congregations were
related in one way or another, family ties and loyalties were not always reinforced within the
church. Cook Islander young adults in this study still wanted to belong with their people and
family, but not necessarily within the context of church life. They reflected a shift from a
comprehensive community in the islands, where church, community and family life with
more-or-less the same people was the 'way things were', to a more mobile and fragmented
community in New Zealand where the individual lives among competing options for a sense
of belonging. For previous generations of Cook Islanders, to belong in the former community
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was purely a matter of birth (into the way things were); for the new generation today in New
Zealand it appears very much to be a matter of choice.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis has attempted to explain why younger Cook Islanders were leaving Cook Islander
congregations of the PCANZ. The hypothesis was that the lack of both the command of the
Cook Islands language and sense of cultural identity by younger Cook Islanders were
significant contributing factors for them discontinuing their involvement with their
congregation.

First, it was necessary to identify that the sense of separation and division amongst Cook
Islanders today could have had its roots from earlier times. The relationship Cook Islanders
had with each other, in some ways, reflected the Cook Islands itself- one nation of different
people fragmented by different dialects and customs in a vast geographical spread. Although
they could be termed as one people- "Cook Islanders" -their identification and loyalty to an
island or village of origin demonstrated a strong sense of independence. In their history they,
especially the younger generation, had not always conformed to the expectations of secular or
religious institutions. As they became more accustomed to Western ways, they increasingly
exerted their preference for activities frowned upon by the church and older Cook Islanders,
resulting in the widening separation of values held dearly by previous generations. This
disengagement from one's cultural and religious traditions and values was consequently seen
in their growing absence within the Church.

Second, the continued sense of struggle and separation between Cook Islanders was further
exemplified through their relocation and development in New Zealand. In earlier days the
geographical spread of Cook Islanders from each other, increased assimilation into western
lifestyles, and inter-marrying with non-Cook Islanders saw the evolvement of a new sense of
identity for second and third generation Cook Islanders in New Zealand. The Church initially
became the place where familiarity of island traditions could be retained and exercised, but
the make-up of Cook Islander congregations gradually changed as the generations changed.
The cultural gap between older island-born Cook Islanders and their younger New Zealandborn counterparts became more evident as the language, customs, and sense of connection
with the Cook Islands diminished rapidly amongst the latter. Similar to the experiences of
young people in the earlier days of the Cook Islands, the cultural divide amongst Cook
Islanders in New Zealand increasingly became a religious divide where growing numbers of
the younger generation were disengaging from church activities. The more educated they
became, the more they were able to think for themselves and to exercise their sense of
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freedom as individuals. The communal sense of village and church life that once held Cook
Islanders together, despite independent loyalties, increasingly shifted to a more individualistic
lifestyle where they could choose whether to belong together or not. In the case of Cook
Islander congregations, more young people were choosing not to continue their belonging.

Census details enabled a profile to be outlined for a typical Cook Islander who would most
likely discontinue his or her religious involvement; in this case, from a Cook Islander
congregation of the PCANZ. The profile suggested that such a church Ieaver would probably
be young, born in New Zealand, mainly speak English, be educated, employed and earning an
income, unmarried or living with a partner in a de facto relationship, and sharing a home with
family in a rental or boarding situation located in a suburban or city area. Such a person could
also be expected to leave a church that was predominantly made up of minority groups at the
lower socio-economic end in a suburban or city location amongst other competing churches.
Respondents of the current research confirmed most of the above factors and therefore
matched the profile. Information from various Cook Islander congregations in the PCANZ,
though very limited, identified that Cook Islanders aged eighteen to forty years were in fact
under-represented in membership and, more markedly, for attendance in Cook Islander
worship services. Cook Islanders in the church were mainly older island-born and Cook
Islands-speaking people, or they were New Zealand-born English-speaking young children. In
this respect, young Cook Islander adults represented by the respondents in this study were
predominantly the missing generational link in Cook Islander church connections.

Most of the respondents came from families which had strong church connections and who
held leadership roles in the congregation. The respondents had been involved with their
congregations from an early age and had remained involved for a relatively long period of
time before leaving. In many ways they were the product of the church - children raised
within the church family. However, church family life reflected many home situations where
parents, or the older generation, spoke one language and their children (the respondents)
another; parents operated in one cultural area and their children in another. The English
language was the usual medium of communication between the generations, yet the Englishspeaking respondents were expected to fully participate in the domains of Cook Islands
language and traditions. Their involvement was primarily for 'being together'; the Cook
Islands language and identity were secondary issues. But as the respondents grew older and
took on leadership roles in the church, their awareness of who they were and how they
operated with other Cook Islanders brought the issues of language and identity to the fore. To
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a certain degree, some respondents appreciated the cultural benefits experienced in their
congregation, but the flipside was that communication breakdown, in terms of understanding
Cook Islander church systems, practices and expectations, only drove the wedge of difference
deeper between them and others. For a growing number of respondents, the cultural and
spiritual relevancy of Cook Islander churches had diminished considerably, thereby affecting
their church involvement Most respondents still engaged with their families and other Cook
Islanders in various ways within the general Cook Islanders community, but to a much lesser
degree within the church.

Identifying why younger Cook Islanders leave their congregations produced a mixed result of
nine reasons. In order from most frequent reason given to the least, they were: strained
relationships with other congregation members, tension with the leadership, non-church
interests, language and identity barriers, faith needs not being met, relocation due to
educational opportunities, over-commitment in church work, family commitments, and
employment obligations. Apart from a high commitment to church work and employment, all
other reasons given by respondents for leaving church had been influenced, to varying
degrees, by cultural issues that encompassed the Cook Islands language and identity. It
affected the way Cook Islanders related with each other at personal, familial, generational,
structural, and religious levels in the church, and therefore, had a bearing on their preference
to eventually operate outside of it This being the case, it was surprising that some
respondents actually became over-committed in church work. Understandably, however, it
was a matter of doing all that a person could possibly do to bring about change, or a sign of
their strong religious convictions.

The results proved the hypothesis of the current study, but it was not identified by the
respondents as the sole reason for leaving. It was significant only in that it had a permeating
effect upon other factors for leaving. It only scored at fourth place in terms of its frequency
indicated by the respondents, and was just one among other reasons that eventually led young
Cook Islanders to disassociate themselves from their congregations.

The study also showed that Cook Islander church leavers were unlikely to return to a Cook
Islander congregation as active committed members, although they might attend at odd times
for family related occasions or for the sake of their children. In their eyes the structures and
practices of Cook Islander congregations within the PCANZ are more accommodating to the
needs and preferences of Cook Islanders who are much older, Island-born, and who are well
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versed in the Cook Islands language and traditions. The obvious absence of others of similar
age to that of the respondents was also a factor for their decision not to return. They maintain
that they still believe but, as noted in many other studies, they find it increasingly difficult to
belong and stay connected within institutionalised religion.

What is important is that this study has purposefully probed to seek some clarity of a missing
generation in the Cook Islanders' Church, instead of following generalisations and stereotypes
about such people. It may be easier to discredit people similar to the respondents of this study
as being 'akarongo-kore', disobedient, disrespectful or unfaithful to the teaching of parents,
church authorities and God. The reality for the respondents, and many like them, is that there
is a chasm of cultural and religious difference between them and those who judge them.
Hopefully, the results of this research will enable people to engage with the issue of church
leaving in a better informed way.

The above results show that Cook Islander congregations within the PCANZ are 'cracked
coconuts'. Their source of future growth -those better resourced educationally, financially,
occupationally, and enthusiastically - are 'seeping' out through the cracks of cultural and
spiritual displacement. Although this study has limitations in its findings and interpretations
of them, the hope is that it has, at least, given a voice to the many young Cook Islanders who
have silently left the church. The challenge now is: how will those who have heard it respond?

There are no easy answers to the above question, nor any quick-fix solutions to the issue of
church leaving. Yet, the challenge is real enough that it requires an appropriate response from
Cook Islander churches, and in particular, its leadership. The following offers some brief
thoughts towards a possible way forward.
l.

Firstly, the respondents of this study perceived Cook Islander congregations as
accommodating mostly its senior members. Cook Islander church leaders need to
honestly recognise and appreciate their younger members as integral to the decision
making and shaping of congregational structures and practices. Young adults may not
want to just merely "fit" into an established church pattern or expectation of them;
rather they appear to want to determine themselves how they may engage more
meaningfully with church. If their gifts and talents are not valued and utilised in the
church, they may end up using them somewhere else. The younger generation of Cook
Islanders today may willingly contribute to the life of the church when they have a
sense of ownership of it.
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2.

Secondly, the respondents clearly identified the cultural, social and religious
differences between themselves and previous generations within the church. If the
leadership are to encourage a proactive, rather than passive, participation by its young
adults, then it should also understandingly realise that embracing them also means
embracing the differences between the generations. It requires an acknowledgement
and appreciation, by all concerned, of the different perceptions, attitudes, strengths and
weaknesses that they can bring to the church. In light of this, it recognises that change
or development is inevitable. The challenge for the Cook Islanders' Church is to

explore ways together of how the church can be more meaningful and relevant for all
who engages with it.

3.

Thirdly, the respondents indicated that personal relationships with others were valued,
but they had not necessarily worked well in the church context. Perhaps more
professional pastoral approaches need to be developed amongst leaders to
appropriately keep in check, or balance, the many close familial ties that exists in
congregations. This is not to devalue or depreciate the closeness of such relationships;
rather a professional approach may assist in clarifying certain boundaries of operation.
The respondents', as educated young adults, were articulate about their role and
function in the church; they also expected the same from other church leaders and the
system in which they all operated. Transparency, clear guidelines and better
communication appear to be very important to enhance relationship dynamics within
and without of the church.

Finally, it is hoped that discussion will be generated by the above findings and suggestions.
The Cook Islanders' church may not necessarily die out when its younger members continue
to leave and when its senior members pass on. The Church may continue, but not in the same
way as it is currently known. If it is to change, Cook Islanders today, both young and old,
have an opportunity to shape those changes by being proactive toward their aspirations rather
than merely allowing circumstances to change them. Akamaroiroi! (Be Encouraged!).
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APPENDIX 1
Information sheet for participants
10 May 2004

Understanding a missing generation of Cook Islanders from the Presbyterian
Church of Aotearoa/New Zealand
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS

Thank you for showing an interest in this project Please read this information sheet carefully before deciding
whether or not to participate. If you decide to participate we thank you. If you decide not to take part there will
be no disadvantage to you of any kind and we thank you for considering our request.

What is the Aim of the Project?
This research study is being undertaken as part of the requirements for a MTh (Master of Theology) degree
through the University of Otago. The research is to identify and understand why Cook Islanders between the
ages of eighteen to forty are declining in membership from the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa/New Zealand,
in particular, from the Cook Islands sector of the church.
The study calls for:
an account of the participant's affiliation and involvement with the church
an understanding of the influence of family in relation to the church
an understanding of the impact of Cook Islands language, identity and culture in relation to the
participant's church involvement
an understanding of why the participants are no longer involved with the church
an understanding as to how the participants currently perceive the church and its practices
an understanding of the participants faith or spirituality outside of the church
an identification of the participants needs and how they see the church's relevance to their needs

What Type of Participants are being sought?
If you are of Cook Islands decent, between the age of 18 and 40, and have had some past affiliation or
involvement with the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa/New Zealand, but no longer have any committed
involvement, you will be asked to comment on your experience with the church, and in particular, the Cook
Islands sector of the church. You will also be asked to comment on the factors that you think contributed to your
non-involvment with the church.
The student will reflect on the information and responses gathered and will be presenting a 40,000 word thesis
essay commenting on his/her analysis of the issues identified, and how they may relate to the development of
Cook Islands people within the church and community life in New Zealand of which they are a part.

What wiD Participants be Asked to Do?
Should you agree to take part in this study you will be asked to take part in an
interview of between one and one half hour. You may withdraw from the study at any stage without any
disadvantage to yourself of any kind.
This project involves an open-questioning technique where the precise nature of the questions which will be
asked have been determined in advance. Consequently, the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee has
reviewed the precise questions to be used.
In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant or uncomfortable you
are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s) and also that you may withdraw from
the project at any stage without any disadvantage to yourself of any kind.

Can Participants Change their Mind and Withdraw from the Project?
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time and without any disadvantage to yourself of any
kind.
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What Data or Information will be CoUected and What Use will be Made of it?
The information co1lected from the interview will be used in the report with your consent. Access to audio tapes
and notes will be pursuant to your instructions. The responses recorded will be securely stored in such a way that
no one other than the student will have access to it. The report will be submitted to the examiner and will not be
published nor held in any archive. Quotes may be recorded but will not identify any individual.
You are most welcome to request a copy of the results of the project should you wish.
The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned above will be able to gain
access to it. At the end of the study any personal information will be destroyed immediately by the researcher.

What if Participants have any Qnestions?
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to contact:Rev Dr Kevin Ward or Assoc Prof Dr Paul Trebilco
Dept of Theology and Religious Studies,
Otago University,
PO Box 56, Dunedin.
University Telephone Number: 03 479 5358
This project has been reviewed and approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee.
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APPENDIX2
Participant consent form

Research study on understanding a missing generation of Cook Islanders from the
Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa/New Zealand
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS
I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All my questions have
been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request further information at any stage.

I know that:1.
my participation in the research is entirely voluntary;
2.

I am free to withdraw from the research at any time without any disadvantage;

3.

the data collected in interviews will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project;

4.

This research involves an open-questioning technique where the University of Otago Human

E!hies Committee is aware of the precise questions to be used.
In the event that the line of questioning does develop in such a way that you feel hesitant or
uncomfortable you are reminded of your right to decline to answer any particular question(s)
and also that you may withdraw from the project at any stage without any disadvantage to
yourself of any kind.
5.

There is no remuneration for my involvement in the project;

6.

I give permission for responses from the interview to be used in the research study report. I
understand that all quotes in the report written as a result of this project will be anonymous
and that the report will only be viewed by the examiner of the paper. The results of the
research will not be published.

I agree to take part in this project.

(Signature of participant)

(Date)

This project has been reviewed and approved by the University of Otago Human Ethics Committee
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APPENDIX3
Interview questions

1.

What is your age?

2.

What is your gender? (male or female).

3.

Where were your born?

4.

How long have you lived in New Zealand?

5.

What is your highest educational qualification?

6.

What is your employment status? (working, unemployed, student etc.)

7.

What is your current housing arrangement? (own home, renting, boarding, etc.)

8.

What is you marital status?

9.

If you have a partner, what ethnic group does your partner belong to?

10.

How many dependent children do you have?

11.

How would you describe your ability to understand and speak the Cook Islands
language?

12.

How would you describe the use of the Cook Islands language and cultural activities in
your immediate family home life?

13.

How would you describe yours and your immediate family's level of involvement with
your extended families?

14.

What level of involvement do you and your immediate family have with the general
Cook Islanders' community?

15.

How did you become involved with the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa!New Zealand,
and in particular, the Cook Islands part of the church?

16.

How long were you actively involved with the church?

17.

To what extent were you and your family (immediate and extended) involved in the
church?

18.

How relevant was the church to meeting your spiritual needs?

19.

How would you describe your sense of identity as a Cook Islander in relation to the
church?

20.

What area of your life do you feel most meaningful for your identity as a Cook Islander
and how is this different in relation to the church?
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21.

What are the core values that you live by and teach your children?

22.

What factor(s) contributed to you leaving the church?

23.

What perceptions do you have of the church now?

24.

How would you describe your faith or spirituality now?

25.

What would it take for you and family to be involved again with a Cook Islander
congregation?
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APPENDIX4
Request letter for congregational participation

To the Minister & Secretary of the Cook Islands Congregation (Ekalesia)

Kia orana and greetings in the name of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. My name is
Tokerau Joseph, a minister of the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa New Zealand currently
studying full time doing a Master of Theology course at the University of Otago in Dunedin.
I write seeking your support toward my course in terms of information about our Cook
Islanders' people and the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa New Zealand (PCANZ). My
current research is an attempt to understand why Cook Islanders between the ages of 18 to 40
years are leaving the Cook Islanders' congregations of the PCANZ. Part of the research is to
try and gauge how many of this age group are actual members of Cook Islanders'
congregations and also how many are currently attending our Cook Islanders' worship
services. Therefore, if you are able to assist me in this area, your support would be
enormously appreciated.
The information I am looking for covers only two areas. One is church membership, and the
other is worship attendance. The specific information sought after is the age and gender of
Cook Islanders involved with the Cook Islanders' congregation. No other information is
required or will be used to identify any individual or the congregation itself.
Church membership
You may have a list of those who are official (communicant) members of the Cook Islands
congregation, but you may also have an unofficial record of those (adherents) who you
identify as being regularly involved with the congregation. Therefore I would like to find out:

•

The age and gender (male or female) of those (including children) on the
congregation's current roll (or any unofficial record). Attached is a form that may help
you record the details.

Cook Islands worship service attendance
This area simply wants to identify the age and gender of Cook Islanders' people who attend a
normal Cook Islanders' worship service on one given Sunday. By the word 'normal', it is
meant a Sunday worship service where there are no special events such as Holy Communion,
baptism(s), Kave Eva (bereavement memorial), Youth Service, White Sunday or such.
Therefore, I would like to find out:

•

The age and gender (male or female) of those who attended that one Sunday worship
service. Attached is a form that may help you record the details.

If you are able to provide the information requested, then the earliest completion and return of
the information would be most gratefully appreciated. If you have any queries, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
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Yours in Christ,

Rev Tokerau Joseph
Contact details
17 Blundell Street, Pine Hill, Dunedin, New Zealand.
Address:
(03) 473 7792, (mob) 0210579727
Phone:
tjrev@clear.net.nz
Email:
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APPENDIX5
Form to assist Cook Islander congregation in noting age and gender of membership

COOK ISLANDERS' MEMBERSIDP (Church Roll)
Male (Tane)

Female (Vaine)

(write their age below)

(write their age below)
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APPENDIX6
Form to assist Cook Islander congregation in noting of age and gender of those attending a
worship service

COOK ISLANDERS' SUNDAY WORSIDP SERVICE
Male (Tane)

Female (Vaine)

(write their age below)

(write their age below)

